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WATER RESOURCES COUNCIL
PROPOSED PRINCIPLES AND STAND-

ARDS FOR PLANNING WATER AND
RELATED LAND RESOURCES

Notice of Public Review and slearing
1. Time and place. Notice is hereby

given by the Water Resources Council of
a period of public review and comment
commencing as of the date of this publi-
cation and terminating March 31, 1972.
As part of this review, a public hearing
will be held at the Netional Museum of
History and Technology, 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue NW, Washington,
DC., on March 20 and 21, 1972, com-
mencing each day at 10 a.m. (use Consti-
tution Avemie entrance, Conference
Room to left after entering).

2. Purpose. The purpose of this public
review and hearing is to obtain, prior to
formal Council recommendation for pres-
idential approval, the views of the in-
terested public on Principles and Stand-
ards proposed by the Water Resources
Council, pursuant tp the Water ResoUrces
Planning Act of 1965 (Public Law 8940),
for Federal participation with river basin
commissions, States, and others in the
preparation, formulation, evaluation, re-
view, revision, and transmission to the
Congress of plans for States, regions, and
river basins; and for planning of Federal
and certain federally assisted water and
land resource programs and projects.

A separate draft environmental state-
ment of the proposed Principles and
Standards has been prepared pursuant
to section 102(2) (C) of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public
Law 91-190) and implementing guide-
lines, and the views of the interested
Public on it will be considered during
the same period of public resiew and at
the public hearing.

3. Availability of proposal. The texts
of the proposed Principles and Standards
and the draft environmental statement
are published in this Part LE, Volume 36,
No. 245 of the Firesnee Escisrea, as a part
of this notice.

4. Written' statements_ Written views
and comments will be introduced into
the record if they are submitted to the
Director, Water Resources Council, 2120
L Street NW., Washkngton, DC 20037,
no later than March 31, 1972, or to the
hearing officer at the public hearing.
All statements should clearly indicate
whether they are directed tos the pro-
posed Principles and Standards, to the
separate draft environmental statement,
or to both.

5. Oral statements. Views and com-
ments may be presented at the hearing
orally or bY submitting a written state-
ment for the record, as set out in para-
graph 4 above. Notice of intentani to
present an oral statement should be pro-
vided to the Director, Water Resources
Council, 2120 L Street NW., Washington,
DC 20037, no later then March 6, 1972,
with an advance copy of the state-
ment if available. Such notice, as weLl as
the statement itself, should clearly badi-
este whether it is directed to the pro-

pose. Principles and Standard.s, to the
separate draft environmenSal statement,
or to both. Persons providing such notice
will be informed of the date and approxi-
mate time of their scheduled presenta-
tion at the earliest practicable date prior
to the commencement of the hearing.
The Council will attempt to schedele the
presentation of those persons who fail
to observe she March 6, 1972, deadline
as time permits. If necessary to aceora-
modate all those wishing to present oral
statements, the hearing officer may limit
such statements to 30 minutes. Any per-
son so limiter'. may submit a written ex-
tension of his remarks for incorporation
into the record, provided he does so
within the deadline set out in paragraph
4 above.

6. Availability of record. The record of
views and comments received during the
public review period, including a tran-
script of the hearing, will be maintained
for public inspection at the headquarters
of the Water Resources Council, 2120 L
Street NW., Washington, DC 20037.
Copies of the record, or portions thereof,
will be furnished by the Council to any
member of the public upon payment a
the coat of reproducing the copiesdesired.

7. Background of proPosa/. These pre -
posed Principles and Standards are based
on over 2 years of intensive effort by the
Water Resources Council,

The Council appointed a special task
force to review evaluation practices cur-
rently used in planning. An initial public
hearing was held in January 1969 to
solicit public views. A preliraLmery report
of the special task force proposing a
raultiobJective approach to planning
water and land resources was published
by the Council in June 1969. The Council
directed that the Issues and the proposals

In the report lx widely discussed and
tested on existing projects.

Nine public hearings wens held at
which about 200 oral statements were
presented and nearly 400 other state-
ments were submitted for the record. The
preliminary task force report, of which
alesut 5,000 copies have been distributed,
has been the subject of discussion at
numerous meetings and semLnars. The
report has been extensively reviewed by
several Federal agencies and river basins
commissions. In addition, 19 field tests
have been made of the proposed proce-
dures based on the preliminary task
force report. On the basis of this infor-
mation and suggestions of mimerous ex-
perts from Federal and State Govern-
ments% universities, and other sources the
task force sebmitted its final recommen-
dations to the Water Resources Council
in August 1970.

After careful consideration, the Coun-
cil has made certain revisions in the task
force recommendations and has tenta-
tivelY adopted the attached revised
Principles and Standards, subject to
public review and comment and presi-
dential approval,

8. Effect. The Principles and Stand-
ards, when approved, will supersede the
Polieies, Standards, and Procedm es in the
Formulation, Evaluation, and Review of
Plans for Use and Development of Water
and Related Land Resources, approved
by the President, May 15, 1962, printed as
Senate Document No. 97, 87th Congress,
24 session, together with Supplement
No. 1 thereto, June 4, 1964, "Evaluation
Standards for Primary Outdoor Recrea-
tion Benefits," and the amendment of
December 24, 1968, 18 CPR § 704.39,
"Discount Rate".

W. DON MADuoirmor,

Water Resources Council.
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PROpoRED PRINCEPLES FOR PLANNING WATER

AND LAnn RIZSOURCLS (Bret/darn 1971)

The Principles provide the broad policy
framework for planning activities and niinclude the conceptual basis for planninft.

The Standards provide for uniformity v.
and consistency in comparing, measur-
ing, and juelging beneficial and adverse VIE
effects of all ernative plans.

The Procedures provide more detailed
methods for carrying out the various ale,
levels of planning activities, including
the selection of objectives, the measure-
ment of beneficial and adverse effects,
and the comparison of altenaative plans
for action. Procedures are developed
within the framework of Principles and
the uniformity of Standards but will vary
with the level of planning, the type of
program, and the state-of-the-art of
planning.

As indicated by these definitions:the
concepts of Principles; Standards, and-
Procedures will evolve and change. Prin-
ciples, reflecting major public, Policy and
basic puhlic inVestment theorY, will
change and evolve slowly. Standards,

_representing the best available tech-
niques loa the application of Principles,
will change more frequently than Prin-
ciples, as progress in the development of
planning and evaluation techniques takes
place. Procedures, detailed methods for
the application of the Principles and
Standards, will be Subject to even more
frequent revisions as experience, re-
search, and Planning conditiona require
such revision.

Purpose and scope.
Objectives
Beneficiai and adverse effects.
General evalnation principles.
Plan formulation.
System of L.ecounta.
Cost allocation, reimbursement, and

cost sharing.
lvational program for Federal and

federally waisted activities.
Implementation of principles.

I. PURPOSE -AND ScOrE
These Principles are established for

planning the use of the water and related
land (hereinafter referred to an water
and land) resources of the United States
to achieve objectives, determined ,e0-
operatively, through the cdoedinated ac-
tions of the Federal, State, and local
governments; private enterprise and or-
ganizations; and individuals.

These Principles provide the basis for
Federal participation with river basin
commissions, States, and others an the
preparation, formulation, evaluation, re-
view, revision, and transmittal to the
Congressof plans for States, regiOns, end
river basins; and for planning of Fed-
eral .and federally assisted water and
land resources progrates and projects
and Federal licensing actiVitles as listed
in the Standards by the Water Resources
Council.

Plans 'for the use of the Nation'savater
and landresourcee will bealirected to im-
provement in the quality of Life through

conixibiltiOns to the objectives of na-
tional economic development, environ-
mental quality, and regional develop-
ment. The beneficial and adverse effects
on each of these objectives will be dis-
played in separate accounts with a fourth
account for the beneficial and adverse
effects on social factors. Planning for the
use of wat3r and land resources In terms
of these multiobjects will aid in identi-
fying alternative courses of action and
will provide the type of information
needed to improve the public decision-
making process. The regional develop-
ment Objective will be used in formulat-
ing alternative plans only when directed.

II. OBJEcTivEs
Existing or projected needs and piob-

lems expressed by the people through
their local, State, regional, or national
institutions have created a need for water
and land resource management and use.
These nee& and problems are of such a
multigovernmental nature that their
resolution requires cooperation and co-
ordination by many levels of government
and private interestq.

The overall purpose of water and land
resource planning is to reflect society's
preferences for attaimnent of the objec-
tives denned below:

A. To enhance national economic de-
velopment by increasing the value of the
Nation's output of goods and services and
improving national economic efficiency.

E. To enhance the quality of the en-
vironment by the rna aagement, conser-
vation, -preservation, creation, restora-
tion, or improvement of the quality of
certain natural and cultural resources
and ecological systems.

C. To enhance regional development
through Increases in a region's income;
increases in employment; distribution of
popu? tion within and among regions;
imarovements of the region's economic
base and educational, cultural, and rec-
reittional opportunities; and enhance-
ment of its environment and other speci-
fied components of regional development.

BENEFICrAL AND ADVERSE Ei-rsov,,

Far each alternative plan there will be
a complete display ur accounting of rele-
vant beneficial and adverse effects.

Beneficial and adverse effects are
measured in monetary terms for the
national economic development objective
and the regional income component of
the regional development objective and _
for some Social factors.

Otheiabeneficial or adverse effeets are
measured in nonmonetary terms a. for
components of the -environmental qual-
ity; for the nonincoine components of the
regional development objective, and for
most social factors. Estiniating these
beneficial and adverse effeits is under-

-taken in order to measure the net
ebanges with respect to particular ob-..
jectives that are generated by alternative
plans. For each alternatiie plan the ben-
eficial and adverse effeete on social
factors will also be displayed in the sys-
tem of accounts.

liEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 36, NO. 245TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 19/1
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The measurement of the effects in it-
self, however, does not necessarily con-
stitute an indication that such effects are
beneficial or adverse. A decision on this
question depends on the nature of prefer-
ences regarding each effect. One group
may consider an effect beneficial while
another group considers it adverse.

Effects on some objectives and com-
ponents are generally regarded as favor-
able. These include, for example, gains
in national output. For other objectives
and components, however, preferences
will differ. This will certainly be true of
some of the components making up the
environmental quality objective. For
such instances, muitiobjective planning
provides information which should facil-
itate planning decisions and reduce con-
flict over such decisions.

Thus, there are beneficial and adverse
effects for national economic develop-
ment, environmental quality, and re-
gional development objectives and bene-
ficial and adverse effects on social factors.
These are measured in quantitative units
or qualitative terms appropriate to a"
particular effect. The multiobjectives are
not mutually exclusive with respect to
beneficial or adverse effects, and final de-
cisions as to the selection of the recom-
mended plan will be made by considering
the differences among alternative plans
as to all their effects.
A. BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ON NATIONAL ECO-

NOMIC DE VEL OPMENT

National economic development bene-
ficial effects are increases in the value of
the output of goods and services and
improvements in national economic effi-
ciency resulting from a plan. These
include:

a. The value to users of increased out-
puts of goods and services; and

b. The value of output resulting from
external economies.
11, ADVERSE EFFECTS ON NATIONAL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

National economic development ad-
verse effects of a plan include:

a. The value of resources required for
a plan; and

b. Losses in output resulting from ex-
ternal diseconomies.
C. BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE EFFECTS ON THE

EsnexoNafferse

The beneficial and adverse effects of
the proposed plan on the environmental
characteristics of an area under study or
elsewhere in the Nation win be evaluated.
Environmental effects will be displayed
in terms of relevant physical and eco-
logical criteria or dimensions, includir g
the appropriate qualitative aspects. Sur le
an evaluation would include the effects
of the proposed plan on:

a: Open and green space; wild and
scenic rivers, lakes, beaches, she res,
mountains and wilderness areas, estu-
aries, and other areas of natural leauty;

b. Archeological, historical, biceogiced.
and geological resources and /selected
ecological systems;

c. The quality of water, land, and eh-
resources; and

d. Irrevereible commitments of re-
sources to futnre uses.

D. BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE EFFECTS ON
REGIONAL nevxeoranese

The following beneficial or adverse ef-
fects of the proposed :plan on a system
of relevant planning regions (States,
river basins, or communities) will be
displayed:

a. Income effects(1) Beneficial. (1)
The value of increased outputs of
goods and services from a plan to the
users residing in the region under
consideration ;

(ii) The value of output tc users resid-
ing in the region under consideration
rendting from external economies;

(iii) The value of output in the re-
gion under consideration resulting from
the use of resources otherwise unem-
ployed or underemployed; and

(iv) Additional net income accruing to
the region under consideration from the
construction or implementation of a plan
and from other economic activities In-
duced by operations of a plan.

(2) Adverse_ (1) The value of re-
sources contributed from within the re-
gion under consideration to achieve the
outputs of a plan;

(11) Payment through taxes, assess-
inents, or reimbursement by the region
under consideration for resources C.Cri,
tributed to the plan from outside the
region;

(iii) Losses in output resulting from
external diseconomies to users residing in
the region under consideration;

(iv) Loss of assistance payments from
sources outside the region to otherwise
unemployed or underemployed resources
and displaced resources residing in the
region under consideration;

(v) Losses in output in the region un-
der consideration resulting from re-
sources displaced and subsequently un-
employed; and

(vi) Loss of net income in the region
under consideration from other eco-
nomic activities displaced by construc-
tion or operation of a plan.

b. Beneficial and adverse effects on
other components of the regional devel-
opment objective. (1) The number and
types of jobs resulting from a plan in
the region 'under consideration;

(2) Effects of the plan on population
distribution within the region under con-
sideration and arnong regions in the
Nation;

(3) The effect of the plen on the eco-
nomic base and econoinic stability Of the
region under consideration;

(4) The effect of the plan on educa-
tional, cultural, and recreational opper-
tunities in the region under considera-
tion; -

(5) The effect of the plan on the en-
vironment in the region under consider-
atdon; and

(6) The effect of the plan on other
specified cemponenbs of regional devel-
opment.

E. BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE EFFECTS
ON SOCIAL FACTORS

The beneficial and adverse effects of
a proposed plan on social factors will be
displayed, inceiding:

a. Real income distribution. The effects
of a plan on the real income of classes
or groups that are relevant to the evalua-
tion of a plan will be displayed. All ef-
fects, both monetary and income in kind,
will be included in this display.

b. Life, health, and safety. Plan effects
on life, health, and safety other than
those evaluated monetarily for the na-
tional economic development objective
will be included here. Measurement
techniques will vary but would largely
be en ternes of physical units.

C. Emerpency preparedness. The effects
of the plan on reserve capacities and
fiexibilities in water resource systems and
protection agalnst interruption of the
flow of essential goods and services at
times of national dieaster or critical need
will be displayed.

d. Other. The effects on other social
factors may be identified and displayed
as relevant to alternative plans.

IV. GENERAL EVALUATION PRINcIPLES

A. GENERAL SETTING

Full employment will be assumed ex-
cept where local areas of chronic =em-
ployment, underemployment, or other
conditions indicate otherlise. Plan for-
mulation and evaluation will be based
on national and regional projections of
employment, output, and population and
the amounts of goods and services that
are likely to be required. Actual (es pro-
jected needs for water and land re-
sources will be related to them projec-
tions. Alternative plans will take into
account established standards and goals
for the quality of the environment and
regional developmont.

B. MEASUREMENT OF BENEFICIAL AND
ADVERSE EFFECTS

Beneficial and adverse effects of each
alternative plan will be determined by
comparing the conditions expected with
the plan to the conditions exPeeted With-
out the plan. Since substantial changes
may be expected even in the absence of
the planecare should be taken that this
fact le properly reflected in plan kemu-
lation and evaluation.

C. PRICE RELATIONSHIPS

When prices are used in evaluation
they should reflect the real exchange
values expected to prevail over the pe-
riod of analysis. For this purpoSe, rela-
tive price relationships and the general
level of prices prevailing during the
Planning study wiil he assumed to hold
generally for the future, except where
specific studies and considerations indi-
cate otherwise.

B. TEX DISLOIINT OR INTEREST RATE

-The diseount rate will be established
in accordance with the, following con-
cept: The OpPorttinity cost of ail Fed-
eral investment activities, including
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water resource projects, Is recognized to
be the real rate of return on non-Federal
investments. The best approxlinatien tO
the conceptually correct rate is the aver-
age rate of return on private investment
in physical assets, including all specific
taxes on capital or the earnings of c:api-
tal and excluding the rate of general
in,flation, weighted by the proportion of
private investment in each major sector.

E. CONSIDERATION AND COMPARISON OF
ALTERNATIVES

A range of possible alternatives to meet
needs and problems, including types of
measures and alternatives capable of ap-
plication by various levels of government
and by nongoverrunental interests,
should be studied. These alternatives
should be-evaluated or judged as to their
contributions to the multiobjectives.

Plans, or increments thereto, will not
be recommended for Federal develop-
ment that, although they have beneficial
effects on the multiobjectives, would
physically or economically preclude
alternative non-Federal plans which
would likely be undertaken in the ab-
sence of the Federal plan and which
would more effectively contribute to the
mulgobjectives when comparably eval-
uated according to these Principles.

F. PERIOD OF ANALYSIS

The period of analysis will be the lesser
of (1) the period of time over which the
plan can reasonably be expected to wrve
a useful purpose considering probable
technological trends affecting various
alternatives, or (2) the period of time
when further discounting of beneficial
and adverse effects will have no apprecia-
ble effects on design. Appropriate con-
sideration will be given to long-term en-
vironmental and social factors which
may extend beyond periods significant
for analysis of national economic devel-
opment or regional sevelopment bene-
ficial and adverse effects.

G. SCHEDULING

Plans should be scheduled for imple-
mentation in relation to needs so that
desired multiobjective beneficial effects
are achieved efficiently. Beneficial and
adverse effects occurring according to
different patterns in tinfb are affected
differently by the discount proces6 When
plans are scheduled for implementation
at alternative future times. Therefore,
plan formu7aticn should analyze the
alternative schedules of implementation
to Identify the schedule that would result
in the most desirable mix of contributions
to the multiobjectives when the beneficial
and adverse effects of a plan are appro-
priately disceimted.

H. RISK AND UNCERTAINTY

Risk is characterized by a distribution
of events occurring ascording to reason-
ably well-known probabflities, even
though their sequence and time of oc-
currence cannot be determined. Fre-
quency analysis in hydrology, where long
records are available or can be mathes
matically simulated, Ls an example of

No. 245--Et
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predictable risk. Li such situations, it
may be necessary to choose between plan-
ning for average or probable conditions
and planning for extreme events. When
this is done, the nature of the choice and
its relationship to the multiobjectives will
be clearly stated. Predictable risk; based
upon past experience, should not be di-
vorced from predictable or foreseeable
trends which would alter probabilities
based solely upon previous experience.

Uncertainty is characterized by the ab-
sence of any Snown probability distribu-
tion of events. This is often the situation
in water resources planning. The nature
of uncertainty associated with the plan-
ning study, strategies proposea to deal
with uncertainty, and their impact on
the multiobjectives should be reported..
In addition, sensitivity analysis may be
employed to analyze uncertain situa-
tions.

r. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Plans should be examined to determine
their sensitivity to data availability and
to alternative aasumptions as to future
economic, demographic, environmental,
and technologic trends. Selected alterna-
dve projections and assumptions that are
reasonably probable and that, if realized,
would appreciably affect plan design or
scheduling should be analyzed.

.1. UPDATING PLANS

Because, of rapid change in social
economi.:, environmental, technologic,
physical, and other factors, a plan that
is not implemented within a reasonable
time after completion should be reviewed
as provided in the Standards, to ascertain
whether it continues to be the best alter-
native to achieve the multiobjectives.

V. PLAN FORMULATION

Plans will be directed to the improve-,
ment in the quality of life by meeting
current and projected needs and prob-
lems as identified by the desirs f people
in such a manner that impr( ' contri-
butions are made to societ., a prefer-
ences for national economic development
and- environmental quality and where
approved in advance for regional devel-
opment. These plans should be formu-
lated to reflect national, regional, State,
and local needs or problems.

Multiebjective planning of water and
land 'resources is a pert of broader public
and pdvate planning to meet regional
and local needs and to alleviate prob-.
lems. Therefore, planning for water and
land .redourcea sheuld be can...fully res
lated to other regional or local planning
sativities and shotild include active par-
ticipation of all interests.

Plans for water and land resources Will
foeus upon the specifisd components of
the multiobjectives desired for the desig-
nated region, river basin. State, or local
plimahig setting. These are aepressed in
terzna of projected needs and problems
1entifled in each planning setting;

The planning proceisinclUdes the fol-
lowing ITIRJCT steps:

(1) Specify components of the multi-
objeCtives relevant te the planninsg
setting;

(2) Evc..loa.te resource czIpabilities and
expected conditions without any plan:

(3 ) Formulate alternativ e plans to
achieve varying levels of contributions to
the specified components of the multi-
obj ecti ves ;

(4) Analyze the differences among al-
ternative plans which reflect different
emphasis among the specified compo-
nents of the multiobjectives;

(5) Re.lew and reconlider, if neces-
sary, the specified components for the
planning setting and formulate addi-
tional alternative plans as appropriate;
and

(6) Select a recommended plan based
upon an evaluation of the trade offs
among the various alternative plans.
A. SPECIFICATION OF COMPONENTS OF THE

MULTIORIECTIVES

At the outset and throughout the Plan-
ning process, the responsible planning
organization will consult appropriate
Federal, regional, State, and local groups
to ascertain the components of the mul-
tiobjecti, es that are significantly related
to the use and management of the re-
sources in the planning setting. These
will be expressed in terms of needs and
problems.

The objective and components selected
for use in formulating alternative plans
should be of concern to the Nation, and
the objectives should be those that can
reasonably be expected to be substan-
tially influenced through the manage-
ment and development alternatives
available to the plamier. The objectives
for which plans are formulated can be
expected to change over time and be-
tween areas of the Nation as preferences
and possibilities change and differ. These
changes will be reflected in the Water
Resources Council's Standards.

The cortiponenta of the regional devel-
opment objective are to be considered ex-
plicitly in plan formulation in a particti-
lar planning activity only with advance
approval.

The specified components will be de-
fined so that meaningful alternative
levels of achievement are identified. This
will facilitate the formulation of alter-
native plans in cases where there may
be tecimical; leg.'slative, or administra-
tive constraints to full achievement of
objectives.

EVALUATION OF COND/TIONS WITHOUT A
PLILN

The identification of the specified
components of objectives will necessarily
involve an appraisal of future economic,
environmental:- and social conditions ex-
pected without the plan -as conipared
with those desired bypeople for the
planning area. In addition, a sufficient in-
ventory and appraisal of the water and
land resource base of the planning area
will be necessary.

C. FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

The planning process involves an
evaltiation of alternative means, includ-
ing both structural and nonstructUral
measures, to achieve desired objectives.
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Based upon identified neees and prob-
lems, alternative plans will be prepared
and evaluated in the context of their
contributions to the multiobjectives. This
involves comparisons among objectives,
and it will be necessary to formulate
alternative plans that reflect different
relative emphasis among the objectives
for the planning setting.

The number of alternative plans to be
developed for each planning effort will
depend upon complementarities or con-
flicts among specified components of the
objectives, resource capabilities, teclmi-
cal possibilities, and the extent to which
the design of additioe al alternative plans
can be expected to contribute signifi-
cantly to the choice of a recommended
plan. Because planning staffs are lir -Med,
emphasis should be placed on exar iina-
tion of those waters and land-use lAans
which may have appreciable effects on
objectives.

With respect to the number of alterna-
tive plans there will be a continuing
dialog among the Water Resources Coun-
cil, river basin commissions, and other
planning groups, emphasizing on the one
hand the need for national guidelines
and overview of objectives for which
alternative plans are formulated, and
on the other the special insights into
local planning situations that field level
teams may develop.

Appropriate methods and techniques
for estimating beneficial and adverse ef-
fee -; will be used to provide reliable esti-
mates of the consequences and feasi-
bility of each alternative plan.

In cases where the trade offs among
objectives are judged to be significant
in the context of either national prior-
ities or more localized priorities, an
alternative plan will be formulated to
emphasize the contributions to each such
objective. One such alternative plan will
be formulated in which optimum contri-
butions are made to the national eco-
nomic development objective. Addition-
ally, during the planning process at least
one alternative plan will be formulated
which emphasizes the contributions to
the environmental quality objective.
Other alternative plans reflecting sig-
nificant trade offs among the national
economic development and environ-
mental quality objectives may be formu-
lated so as not to overlook a best overall
plan.

Alternative plans emphasizing contri-
butions to specified components of the
regional development objectives will be
prepered only with advance approval.

lerajor increments proposed for addi-
tion to a plan intended to serve a Single
oujective will be included only if 'the
beneficial effects on that ob;ective of the
addition outweigh the adverse effects.
For example, an increment to an alter-
native plan proposed for the national
economic development ; objective would
be added -only, if the additional beneficial
effects exceeded the additional adverse
effects, and similarly for all objectives.
For plena empriasieleg some combination
of objectives, the incieniental 'rule ap-
plies to the combination of obleetives
that carelevant.

D. ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

The display of beneficial and everse
effects for each alternative plan will be
prepared so that the differences among
alternatives can be clearly shown and
accurately analyzed. The analysis will
provide the rationale for the selection
of a recommended plan and the under-
lying evaluation of the various alterna-
tive plans. This analysis will provide the
information on which the planning
organization and others can base lUdg-
ments as to the most desirable mix of
beneficial effects on objectives as com-
pared with the adverse effects.

The trade offs among alternative
plans should be displayed as fully as
possible for the components of all objec-
tives and for effects on social factors
to facilitate administrative and legisla-
tive review and decision.
E. RECONSIDERATION OF SPECIFIED COMPO-

NENTS OF THE MOLTIOBJECTIVES

As planning proceeds, the specified
components will be reviewed and recon-
sidered as appropriate. This reconsidera-
tion may result from new information.
revised projections, changes in policy, or
technological innovations. Reconsidera-
tion of components may result In modi-
fying alternatives or developing addi-
tional alternative plans.

F. PLAN SELECTION

From its analysis of alternative plans,
the planning organization will select a
reeommended plan. The plan selected
will reflect the importance attached to
different objectivee and the extent to
which different objectives can be
achieved by carrying out the plan.

The reeommended plan should be for-
mulated so that beneficial and adverse
effects toward objectives reflect, to the
best of current understanding and
knowledge, the priorities and preferences
expressed -by the public at all levels to
be affected by the plan.

In addition to the recommended plan
with supporting analysis, other signifi-
cant alternative plans embodying dif-
ferent priorities among the desired ob-
jectives will be presented in the planning
report. Included with the presentation of
alternative plans will be an analysis of
the trade offs among them. The trade offs
will be set forth in explicit terms, includ-
ing the basts for choosing _the recorn-
mended plan from among the alternative
plans.

VI. SYSTEM OF Aecomers
A sYstein of accounts will be estab-

lished that displays beneficial and ad-
verse effects of each plan to the multi-
objectives and beneficial and adverse
effects on social factors and providm a
basis for comparing alternative plane.
The display of beneficial and adverse
effects -will be prepared in such manner
that tha different levels of achieVement
to each objective Can' be readily dis-
cerned and compared. Indicating the
trade offs among alternative keens.

For Pmposes of accounting Ibr the re-
gional development objective, the system
of accounts will display the beneficial

and adverse effects in the region under
consideration in relation to the other
parts of the Nation. The Water Resources
Council will establish a procedure for re-
lating regional accounts to the rest of
the Nation. The use of such reporting re-
gions will not, however, rule out the use
of other regions whose delineations are
important in measuring beneficial or ad-
verse effects on specified components of
the regional developreent objective.
VII. COST ALLOCATIOW, REIL;DITRSEMENT,

AND 'COST SHARING

A. COST ALLOCATION

On the basis of the identification pro-
vided for in the system of accounts for
beneficial and adverse effects, an alloca-
tion of appropriate costs shall be made
when an allocation of costs is required
1._ purposes of establishing reimburse-
ment levels, pricing polici( 3, or cost shar-
ing between the Federal Ge'zTernment end
non-Federal public and private interests.
All objectives and componer.ts of objec-
tives shall be generally treated compara-
bly in cost allocation and are entitled
to their fair share of the advantages re-
sulting from a mUltiobjective plan.

B. REIMBURSEMENT AND COST SHARING

Reimbursement and cost-sharing pol-
icies shall be directed generally to the
end that identifiable beneficiaries bear
an equitable share of cost commensurate
with beneficial effects received in full
cognizance of the multiobjectives. Since
existing zost-sharing policies are not en-
tirely consistent with the multiobjective
approach to planning water and land re-
sources, these policies will be reviewed
and needed changes will be recom-
mended,
VIII. NATIONAL FLOGRAM FOR FEDERAL AIM

FEDERALLY ASSISTED ACTIVITFES

The principles set forth in this decu-
ment are concerned with alternative
plans for individual projects, States, re-
gions, or river basins. The evaluation,
systematic display, and comparison of
alternative plans for a project, State,
region, or river basin provide the basis
for selecting a recommended plan.

The formulation of national programs
for Federal an,d federally assisted water
and land resource activities requires that
priorities -be established among racom-
mended plans for projects, States, re-
gions, and river basins. The system bf
accounts, together with other criteria,
such as available budget resources, na-
tional policy toward the environment or
regional development, and public and
private investment alternatives, win pro-
vide 'a basis for formulating national
programs.

. .
EC, IMPLEMENTATION OE FEINCII.LES

The Water Resources Council will im-
plement these Prizeiples try' establishing
Standards for planning Water and land
resources* in accordande With the Water
Resources Planning Act.

The Water Resources Council will es-
tablish procedures as necessary to Carry
out the established Prineiples and
Standards.
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Included in the Water Resources
Council's Standards and Procedures will
be provision for coordination among
Federal and State agencies and aisong
public and private interests affected by
water and land resource plans.

The Council will also specify appropri-
ate procedures for the review and trans-
mission of planning reports to States,
Federal agencies, the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, the Council on En-
vironmental Quality, and the Congress.
The Council may also provide for review
of individual project studies to determine
their relatioeships to regional and river
basin plans and their conformance with
the Council's evaluation standards. The
Council will consider any unresolved co-
ordination problem.

The Water Resources Council will
foster needed training and development
of manpower, improvements in mathe-
matical and other planning tools, end
research to increase the efficiency of
planning efforts. The Principles, Stand-
ards, and Procedures should be based at
any given time on the best available in-
terpretation of conceptual and empirical
bases for planning water and land re-
sources. The Council will encourage and
support needed improvements in the ap-
plication Of the conceptual and theoreti-
cal planning and decisionrnaking frame-
work upon which these Principles are
based. The Council will also encourage
and support improvement in the con-
ceptual and theoretical framework.

The Council in its Standards and Pro-
ceduxes will make adjustments for devia-
tions from the Principles that may be re-
quired by law or Executive order.

The Water Resources Council will re-.

view these Principles from time to time
and after consultation with others will
recommend inaprovements for considera-
tion of the President.
PROPOSED STANDARDS FOR Pemeriese WATER

AND LAND RESOURCES (DECEMBER 1971)

Table of Contents
I. Purpose and scope.
II. Objectives.
M. Beneficial and adverse effects.
IV. General evaluation standards.
V. Plan formulation.
VI. System of accounts.
vn. COst allocation, reimbursement,

end cost sharing.
V. National program for Federal

and Federally assisted activities.
Coordination and review

ning studies.
I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

A. AUTHORITY

These Planning Standards implement
the principles for Planning Water and
Land Resources approved by the Presi-
dent on

These standards shall apply, as appro-
priate, to the activities referred to in
subsection B of this section except for
any adjustments required by lati or Ex-
ecutiVe order. Adjustments requixed for
special situations where the application
of these Standards is not practical may

-be made and will be developed bse the
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concerned agency or entity in consulta-
tion with the Water Resources Council.

Although these standards are not bind-
ing upon State and local bodies partici-
pating in water and land resources plan-
ning, it is intended that the standards
be broad and flexible enough to accom-
modate the goals and objectives of such
entities. The standards apply to Federal
participation in Federal-State coopera-
tive planning and should also provide a
useful guide to State and local planning.

The Water Resources Planning Act of
1965, as amended, is found in Appendix
A.

B. ACTIVITIES COVERED

1. Comprehensive plannin g. These
standards apply to Federal participation
in comprehensive framework studies and
assessments and regional or river basin
planning of water and land resources
whether carried out

(a) By river basin commissions estab-
lished under the Water Resources Plan-
ning Act;

(b) By entities performing the func-
tions of a river basin commission, includ-
ing, but not limited to, such entities as:

(1) Federal-interstate compact com-
missions;

(2) Federal-State interagency com-
mittees;

(3) Federal-State coordinating com-
mittees;

(4) Federal-State development com-
missions;

(5) Lead Federal agency with special
authorization for comprehensive plan-
ning;

(6) Other entities designated by the
Council engaged in comprehensive water
and laud resource planning with coordi-
nated Federal technical or financial as-
sistance.

In formulating plans to meet the mul-
tiobjectives all alternative means shall be
considered, including, but not limited to,
water and land programs to be carried
out directly by the :Federal Government,
Federal financial and technical partici-
pation in water and land programs to be
carried out by State or other. non-Fed-
eral entities, and Federal licensing activ-
ities that_ affect the development, con-
seevation, and Utilization of water and
land resources.

2. Federal and federally assisted Pro-
grams and projects.- These standards
apply to the planning and evaluation of
the effects of the following water and
land Prograins, projects, end activities
carried put directly by the Federal Gov-
ernment and by State or other entities
with Federal financial or lechnical
assiseance:

(a) Corps of Engineers civil func-
tions; . _

(b) Bureau of Reclamation proJeetes
(c) Federally constructed watershed

and water end land programs;
(d) National parks and recreation

areas;
(e) Wild, scenic, and iecreational

rivers;
(f) Wetland and estUary projects and

coaseal zones; '
(g) Federal waterfowl reftige;

(h) Tennessee Valley Authority;
(i) Federal assistance to State and

local government sponsored watershed
and water and land resource programa
(Watershed Protection and Flood Pre-
vention Projects and Resource Conser-
vation and Development Projects) .

The Water Resources Council will, as
appropriate, with the concurrence of the
Office of Management and Budget,
amend these standards to add to or
delete from the list of programs to be
covered.

C. LEVELS OF PLANNING

These standards apply to all levels oi
planning as defined by the Water Re-
sources Council.

Framework studies and assessments
are the evaluation or appraisal on a
broad basis of the needs and desires of
people for the conservation, develop-
ment, and utilization of water and land
resources and will identify regions or
basins with complex problems which re-
quire more de-tailed investigations and
analysis, and may reconunend specific
implementation plans and programs in
areas not requiring further study. They
will consider Federal, State, and local
means and will be multiobjective in
nature.

Regienal or river basin studies are
reconnaissance-level evaluation of water
and land resources for a selected area.
They are prepared to reeolve complex
long-range problems identified by frame-.
work studies and assessments and will
vary widely in scope and detail; will in-
volve Federal, State, and local interests
in plan formulation; and will identify
and recommend action plans and pro-
grams to be pursued by individual Fed-
eral, State, and local entities. They will
be multiobjective in nature.

Implementation studies are program
or project feasibility studies generally
undertaken by a single Federal, State,
or local entity for the purpose of authori-
zation or development of plan implemen-
tation. These studies are conducted to
implement findings, conclusions, and rec-
ommendations of framework studies and
assessments and regional or river basin
studies which are found to be needed in
the next 10 to 15 years_ As with frame-
work etudies and regional or river basin
studies:they Will be multiobjective in
nature.

D. RESPONSIBILITY FOR APPLYING
STANDARDS

The Federal chairman and the repre-
sentatives of the Federal agencies per-
ticipating in a river basin commission
established tinder the Water Resources
Planning Act are resPonssible for apply-
ing these atandards.

The stud* .director provided or desig-
nated by .the Water Resouxces Council
or by river basin commissions (in their
areas) and Federal members of cdordi-
/eating bodies established or designated
by the Connell to carry out framework
studies and. easessments and regional or
river -basin planning studiei are reepon-
sible for applying- these standards.

The administrator of each Federal
program or federally assisted program
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covered under this section is ravensible
for applying these standards to his pro-
gram. Each Federal administrator shall
follow these standards in establishing
agency procedures for evaluation of pro-
grams and projects for conservation, de,
velopment, and utilization of water and
land resources.

The Board of Directors of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority, responsible for
framework studies and assessments, re-
gional and river basin planning studies
and implementation studies for the Ten-
ne.ssee River Basin, and the rederal
reprerentatives of other entities perform-
ing the functions of a river basin com-
mission shall apply these standards ex-
cept for any adjustments required by
law or Executive order or for special
situations where the application of these
standurds is not practical.

Proposed Federal agency procedures,
and revisions thereto, to implement these
standards will be referred to the Water
Resources Council for review for con-
sistency with these standards.

E. SCHEDULE l'OR APPLYING STANDARDS

After approval of the Principles by
the President, the principles and stand-
ards will apply to ail levels of planning
studies except projects which have been
authorized or have been submitted to the
92d Congress for authorization prior to
the approval date. The principles and
standards shall be applied to ongoing
planning studies, provided that the re-
sponsible agency or entity may request
an exception from the Water Resources
Council for those studies nearing com-
pletion. Plans, programs, or 'projects
which have been authorized by the Con-
gress and on Which actual construction
or other similar activity has not com-
menced within 5 years after authoriza-
tion win be reviewed in accordance with
these principles and standards.

OBJECTIvES

A. INTRODUCTION

The Principles for Planning Water and
Land Resources define the objectives of
national economic development, environ-
mental quality, and regional develop-
ment. These multiobjectives provide the
basis for the f ennuis t-ion of project,
State, region, and river basin plans for
the use of water and land resources to
meet foreseeable short- and long-term
needs and have been explicitly stated or
implied in numerous congressional
enactments and Executive actions. The
most notable of these actions in water
and related areas are summarized below.

In the Flood Control Act of 1936, the
Congress declared that benefits of Fed-
eral projects should exceed costs. Inter-
pretation of this statute ha.'s resulted in
development of various analytleal pro-
cedures to evaluate the benefits and
costs of proposed projects. .These pro-
cedures have centered around a na-
tional economic efticiency analysis and
were first published as "Proposed-Prac-
tices for EconL,nle Analysis of River
Basin Projects" in May 190 and revised
in May 1958. Budget Bureau Circular
No. A-47 was issued an December 31.

1952, informing the agencies of con-
siderations which would guide the Bu-
reau of the Budget in its evaluations of
projects and requiring uniform data that
would permit comparisons among
proj ects.

On October 6, 1961. the President re-
quested the Secretaries of Interior, Agri-
culture, Army, and Health, Education,
and Welfare to review e;dsting evalua-
tion standards and to recommend im-
provements. Their report, -Policieq,
Standards, and Procedures in the For-
mulation, Evaluation, and Review of
Plans for Use and Development of Water
and Related Land Resources," was ap-
proved by the President on May 15, 1962,
and published as Senate Document No.
97, 87th Congress, 2d Session. This docu-
ment replaced Budget Bureau Circular
No. A-47 and in turn has been super-
seded by the "Principles for Planning
Water and Land Resources," approved
by the President on , and
these "Standards for Planning Water
and Land RCE; exrces."

By enactixig the laws enumerated be-
low and others, the Congress has
broadened the objectives to be con-
sidered in water and land resources
planning.

The multiobjectives as defined in the
principles and set forth in more detail
in these standards provide a flexible
planning framework that is responsive to
and can accommodate changiag na-
tional needs and priorities.

The statement of the objectives and
specification of their components in
these standards is without implication
concerning priorities to be given to them
in the process of plan formulation and
evaluation. These standards, nonethe-
less, do recognize and make provision for
a syztema.dc approach by which the gen-
eral public and decisionmakers can as-
sess the relative merits of achieving al-
ternative levels of satisfaction to several
objectives where there may be conflict,
competition, or complementarity among
them. This will provide the type of in-
formation needed to improve the public
decisionmsactog process.

B. MAJOR CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTIVEE'

Many laws that give new or more de-
finitive directions to Federal paaticipa-
tkm in planning for -water and land re-
sources have been passed in recent years.
Some major enactments are:

The Appalachian Regional Develop-
ment Act of 1065 (Public Issav 89-4) atz=
therizes the preparation of -a compre-
hensive plan for development og water
and related land resources -of the region
as a means of expanding economad op-
pertunitles. The:plan for water and land
resources-is to be an integral and .har-
monious component of the regional
economic development program author-
ized by the Act..

The Federal. Water Project Recreation
Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-72), pro-
vides for full consideration of- opportuni-
ties for recreation and fish and wildlife
enhancement in Federal projects under
specified cost allocation and_ eost-shar-,
ing provtsions.

The Water Resources Planning Act of
1965 (Public Law 89-80), establishes a
comprehensive planning approach to the
conservation, development, and use of
water and related land resources. The
Act emphasizes joi_nt Federal-State co-
operation in planning and consideration
of the views of all public and private in-
terests. Section 1O of the Act provides
that "The Council shall establish, after
such consultation with other interested
entities, both Federal and non-Federal,
as the Council may find appropriate, and
with the approval of the President, prin-
ciples, standards, and procedures for
Federal participants in the preparation
of comprehensive regional or river basin
plans and for the formulation and
evaluation of Federal water and related
land resources projects."

The Act further provides in section
102(b) that "The Council shall
maintain a continuing study of the rela-
tion of regional or river basin plans and
progra.ms to the requirements of larger
regions of the Nation and of the ade-
quacy of administrative and statutory
means for the coordination of the water
and related land resources policies and
programs of the several Federal agen-
cies; it shall appraise the adequacy of
existing and proposed policies and pro-
grams to meet such requirements; and it
shall make recommendations to. the
President with respect to Federal poli-
cies and programs."

The Act also provides in section 301 (b)
that "The Council, with the approval of
the President. shall prescribe such rules,
establish such procedures, and make such
arrangements and provisions relating to
the performance of its iunctions under
this title, and the use of funds available
therefor, as may be necessary in order
to assure (1) coordination of the pro-
gram authorized by this title with velated
Federal planntng asstance programs,
including the program authorized under
section 701 of the Housing Act of 1954
and (2) appropriate utilization of other
Federal agencies admbiistering programs
which may contribute to achieving the
purpose of this Act."

The Water Resources Planning Act, as
amended, is attached as Appendix A.1

The Public Works and Economic De-
velopment Act of 1965 (Public Law
89-136) establishes national policy to use
Federal assistance in planning and con-
structing public works to create new
employment opportunities in areas suf-
fering.substantial and persistent uriem-
ployment and underemployment. The
Act Provides, for establishing Federal-
State regional commissiens for regions
that have lagged behind the Nation in
economic' development.

The Water QualitY Act of 1965 (Public
Lavi 89-234) and subsequent aniend-
ments provides for establishing Water
quality standards for interstate waters.
These water quality standards provide
requirements and goals that must be
incorporated into Planning Procedures.

Appendix A Mod as part et the eciginal
,document.
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In authorizing the Northeastern
Water Supply Study in 1965 (Public Law
89-298) , Congress recognized that assur-
ing adequate supplies of water for the
great metropolitan centers of the United
States has become a problem of such
magnitude that the welfare and pros-
Verity of this country require the Federal
Government to assist in solution of water
supply problerea.

The Clean Water Restoration Act of
1966 (Public Law 89-753) provides as-
sistance for developing comprehensive
water quality control and abatement
Plana for river basins.

The Department of ,Transportation Act
of 1966 (Public Law 89-670) provides
standards for evaluating navigation
projects and provides for the Secretary
of Transportation to be a member of the
Water Resources Council.

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968
(Public Law 90-542) provides that in
planning for the use and development of
water and related land resources con-
sideration shall be given to potential
wild, scenic, and recreational river areas
in river basin and project plan reports,
and comparisons are to be made with
development alternatives which would be
precluded by preserving these areas.

The National lolood Insurance Act of
1968 (title X111, Public Law 90-448) pro-
vides that States, to remain eligible for
flood insurance, must adopt acceptable
arrangements for land use regulation in
flood-prone areas. This provision, to-
gether with Executive Order 112P6,
August 10,1966, places increased empha-
sis on land use regulations and admin-
istrative policies as means of reducing
flood damages. Planning policies must
include adequate provision for these new
enactments and directives in an inte-
grated program of flood-plain man-
agement.

The Estuary Protection Act of 1968
(Public Law 90-454) outlines a policy of
reasonable balance between the conser-
vation of the natural resources and Oat-
mal beauty of the Nation's estuarine
areas and the need to develop such areas
to fuxther the growth and development
of the Nation.

The National Environmental Polley
Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-190) author-
izes and directs Federal agencies in the
decision-maldng proems to give anpro-
priate consideration to environmental
amenities and values, along with eco-
nomic and technical consideratien. The
results of this analysis are to be ineluded
in proposals for Federal action.

The Environmental Quality Linprove-
ment Act of 1970 (title II of Public Law
9r-224) further emphasizes
sional interest in improvLnithe environ-
ment and the major responsibility that
State and local governments have for
implenienting this policy.

The Flood Oontiol. Act of 1970 (Public
Law 91-611) includesthe following state-
ment: "It is-the intent of ,Congress that
the objectives of enhaneing regional eco-
nomie deVeloPment, the quality of the
total envir.annient, inchiding its Protec-
tion and iniprovenient,lhe Well-being of
the people of the United States, and the
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national economic development are the
objectives to be included in federally fi-
nanced water rosource projects, and in
tho evaluation of benefits and costs at-
tributable thereto, giving due considera-
tion to the most feasible alterreative
means of accomplishing these objec-
tives."
C. RELATIONSHIPS OF PROGRAM MEASURES TO

OBJECTIVES

Formulating courses of action that ef-
fectively contribute to the attainment of
the multiobjectives is the paramount
task of water and land resources plan-
ning. These actionz are only the means
by whicb. multiobjectiveacan be attained.
For instance, providing flood control or
preserving a scenic river is meaningful
only to the extent that such actions con-
tribute to specific needs that can be re-
lated to the multiobjectives. Thus, plans
are to be evaluated in terms of their ben-
eficial or adverse effects on the nuflti-
objectives.

These standards relate primarily to
the planning of water and land resource
programs that contribute to specified
components of the amitiobjectives. It is
recognized that other programs may also
contribute to these objective& In some
instances, water and land programs are
the only means or are the most effective
means to achieve the objectives. in the
usual case, however, it is likely that a
combination of water and land program
and other .programs will be the most
effective means to achieve the desireu
objectives. In the formulation of plans,
therefore, these standards provide for the
consideration of the full range of alter-
natives relevant to the needs for water
and land resources.

A given plan formulated for one or
several components of .the multiobJec-
tives may affect components of other ob-
jectives in a beneficial or adverse man-.
ner. This joint effect relationship is a
comnion oceurrence in plan formulation.
Its presence necessitates that the full
range of effects of plans be shown- in
terms of specified components of objec-
tives regardless of the size of the effect
or the compOnent for which an alterna-
tive plan has been formulated..

OBJECTIVES

1. National gconamic development.
The'national economic development cih-'
jective is enhancad by increaSing the
Valne of the nation's output of goods and
services and iniproVing national eco-
nomic efficiency.

National economic development re-
flects increases in the Nation's productive
output, an Output' ,Which is partly re-
fleeted in a national product and incbme
accounting framework degigned-te meas-
ure the continuing flows of goods and
services' into _direct consumption or
mvestnient.

In addition, national economic de-,
rvflOp,Ment is -affected by beneficial laid
tic veriik 'externalities stemming' from
norMal "econom1el3ioductilon and "con-
sumption ImParfect Market conditions,
and, Changes _irt productivity of icieurce
inputi due to iavistment-Nattonal jeco-

noraic development is broader than that
the availability of public goods which
are not accounted for in the national
produat and income accounting frame-
work. Thus, the concept of national eco-
nomic development is broader tha nthat
of national income and is used to meas-
ure the impact of governmental invest-
ment on the total national output. The
gross national product and national in-
come accounts do not give a complete
accounting of the value of the output of
final goods and services resu:ting from
governmental investments because only
government exnenditures are included.
This is especially true in those situations
where governmental investment is re-
quired to overcome imperfections in the
private market. Therefore, national eco-
nomic development as defined in these
standards is only partially reflected in
the gross national product and national
income accounting framework.

A similar situation prevails where a
private investment results in the produc-
tion of final public goods or externalities
that are not exchanged in the market.

Components of the national economic
development objective include:

(a) The value to users of Mcreased
outputs of goods and services resulting
from a plan. Developmente of water and
land resources result in increased pro-
ducdon of goods and services which can
be measured in terms of their value to
the user. Increases in crop Yields, ex-
panding recreational use, and peaking
capacity for power systeme are examples
of direct increases in the a.ation's output
which result from water and related land
resource's developments. Moreover, such
developments often result in a change in
the productilAty of natural resources and
the productivity Of labor and capital
used with these resources. Increased
earnings froth changes in land use, re-
duced disruption of economic activity
due to droughts, floods and fluctuating
water supplies, aa.d removal of con-
straints on production through increased
water suPplies are examples of direct
increases in productivity from water and
land development that contribute to na-
tional output.

(b) The value of I output resulting
from external economies. In addition to
the value of goode and -services derived
by users of outputs of a plan, there may
be external -gains to other individtials
Or groups

2.' Znvironmental quality. The envi-
ronmental objective is enhanced- by the
management, conservation, preserva-
tion, creation, restoration, or improVe-
ment of the qualitY of certain natural
and cUltUral resources and ecological
systems-An the area under study and
elsewhere in the Nation. This objective
reflects society's-concern and emphasis
for r the natural environment and its
maintenance and enhancement as-a a

, source `or present enjoyment and a her-
itagefor fUture generations.

Explicit recognition - should be giVen
to the desirability of diverting a portion
Of the Natien's, reseurces from produc-
tion of more conyentthnal market-
oriented goods and seryibes in order to
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accomplish environmental objectives.
As incomes and living levela increase,
society appears less willing to accept en-
vironmental deterioration in exchange
for additional goods and services in the
market place.

Responsive to the varied spiritual,
psychological, recreational, and mate-
rial needs, the environmental objective
reflects man's abiding concern with the
quality of tae natural physical-biological
system in which all life is sustained.
However, to the ex-tent that man's en-
vironmental concerns are expressed in
terms of population dispersion, urban-
rural balance, urban congestion, and the
like, these aspects are contaMed hi the
regional development objective.

Components of the environmental ob-
jective include the following:

(a) Management, protection, en-
hancement, or creation of areas of
natural beauty and hiunan enjoyment
such as open and green space, wild and
scenic rivers, lakes, beaches, shores,
mountain and wilderness areas, and
estuaries;

(b) Management, preservation, or en-
laincement of especially valuable or out-
standing archeological, historical, bio-
logical (including fish and wildlife habi-
tat), and geological resainces and ecolog-
ical systems;

(c) Enbancement of quality aspects of
water, land, and air by control of pollu-
tion or prevention of erosion and resto-
ration of eroded areas embracing the
need to harmonize lend use objectives in
terms of productivity for economic use
and development with conservation of
the resource;

(d) Avoiding irreversible commit-
ments of resources to future uSis: While
all forms of development and use 'affect
and sometimes change the tenuous bale.
mace of fragile aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems, the implication of ail possible
effects and Changes on such systenia Is
imperfeetly 'tinclerstOod a at the present
time. In the iabsende of abeehite measures
or standards for reliably predicting eeo-
logical change,. these planning standards
emphasize the needfor a cautlenaryap-
preach in meeting development and use
objective-fain order to seirdmiea or pre-
clude the possibility of undesirable arid
possible irreversible changes in. the
natural environment; - -

(e) Others: Given its broad and per-
vasive nature, it is not practical to specif-
ically identity in these standards all pag-
an:de components of the environmental
auelitY obJective. -If- other ceimponents
are recognized, theyshould be ensile/fly
identified and accomodated in the plan-
ning process.

3. Regidnal- development. linbanCe%:
ment of regional development.- comes
about through-increaaes ban region'a in-
Come, increases in empleymente and irit
proveMent of the economie heee envie_
ronment,- and other specified Components
of the regional developmenta obJectiae.
Waterand landleiource plans eeintilbirte:
in a variety of ways tceeverlyen regional
economy.,These- affects -can inchade the
Contributlen to regional deVelepment are
jectives resulting frota plans. formulated

to meet other objectives as well as con-
tributions to one or more of the explicit
regional development objectives.

-Components of the regional develop-
ment objective include:

(a) Increases in regional income. As
a part of the national economy, analYele
of the increase in income for a desig-
nated region reflects several parallel
components of the national economic de-
velopment objective. Consequently, in-
creases in regional income embrace the
following components of that objective:

(1) The value of increased outputs of
goods and services from a plan to the
users residing in the region under con-
sideration; and

(2) The value of output to users reside
Ing in the region under consideration
resulting from external economies caused
by a plan.

In addition to the parallel components,
regional income includes the value of
output in the region under considera-
tion resulting from the use of resources
otherwise unemployed or underemployed
and net income accruing to the region
under consideration from the construc-
tion or iniplementation of a plan and
from other economic activities induced
by operations of a plan.

(b) Effects on other components of the
regional development objective. (1)
Achieving desirable population dispersal
and urben-rural balance through distri-
bution of population and employment
pportunities.
The rapid and anticipated centinued

urbanization of the Nation portends an
enormous agenda of social, economic,
and environmental problems. Society's
current problems of noise, congestion,
crime, housing, phySical and mental
health, education, lack of open space,
and general eneironmental deterioration
will be greatly intensified. In view of the
diverse and widespread effeets of popela-
tion concentration on society generally,
a national polley inward accommodating
and betterrationalizing the urbanization
process including ea better urban-rural
balance in population and employment is
a major component of regipnal develop-
ment. Water and land resource progaams
and projects through' the goods and
servicee they provide, as well as the eco-
nomic _expansion opportimitiesor envir-
onmental setting they iereate, can effeea
tively contribute, together with other
programs, to a naoee &enable distribue
lion of population Cnd empleryment with-
hi each region and throughout the
Nation.,

(2) 'In=,

oth
a vi
they are
thoirgh thereeralitmy
ins-
be comp,.

A major component of the regional de-
velopment objective is the attainment of
a flexible and responsive economic pos-
ture tbat enables it to withstand the
changing composition of the economy
over time due to advances in technology,
changes in consumer behavior affecting
intermediate and final demands, and re-
lated changes in production. Where the
existing economic base of a region may
be too narrow and specialLTed, public
investments in water and land resources
can be effective toward broadening its
economic base.

(4) Enhancing educational, cultural,
and recreational opportunities.

Wah better distribution of income,
population, and employment, the enjoy-
ment of life is enhanced by improved
community services, better schools, and
more cultural and recreational oppor-
tunities hi the region.

(5) Enhancement of environmental
conditions of concern to the region.

Consistent with the components of en-
vironmental objectives set forth above,
water and land resource plans mai make
positive contributiona to enhancing cem-
ponents of the enviromnental objectives
that- have special significance for the
region under consideration.

(6) Enhancement of other specified
components of the regional development
objective.

n.t. BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE EFF CTS

A. INTRODUCTION

For each alternative plan there will
be a uomplete display or accounting of
relevant beneficial and adverse effects.

Beneficial and adverse effects are
measured in- nonmonetary terms for corn-
tional economic -development objective,
for the regional income component of
the regional development objective, and
for some Social factors.

-Other beneficial or adverse effects are
measured in nonmonetary terms for corn-
.nonents of the environmental quality ob-
jective, for the nonincorne components
of the regional development objective,
and for moat 800101 factors. Estimating
these beneficial and adverse effects is
undertaken fa order to measure the net
changes with respect te particular objec-
tives that are generated by alternative
plane. For each alternative plan the bene-
ficial and adverse effects on social factors
will also be displayed in the system of
amounts.

-The measurement of the effects halt-
self, however, does not necessarily con-

;alai e ploymen -cratute,n statement that sir& effee-le axe
-033PlOyinssit ,beneficial or adverse. A deciaion on this

ties provIde the-means to had question depends on the nature of prefer-
inereeeethe- aPonniaticeaandato ences- regarding each effect. One group

...:`contripilf..n.,t6; ttAImrient or may Considdr an effect beneficial while
-another group considers it adverse.

- Effectson some ObjeCtivas and compo-
nents are-gene:rally, regarded as favor-
able. -1ncInde, fore example, gains

-fit national_ ontput. For Other objectives
:le_with-programe for ineres0- and compbnen tiowevdr, preferences

7exab4oyni_enk, :win Certainly be true of
: (3) Enlaincententof the regiCiaal twee = gOrlia making up the

nonne base enviromnental quality objective. Per such
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instances, multiobjective planning pro-
vides information which should facili-
tate planning decisions and reduce con-
flict over such decisions.

1. Relationship of beneficial and ad-
verse effects to objectives. Since bene-
ficial and adverse effects have meaning
only when identified with an objective,
there are beneficial aad adverse effects
for national economic developa.,ent, en-
vironmental quality, and regional devel-
opment. Effects of alternative plans on
social factors will also be displayed. Also.
since beneficial and adverse effects may
be of a monetary or nonmonetary nature,
they may be meastued in dollars or in
Physical, biological, or other quantitative
units or qualitative terms appropriate to
the objective. -

The objectives are not mutually exclu-
sive with respect to beneficial and ad-
verse effects. Comparisons and evalua-
tions of plans require measurement or
quantification of similar effects in ternis
of common standards. The selected
standards may be in terms of dollars,
acres of land, acre-feet or cubic-feet-per-
second of water, miles of trails or
streams, number of people, and so on.
The nonmonetary measures must include
appropriate qualitative dimensions. .

2. Incidence of beneficial and adverse
effects. The distribution in place and
time of beneficial and adverse effects to
the multiobjectives is an important con-
sideration in the evaluation of plans.
Those who are benefited or adversely
affected by a plan may be loeated within
the planning area or region, or they may
be in an area or region immediately
adjacent Or they . may be in distant
regions which are noncontiguous with
the planning area. The beneficial and
adverse effects may also occnr immedi-
ately or in the future in any of the areas
or regions. ,

3. With and without analysis. In plan
ning water and land resources. beneficial

- and adverse effects of a propoSed plan
should be measured by Oomparing the
estimated conditions with the plan with
the conditions expected-withoUt the plan.
Thus, in addition to projecting -the bene-
ficial and -adverse effects expected with
the plan in Operation, it Is necessary- to
nroJect;the conditions likely to Occur, in
the absence-of, a plan. 'Econoniic, social,
and environmental conditions are mot
static, and changes will occUr even with-
out a plan. Only the new or additional
changes that can be anticipated' aS a
result ef a proposed plan should be at-
tributed as beneficial and adverse effects
of the Plan. -

4. Monetary benefteial effects. For
many goods and services the conven-
tional market mechanism or simulation
thereof proyides a valid, meanie of ex-
change values, expressed in mOrietiry
tering. The Values; deteriniried 'by the
market may need adjustaient to acebunt
for imperfect market conditions Con-
tributions to`national 'economic develop:-
merit and the, inctithe corrokinent Of .2re-
gionaLdevelopment arerof the monetary
type of beneficial effects, In addition. Cer-
tain components of the environmental
objective can be analyzed in terms of
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monetary values as can effects on social
factors.

5. Monetary adverse effects. Adverse
effects toward the multiobjective result,
just as benencial effects do, froth the
Implementation of a particular plan.
Values for some adverse effects can be
based on or derived from actual
or simulated market prices. For ex-
ample, the costs of goods and services
used in constructing and operating a
project or payment for damages even
though no goods or services are being ac-
quired can be derived from actual market
prices. The prices determined by the mar-
ket may need adjustment to account for
imperfect market conditions. Some ad-
verse effects are not represented by
actual cash expenditures; but market
prices can be used to estimate or derive
the appropriate monetary values by use
of a simulated market price or by observ-
ing market prices for similarag'oods and
services.

6. Nonmonetary beneficial effects.
There are many effects which cannot or
should not be expressed in monetary
values. This is true of many contribu-
tions to the environmental quality objec-
tive and to several of the components of
the regional development objective as
well as effects on social factors.

When effects cannot or should not be
expressed in monetary terms, they will be
set forth, insofar as is reasonably pos-
sible, in appropriate quantitative and
qualitative physical, biological, or other
measures reflecting the enhancement or
Improvement of the characteristics
relevant to the components of the objec-
tive under consideration.

When specified minimum technical or
institutional standards related to en-
vironmental quality and regional devel-
opment 'objectives will be met or other-
wise exceeded, they will be explicitly
identified. _

If particular nonmonetary beneficial
effects or services are-not amenable to
quantitative measurement, they should
be described as fully as possible in ap-
propriate qualitative terms.

7. Nonmonetary,actverse effects. There
are adVerse effects that cannot be valued
by market -pricas and direct compensa-
tion for these adverse effects may not be
possible. Nevertheless, they ehould be ac-
emmted for by use of appropriate non-
monetary values or described as carefully
as possible. The ncannonetary values may
be expressed ina.erms of a physical: bio-
logical, or other quantitative units or

-qualitative Lerma-. ,

The adverile effects of a nonmonetary
fiatare Will': generally' be' related to the
environmental. quality objective. and to
several of-the components of the regional
development objeative. Adverse effects' on
social factors may also be expressed in
nonnionetary terms. ,

s ' ,
e azarsarmar. Amara or rualorrsi,

_ EcONosuc Dinna.Okiesrr
Bensficialseffeets of natiOnal eeoniinaie

evelopment -the: increases ofisthe
vane of 'the ontPut of goodaand services;
and itoprovements Iti national- ecOnornic
efficiency.
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1. General measurement concepts.
There are two basic sources of increased
output of goods and services that con-
tribute toward enhancing national eco-
nomic development. First, additional re-
sources may be employed using normal
production techniques, as, for' example,
in the application of irrigation water and
other associated resources to land for the
production of agricultural commodities
or in the use of electric power and other
associated resources for the production
of aluminum. Second, resource produc-
tivity changes may be induced by the
plan, resulting in more efficient produc-
tion techniques to be Used to achieve a
higher level of output from the same
resources or the same level of a specific
output with fewer resources than would
be achieved without the plan. In the
latter case, the release of productive re-
sources which can be employed elsewhere
in the economy for the production of
other goods and services ultimately re-
sults in an increase in national output as
a consequence of a plan. These two
sources of increased output may apply
to situations in which the plan results
in the production of final consumer goods
or intermediate producer goods utilized
by direct users; and they may also apply
M situations in which firms are indirectly
affected through economic interdepend-
ence with firms which utilize the inter-
mediate producer goods from the plan.

For convenience of measurement and
analysis, beneficial effeets of national
economic development a-re classified as
follows:

a. The value to users of increased out-
puts of goods and services from a plan ;
and

b, The value of output resulting from
external economies caused by a plan.

In each case, with and without analysis
must be applied to ascertain that with a
plan there is a net increase in the pro-
duction of goods and services, regardless
of source, over thwe that would be ob-
tained in the absence of the plan

The general measurement standazd
for increases in the national output of
goods end services willbe the total value
of the Increase. Where total value Is de-
fined- as the willingness of users to pay
for eaoh increment of output-, from -a
plan. Such a value would be Obtained if
the "seller" of the output was able to
apply a flexible unit Price and charge
each user (consumer) an individual price
to capture the full value of the output to
the user. This concePt is illustrated In
figare I.

. M.rket demandutpu1
for Output

tli
Quantity of Output

,Fisuiee 1.---Total- value or willingness to pcty
for inereasect output.

Assuming the normal demand-output
relationship,: additional _plan output will
be ,.taken,Iay uhers 'asl-the unit price of
output a result of "the plan,
Output is increaied by an amount
the totafmalue of, this additional output
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to the users is measured hy the entire
shaded area on the chart. This is a
larger amount than would be reflected by
the market value. It is the sum of market
price times increased quantity (repre-
sented by the rectangle CBC),Q.) plus the
consumer stuvins for that increase (rep-
resented hy the triangle ABC) .

Since, in most instances, it is not pos-
sible for the planner to measure the ac-
tual demand situation, three alternative
techniques can be used to obtain an esti-
mate of the total value of the output of
the planwillingness to pay, change in
net income, and the most likely alterna-
tive.

If the additional output from a plan
is not-expected to have a significant ef-
fect on price, actual or simulated market
prices will closely approximate the total
value of the output. This is true because
there would be no consumer's surplus. If
the additional output is expected to sig-
nificantly influence market price (as
in figure 1) , a price midway between that
expected with and without the plan may
be used to estimate the total value. This
would approximate the willingness to
pay, including consumer surpluses, in
most cases.

When outputs of a plan are interme-
diate goods or services the net income of
the (producer) uses may he increased.
Where changes in net income of each in-
dividual user can be estimated, a close
approximation of the total value of the
output of the plan (including consumer
surpluses) will be obtained.

The cost of the most likely alternative
means of obtaining the desired output
can be used to approximate total value
when the willingness to -pay or change in
net income methods cannot be used. The
cost of the most likely alternative means
will generally mistate the total value of
the output of a plan. This is because it
merely indicates what society must pay
by the next most likely alternative to
secure the output, rather thin estimat-
ing the real valuenf the output of a plan
to the users. Tins assumes, of course,
that society would in fact undert tke the
alternative means. Because the Planner
may not be able to deterinine whether
alternative meens would be undertaken
.in the absence of the Prolect, this pro-
cedure for beneflt estimation must be
used cautiously.

Application of these general measure-
ment standards will necessarily vary, de-
pending upon the source by which out-
put is increased (that is, via direct in-
creases in production or through
subsequent employment of released
resources) , upon the type of good or serv-
ice produced (whether the output is an
intermediate or final good), and upoia
the type and natUre of available alterna-
tives. General measurement standards
for each type of situation as well as an
inclication of the-water and land resource
plan outputs to which these Standards
are applicable are presented below.

a. Direct output increases: Direct out-
puts -of water and land zrescuuce ans
may be in the form of:either final con7
smner goods or intermediate goods. An
effective direct or derived demand must

xist for the final and intermedite good%
respectively, to include the increased
output as a contribution to national
economic development.

Certain consumer goods and services
may result directly from water projects
and be used with no additional produc-
tion resulting therefrom. Recreation
municipal water, and electric power for
residential use are examples of this type
of good or service. Most goods and serv-
ices produced by water projects are not
directly consumed, however, but are in-
termediate products that serve as inputs
for produCers of final goods or producers
of other intermediate goods. The devel-
opment of irrigation water for use in
producing food and fiber or supplying
electric power and water for industry
are examples_

The value of increased output result-
ing directly from plans that produce final
consumer goods or services iS properly
Measured as the willingness to pay by
final users for such output. When a com-
petitive market price is ndt directly
available, and the increased output will
not be large enough to affect prices, total
value of output may be estimated by
simulated market prices or the use of the
cost of the most likely alternative means
of producing such final output. Examples
of types of outputs to which this stand-
ard may be applied include:

a. Community and residential water
st pply;

b. Electric power provided for corn-
Munity and residential use: and

c. Pecreation enhancement.
The value of increased output of in-

termediate goods and services is meas-
ured by their total value as inputs to
producers of final consumer products.
The intermediate produet from the plan
may enable the producers to increase
production of final consumer goods, or
reduce costs of production which in .ef-
feet releases resources for use elsewhere
in the economy. In either case, the total
value of the intermediate, goods or serv-
ices to the producer is properly measured
as the increase hi net income received by
the producers, with a, plan as compared
with the net income received in the ab-
sence of a plan. Net income is defined as
the, market va,iie of ucers' outputs
'less the market value of producers' in-
pits exChisive of the cdst of the inter-
mediate goods or services resulting from
a plan. Examples-of types of plan out-
puts to winch this standard may be ap-
plied_ include :

a. Agricultural water supply; and
b. Agricultural flood damage allevia-

tion, land stabilization, drainage, and
related activities.

Where net income changes cannot be
directly determined, however, the value
'of the intermediate goods and services to
producers will be measured either in
terms ef competitive market values. when
competitive conditions exist, or, approx-
imated by-, the cost of the likely, alterna-
tive that the producers would utuie:e in
the absence of a planto achieve the aspic
level of output. EXamples of types of plan
outputs to whioh this standard may ba
applied include:

a. Industrial and commercial water
supply;

b. Urban flood damage alleviation;
c. Electric power provided for indus-

trial, commercial, and agricultural uses:
d. Transportation; and
e. Commercaal fishery enhancement.
b. Increase-3 in output resulting from

external economies. Increased output of
individual firms or industries directly af-
fected by the plan may create situations
in which related firms or industries are
able to take advantage of more efficient
production techniques; or consumers
may be indirectly affected by a project
(suCh as through favorable environmen-
tal changes) . Such productivity changes
or technological external monomies can
be attributed as a benefit to a plan. For
example, higher levels of output by di-
rsctly affected firms may enable subse-
ciuent processing rims to use more effl-
cient'proeessing techniques and thereby
release resources for use in producing
other goods and services or permit the
higher level of output to be processed
with no additional resources.

Present techniques are not well devel-
oped for measuring the beneficial effects
accruing from external economies. How-
ever. in situations where it is thought
that the increased output of final con-
sumer goods or intermediate goods used
by direct users can be expected to in-
crease the prodectivity or output of re-
lated firms, an attempt should be made
to measure the net income change re-
sulting from such externalities. When
this is done the methodology should be
carefully documented in the report.

2. Measurement of the value to users
of increased outputsa. Water supply.
Plans for the provision of water supply
are generally designed to satisfy require-
ments for water as a final good to domes-
tic and municipal' users and as an inter-
medie to good to agricultural and indus-
trial users. Provision of water supply to
SatlafY requirements in these uses gen-
erally requires, either separately or in
combination, an increase in water quan-
tity, an improvement in water quality,
and an improvement in the reliability of
both quantity and quality.

Where it is neteesary to use alternative
costs for approximation of total value for
water supply, as provided herein; the al-
ternative selected must be a likely and
realistic alternative directly responsive to
achievement af this particular category;
namely the additional output of water as
an mput to industiial, agrieultural, and
municipal uses or as a final goad for
community and individual uses. More-
over, the alternatave must, be a viable
one in terms of engineering and financ-
ing and must be institutionally accept-
able It Must be Mere than& h,vpothetical

,project. It muskbe a reel alternative that
could and would likely be undertaken in
the absence of the proposed program, for
instanee, the reuse or recycling of exist-
ing Water siipPliee or the use of available
groundwater, including the improvenient
of its quality, if.necessary.
, Although water :Supply can offen, be

conaidered as a final good, there usually
does not exist a madret valUe in terms OC
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price that directly expresses users' val-
uation of water supply for community
and individual use. When this is the case,
the total value of the water may be de-
rived using the cost of the alternative
that would provide essentially a com-
parable water supply service, in both
quantity and quality, that would in fact
be utilized in the absence of the water
suPply provided by the plan. Where such
an alternative source is not available or
would not be economically feasible, a
market value for the water may be de-
rived on the basis of the pace paid by
other like users or the average cost of a
comparable water servile° from munici-
pal water supply projects planned or re-
cently constructed in the general region.

The total value of water to the pro-
ducers using increased supplies is re-
flected in the change in their net income
with a plan for the provision of water
supply compared with their net incomes
without the plan. It is recognized that
for many planning studies it is not pce-
Bible to either specifically identify net
income changes accruing to firms using
water supply far productive purposes or
always possible to determine what part
of a municipal supply is used for produc-
tive pursuits or far general community
or individual uses as set forth below. In
these cases, total value te the users can
be approximated by use of the cost of the
alternative that woidd be employed to
achieve the same production that would
be utilized in the absence of the water
supply provided by a plan.

Water supply for irrigation is an in-
put to the production of food and fiber.
This may result in a net increase in pro-
duction of specified products, the reduc-
tion in production cost, or a combination
of both. Beneficial effects frem the ap-
plication of irrigation water supplies will
be based upon total value to agricultural
producers and will be measured as the
increase in net farm income with and
without a plan for providing irrigation
water. This may be measured directly
as the stun of net incomes of farm enter-
prises benefiting from a plan for

Gross feam Income comprises total an-
nual receipts from the sale of crops, live-
dock, livestock products, and the value of
perquisites, Stich as the renial value of
the farm dwelling and the value of, tarn
produets consimied by the farm family.

Farm expenses are the costs neceasary
by produce and market farm products
and maintain and replace all depreci-
able items.

Increased net income is Measured as
the difference between the increase in'
gross farm inceme minus theancrease in
farm expenses analyzed with and with-
out a plan. Changes in net farm incOme
may be estbnated by analYzing changes
in gross farm income and expenses for
each 'separate enterprise or bY the nse
of representative farm budgets:

b. Flood controls idia 'Stabilization,
drainage, and related:activities. A nuns-
ber of aCtIvities,,ssuch as flood control
and prevention, I:toed-plain manage-
ment, drainage, prevention of sediMen-
tation, land stabilization; and erosion
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control, contribute to multiobjectives
through improving the productivity, use,
and attractiveness of the Nation's land
resources. From the viewpoint of their
contiebution to the objective of national
economic development, the effect of these
activities on the output of goods and
services is manifested by increasing the
productivity of land or by reducing the
costs of using the land resources, thereby
releasing resources for production of
goods and service-, elsewhere. These ac-
tivities affect land resources in the fol-
lowing manner:

a. Prevention or reduction of inunda-
tion arising from stream overflow, over-
land waterflow, high lake stages, and
high tides, and prevention of damage
from inadequate drainage;

b. Prevention or reduction of soil
erosion, including sheet erosion, gullying,
flood-plain scouring, streambank cutting,
shore or beach erosion, and prevention
of sedimentation; and

c. Prevention or limitation of the uses
to which specified land resources will be
put.

There are essentially three types of
effects on use that may occur as a bene-
fit from including these activities in a
plan. The first is an therease in the pro-
ductivity of land without a change in
land use-The second is a shift of land
resources to a more intensive use than
would occur in the absence of a plan. The
third is a shift of land resources to less
intensive use than would occur in the ab-
sence of a plan. In each case, the gen-
eral benefit standard is applicable. The
distinction is made only to facilitate the
application of the general standard in
different settings and as a means of pro-
viding Criteria for the uae of alternative
techniques for estimating net income
changes for the three classes of land
utilieation under the with and without
analysis. -
-The general standard to be applied in

measuring effects for these and any
other activities that resiilt in a change
in net productivity or a reduction in the
cost of using land resources involvea the
measurenlent of the difference in net-
income accruing to users of land: re-
sources tteneilting 'from ,stioh activities
compared with what 'these users would
earn in the absence. of such a plan. This
generally defines and establishes: the
limit of the 'willingness of users ca pay
for a plan that resultsln a change' in
productivity or reduction an the cost of
using land resources. -

Willingness to pay of the uters,, which
is the basis for ,approximating the value
of output 'from theielietivities Whether
it' be in the form of increased produc-
tion of intermediate or final, goods or
relesie of resoureei, May.be obtained by
the following approaches.,,

(2) Produetivit* increase in thilaitu-
ation, analysti with and.withent'the'plan
itidicates4 that the --, current = and future
en-finalises :° eniPloYingS:given land, re`'
sources are eaSentiellsy the "lathe 'Wit11
the plan' as7they would:be -withotit the
plan. Furtheriiiteis Mord'asiofitable
,the given enterprise to continue to use
the, given land resouree-even Without the

beneficial effect of the plan than to lo-
cate at tle,-; next most efficient location.
Net income change can then be mea-
sured as the difference in net income
accruing to the enterprise on the speci-
fied land resource without the plan com-
pared with what that enterprise would
receive as net income with the plan on
the same land resource.

(2) Changes in land use. Two situ-
ations are ees ered by changes in land
use. These are:

(a) The situation in which the land-
owner benefiting from the change in
land use would only utilize the land re-
source affected by such activity once the
plan has become operative. In other
words, it would not be as profitable for
the benefiting landowner to utilize the
affected- land resource unless improved
through one of the activities in this cate-
gory as compared with the next most
efficient location. Without such a plan
the improved enterprise would occur at
an alternative location. Net income
change to the landowner will be mea-
sured as the difference in net income
from the enterprise at an alternative lo-
cation that would be utilized without the
plan compared with the net income re-
ceived from the enterprise at a new lo-
cation which is improved or enhanced as
a result of the plan.

(b) The situation in which enterprises
that would otherwise employ a given
land resource would be precluded from
using the given land resources with ins-
plementatien .of the plan. Other enter-
prises less prone to incur flood damages
or other adverse consequences would be
allowed to -use the given land resources.

Beneficial effects to the enterprises
from activities in this category would
be evaltiated by measuring the pet in-
come change for the enterprise preeluded
froin using the given land resources with
the plan aS :compared with the without
situation, plus the net income change
for the enterprise that would be allowed
to use the given land resource with the
plan . as compared With the without sit-
uation.

(3) Estimates of damage prevention
and other Measures. In the above cases,
where it is not poseible to directly em-
ploy net income changes tO derive bene-
fits, the estimate of actual pr Masi:net:We .

damages to the -phySical ProPertios of
the enterprises involved can be employed
ra an approxinsation of net income
change

rfi the case of productivity change,
where deVelophient will be` the saine with
and without the plan, benefits attribut-
able' Will equal total damages reduced.
For the intensive slid use cases, where
develOpment or use of lanctwill be differ-
ent-with and without the plan; benefite -
can be approximated as equal to the
damages' these enterprisea. could- abstain
in the absence of protection iflocated on
the affected land.

Ae a check on _benefits" derived in the
forth' Of- net' income change or &images
prevented, Observations of changes in
lend values' fpr all lands may be em-
ploYedSe

a. Power. With-respect to the compu-
tation of benefleial and adverse effects
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of increases hi output of electric power,
it is emphasized that where appropriate,
these should be viewed and evaluated as
increments to planned or existing sys-
tems. Power supplied for general com-
munity and residential use eau be eon-
rddered as a final consumer good. Its
value as a final good is generally re-
flected by the satisfaction of individual
residents or in terms of improved com-
munity services and facilities. Electric
power provided to induetrial, commer-
cial, and agricultural uses lz viewed as
an energy input to the production of
goode and services from theze activities,
resulting in an increase in the output,
reduction in the cost of production, or
a combination thereof. The total value
of electric power to the producers using
such power is reflected in their willing-
ness to pey. Where the identification and
measurement of wiWngness to pay and
satisfactions accruing to activities using
electric pbwer for industrial, municipal,
and residential purposes are not possible,
total value to the users will be approxi-
mated by taking account of the cost of
power from the most likely alternative
emcee and using this as the measure of
the value of the power creditable to the
plan. The alternative selected must be
a viable one in terms of engineering, and
the financing should be that most likely
to the constructing entity. The costs
should include any required provisions
for protection of the environment. How-
ever, since the addition of a hydroelectric
project to an electric system in Ilea of
an alternative power source usually will
either increase or deerease-the unit cost
of producing power by existing generat-
ing facilities of the system, this cost dif-
ferential must be taken into account in
determining the power value of the hy-
droelectrie project.

Normally, electric power is evaluated
in ternis of two components capacity
and energy. The capacity value is de-
rived from a, determination of the fixed
costs of the selected alternative smerce
of supply. The energy value is determined
from those Costs of the alternative which
relate to and vary with the energy output--
of the alternative plan. These capacits
and energy comPonents of power value
are usually expressed in terms of dollass
per kilowatt per year of dependable
capacity. and mills per kilowatt-hour of
average annual energY.

el. Transportation (navigation). Plans
foe the provision of transportation
through inland we-Seaways and harbors
are established to complement or extend
the overall national transportation sys-
tem within and among regions to achieve
an imnroved movement of goods from
the producer to the consumer.

(1) Movement o.1 intermediate or lima
Transportation EIS aPPIted to in-

dustrial, comMercial, and agrleilltural ac-
tivitiea is viewed as, an aesential-service
input resulting in savings and, creation
of utilities in the distribution of inter-
mediate-and final goodaand

The beneficial effeetifroin the move-
ment of traffic are related to the binereve-
mantis in the 'Laren-sportier/don service*
proVided. enabling the widespread dee-
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tribution of geode and services, and are
measured :

a. The savings in the movement of
commodities on the waterway when
compared with movement via existing
alternative modes: and

b. The expressed willingness to pay by
the shippers (producers) of commodity
or traffic flow newly induced by a navi-
gation improvement as reflected in the
change in their net income.

(2) Where traffic will move in the
absence of the waterway improvement.
In this situation, navigation studies
would include an estimate of the
savings to shippers via the considered
navigation improvement, measured as
the product of the estimated traffic and
the estimated unit savings to shippers
from the movement of that traffic via the
proposed navigation improvement The
unit savings would be measured as the
difference between the charges shippers
actually incur for transportation at the
time of the study and the charges they
would likely incur for transportation via
the improvement.

The traffic that is estimated to move
via the proposed waterWay will be based
on a thorough analysis of the existing
traffic movements in the tributary area.
The potential traffic will be carefully
screened to eliminate those movements
that are not, for a variety of reasons,
susceptible to movement on the water-
way. The traffic available for water
movement after the screening process
is completed will be subject to an. analysis
of savings as discussed immediately
below, and, based on the magnitude of
the indicated savings, a decision will be
made as..to whether or not the movement
wotdd be directed to the waterway. Only
traffic for which the differences in nay-
lags is judged sufficiently large to disert
the traffic to the waterway will be in-
cluded in the esttmated waterway traffic.
Moreover, as a yractical matter, it will
be deemed realistic to assume a sharing
of the total traffic movement among al-
ternative :nodes rather than. to aseeume
complete diversion to the lower cost

'The estimate of savings will ordinarily
be developed by comparing the full
charges for -.movement -from origin' ,eo
deseination viaethe -prevailing mode of
transportation with the charges -via the
waterwaY being studied,- where these
charges encompass all applIcable han-
dling, switching assesserial charges, and
net differences in inventory's storage, or
other charges due bo the change in trans-
Portatien Mode. The,alternative modes
of transportation; to be used in estimate
ing savings to shippers are thoae Actually
iin use at the time of the studylor moving
the trafffe ixi Miestion, MS:where there-are
no existing moveneente, those modes that
would most likeiybe used for such move-
mente. Ier,the latter easeS,the alternative
mode isiltbe choseri On the leitels'that the
sehiPResie ,`tafce advantage of the
mode -effording him, the .lowest totel
elserges. The conipstetive, or complemen-
tary; effects of crialdng and authorised
waterways not yet conelracted, includ-

e

ing joint land-waterway routes, should
also be taken into account.

(3) Where addition.al flow of traffic is
induced by the plan. By making new
sources of supply, or by increasing the
net dernand for a commodity, the naviga-
tion improvement may Induce more
traffic movement than would be the ease
in the absence of such improvement.
Beneficial effects creditable to the plan
for such new traffic are the differences
betwn the cost of transportation by
the waterway and the value to shippers,
that is, the maximum cost they would be
willing to pay for moving the various
units of traffic involved.

Where data are available for estimat-
ing the value at which various incre-
ments of the new traffic could be moved
economically, the difference between
such values and the charges for trans-
Portation by the waterway provides a
measure of the estimated beneficial
effects attribubable to the plan.

In the absence of such data, the prob-
able average charge that could be borne
by the induced traffic may be assumed to
be half way between the highest and the
lowest chargee at which any part of it
would move. On this basis, the difference
between this average and the cost by the
waterway applied to the volume of new
traffic is the beneficial effect of the plan.

(4) Basis for evaluation. Congress has
provided the standard for computing the
beneficial effects of navigation in section
7(a) of the Department of Transporta-
tion Act of 1966, as follows:

the primary direct navigation bene-
fits or a water reeource project are defined as
the product of the aavings to shippers using
the waterway and the estimated traffic fthat
would nse the waterway; w here the saVings
to shippers shall be construed to mean the
difference between (a) the freight rates Of
charges prevailhig at the time of the study
for the movement by the alternative means
and (b) those Which would be charged on the
proposed waterway; and where the estimate
of traffic that would MSC the waterway will be
based on such freight rates, taking into ac-
count projections of the economic gkowth of
the area.

Consistent with the appreach above
outlified, these criteria are the basis on
Which beneficiai effects for waterway
plans will be evaluated.

e. Recreation. As ' national living
standards continue to rise, the 'average
Person, with basic needs provided for,
uses on inereasing percentage of rising
reel income to satisfy a demand for
lediure tinae and outdoor recreational ac-
tivities suchsas -swimming, picnickang,
boating, hunting, and fishing. With gen-
eral ownershin of autoMobiles and im-
provement in highways, travel.to distant
public recreational areas has become
com _nameplate. Consequently, a large and.
increasing' Portion of recreational de-
mand, especially ''..that portion which is
water-oriented, is accommodated by de-
velSPelent of Federal lands iutd multi-
purpose reiiervoini Which !field-de specific
provision for- enhancing recreation Se-
tivities. This is conlistent with the re:-
quirements 'oft the 'Federal Water Proj-
ects Reereatfon Aci of 1966 (Public
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Law 89-72), providing for recreation and
fish and wildlife as full and equal part-
ners with all other purposes in Federal
water projects.

For the most part, outdoor recreation
is produced publir's and distributed in
the absence of tble market mecha-
nism. While tle_. private provision of
recreation opportunities has been in-
creasing in recent years, analysis of
recreation needs is conducted in the ab-
sence of any substantial amount of feed-
back from effeetively functioning mar-
kets to guide the evaluation of publicly
produced recreation goods and services.
Under these eonditionsand based on a
with and without analysisthe increase
in recreation provided by a p..an, since
it represents a direct consumption good,
may be measured or valued on the basis
of simulated willingness to pay. In come,
puting the projected recreation detnand,
however, the analysis should take ex-
plicit accment of competition from
recreation OPPOrtnnitleS within the area
of influence of the proposed plan.

There are in existence a number of
methods, or approaches, to approximat-
ing demand and what people are willing
to pay for outdoor recreation. A general-
ized methodology encompassing the
travel-distance approach is set forla
below.

(1) An analytical approach relating
travel cost to distance. Using marginal
travel costs (i.e., variable costs of auto-
mobile operation directly related to the
number of miler driven) taken as a
measure of what people are willing to
pay for water-oriented recreation and
how price affects use, the relationship
between price and per capita attendance
can be established for recreation sites
and market areas. This relationship, the
conventional demand curve having a
negative slope, sums up the response of
users' demand to alternative prices of
the recreational product (or experience) .
Separate demand curves are constructed
to reflect each kind of recreation use,
whether day-use 'travel, camping-use
travel, or other. If there e no entrance
charge at tbe project, per capita rates
for each distance or travel cost would
be consistent with the constructed

"demand Curves.
If a fee is charged, however, the cad

to the recreatlonist would then be equal
to the fee plus his travel cost, -thlia
diminishing the per capita Use rate.
Applying a range of reasonable entrance
fee charges to the, constructed demand
sebedules, additional separate day-use
and campinte:use demand durveSIor sites
are constructed to determinerespectivis..
attendance which may be expected under
such -conditions. Pollowing th1s;;.1141134,-;
project year day-use and danipinvuse
values are computed by measuring =the
area under their, :respeetive demand
curvet'. These values. dan be:cent-mated-

;with ,:market projectioas and 'existing
capacities deterinine ..actual site
demand will-Materialize. The initial year
values ire then projected thronghout the-
life of the project consistent with the
calculated recreational use. predictions._
The resultant figures, total Values for
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day use and camping use over the life
of the project, are separately discounted
at the prevailing discount rate estab-
lished by these standards to obtain aver-
age annual equivalent values.

(2) Other approaches. A variety of
other approaches may be taken toward
the evaluation of recreation goods and
services. In general, however, no one
method is completely satisfactory to the
exclusion of all others. The applicable
rule to follow, taking cognisance of the
unique circumstances or setting of a
particular setting, including the avail-
ability of actual market data and ex-
perience, Ls to use that procedure which
appears to provide the best measure or
expression of willingness to pay by the
actual consumer of the recreation good
or service provided by the plan.

In the interim, while recreation
evaluation methodology is being further
developed, the following schedule of
monetary unit values may be used in the
preparation of plans.

(3) Simulated prices per recreation
day. A single unit value will be assigned
per recreation day regardless of whether
the user engages in one activity or sev-
eral. The unit value, however, may re-
flect both the quality of activity and the
degree to which opportunities to engage
in a number of activities are provided.

Type of Outdoor Range of unit
Recreation Day Day Values

lleneral _ _ -- $0. 75-$2. 25
(A recrea-tion -riay -involving

primarUy tame activities at-
tractive to the majority of out-
door recreationiets and which
generally require the develop-
ment and maintenance of con-
venient access and adequate
Specialized 0. 00

(A recreation day involving
those activities for which oppor-
tunities. in general, are limited,
intensity of use is low, and often
may involve a large personal ex-
pense by the user.)

:Two classes of outdoor reCreation days,
general and specializeit , are differenti
-ated for evaluation- purPoses. Estimates
of total recreation days of use for both
categories, when applicable, will be
developed. -

The- general class constituting the
great, majority of all recreation activities
asSociated with water projects- eriabraces
the more ninial activities; such as for_
example, swimming, picnicking, ,boating,
and most warm water fishing.

Ireview Of the- fesier alternative§ avail-
.. able andthe likelihood-that ;Whir total
costs are ffe*erellY incurred bythese en-
gaged -in'hunting 'end 'fishing seta-Vales

,ceimpared withjhese, engaged in other
"typeei "Tedeoutdoor'repreatien;:it: May-
an cies% anione values

and,wildliferecreation
eviillf ordinarily. belaigei-tban :those ap-

tnother,types of re_creation4 .

,:The sPecial nlass AnCludes°:ectivities
leedeitem-4ektelatLed'.with*Atek pri-x*Pts:
;anal' affr_ lidir,game huritine-and--saimon
fishing.. .

separate range ef 'VOW& is provided-
for each class in order that Informed

judgment may be employed in determin-
ing the applicable unit values for each
individual project under consideration.
Where considered appropriate, departure
from the range Of values prcvided is per-
missible if a full explanation is given.

f. Commercial fishing and trapping.
Water and land resource plans may in-
clude specific measures designed for the
purpose of enhancing the fish and wild-
life resources and associated opporture-
ties for the direct harvesting of fish and
game as a commercial product. Beneficial
effects to commercial fishing, hunting,
and trapping consist of the value of an
increase in the volume or quality of the
products expected to be marketed. This
increase is determined by comparing
values of future production with and
without the plan.

The beneficial effects from the increase
in output of ffsh and wildlife products re-
sulting from a plan is measured as the
tate' value to the final users of the output
reflected by the applicable market price,
minus the expenditures incurred to ob-
tain the fish or game.

g. Other program outputs. In addition
to the more common outputs which have
been dealt with in-the preceding sections
plans may produce other goods and serv-
ices which contribute to nations eco-
nomic development. Proper al,ralcation
of the measurement standards to these
additional outputs should be guided by
analogy to the outputs which have been
discussed. Care must be exercised in de-
fining types of outputs to assure that
overlapping categories are not used
which lead to duplieation in the esti-`
mates of beneficial effects.

3. Measurement of increases in output
resulting from external economies. Tech-
nological external economies are the
beneficial effects or individuals, groups,
or industries that may or may not benefit
from the direct output of the project.
They result from a plan if an bacrease in
the output of final consumer gooda or
intermediate goods takes place beyond
that which would be obtained in the ab-
sence of ,the plan and Over sad above
direct outputs of the plan. 'Phis increased
output may result from firms which are
economically related to the plan taking
advantage of more efficient production
techniques and thereby releasing re-
sources _for use in producing other goods
and services. The change in net income
of the xonomically-related firms will be
.used as an indicator of the value of this
type' of national economic development
effect;-Changes in the total value of con-
sumer goods due-to externalities because
of a plan can be aceounted 'for by using
measureinent teChniques thobe des
scribed 'above. ;

soelity-Would obtain the ProjeCt out-
put offfnal consumer goode or the output

- of .1firpis that utilithe. the ,!interniediate'
goods -ofrz the projeet fro& Some -,other
source in iftelF-ebsencirar the' Project,
then the, net, income poiltion of the re-
leted,..±40s WoUld be unaffected by the
plan.

Some examples-of potential situation's
for the qascurrence of etternel ecanomiee
associated with final consumer goods and
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Intermediate produced goods are pre-
sented below.

a. Final consumer goods. Provision of
additional recreation opportunities and
fish and wildlife enhancement for the
direct enjoyment of individuals may en-
able merchants of sporting goods and
other suppliers of recreation equipment
and services to increase their sales and
net income. However, to the extent that
the increased expenditures for outdoor
sporting equipment and other outdoor
recreation services substitute for some
othee consumer expenditures, there is no
real gain in the Nation's output.

The provision of either water supply
or electric power for community and res-
idential use will not generally stimulate
external economies to enhance national
economic development. It is usually as-
sumed that the necessary quantities of
these outputs will-be provided by some
alternative means in the absence of the
plan. As a consequence, firms that are
econamically related to consumers
through the consumption of these prod-
uces will experience the same economic
conditions and have the same net in-
come without the plan as compared with
the plan.

b. Intermediate producer goods. The
utilization of intermediate goods and
services from the plan by direct users
may enable them to expand their output.
Increased levels of output by direct users
of the output of a plan may, in turn, en-
able economically related firms to im-
prove the efficiency of their operation
and/or expand their output and, as a
result, increase their net income. Meas-
urement of the change in the net incorhe
position of related firms should be made,
if it can be definitely established that a
change in output by. the direct users will
generate a corresponding income change
for the ranted-flrnee

An evaluation should be made of the
output levels that will be achieved by the
'direct users with the plan and without
the plan. If the direct users would obtain
the same good or service from some other
source in the absence oe the plan, no
external economies oecur and the net in-
come position of the related Anne would
be unaffected by the plan. Some examples
of types of plan outputs to which this
standard may be applied are peesented
below,

In situations where water supPly is an
intermediate gned, ite utilize-4On .13T di-
rect users may stimulate more inputs to
be accndred from supplying firms, and if
there is an increased output fronr the
enterprise of the dire& user adcinonal
oueput will be preceSied by related proc-
essing firms. Except for irrigaton water
supplies end a few industries with high
watee requirements, tvaterrepreierits a
relativels small Censideration hi .` the
management decision of firms. rf firms
or industries with relatively Small water
requ1rements4wOuld Obtain' their
sari Water from soine other source in the
absence of the plan; no external econ-
omies Should be included in the calcula-
tion or water supply, benefits.

The provisica of flood control, land
stabilization, drainage, and related pro-

grams may affect the productivity of land
resources resulting in increased levels of
output by firms directly affected by the
plan. Net income changes may also
occur in economically related firms.
Measurement of the net income change
of the related firms should be made if it
can be definitely established that a
change in output by the direct users will
generate a corresponding income change
for the related firms. However, if the
plan merely enables economic activities
to shift to new locations resulting in more
efficient production but no change in
total output, then no external economies
occur and no attempt should be made to
measure net income changes of related
input supply or output processing firms.

Electric power prdvided for industrial,
commercial, and agricultural uses will
frequently result tn higher levels of out-
put from these economic sectors. How-
ever, if alternative electric power or
alternative energy sources would be
utilized in the absence of the plan, the
level of output would be unaffected and
no external economies would accrue as
a benefit to the plan.

To the extent that navigational facili-
ties provide alternative transportation
seevices that would otherwise be pro-
vided in the absence of the project, no
external economies occur. In situations
where the navigational f acility provides a
unique service, such as providing move-
ment of bulky raw materials that would
not otherwise be made available, external
economies may occur to the firms eco-
nomically related to the shippers.
C. ADVERSE EFFECTS ON NATIONAL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

Acbievement of beneficial effects of
national economic development, environ-
mental quality, or regional development
requires resources to be diverted from
alternative uses. The adverse effects on
national economic development are the
economic value that these resources
would have in their alternative uses.
Generally, market prices provide a valid
Measure of the values of goods and serv-
ices foregone in alternative uses. Both
Public and private costs associated with
the plan will be measured to indicate the
total adverse effect on national economic
development incurred to realize the de-
eired objectives.

1. Sources -of adverse effects. Water
and land resource plans result in adverse
effects thnational economic development
in two ways.

a. Resouree requirements to produce
final or intermediate goods andseraices.
In situetlens where's, phYsioal structure
is necessaxy to obteen the Oared objec-
tive, the adverse effects en national eco-
nomic developenent inalude explicit
cash expenditurea fOr iapds and services
necessary to construct and onerate a
PrOJect thretighOut a given 43eilbd of
analYais. They consist Of aCtiial eipe
tured for constriictione s *gliders,- from
other projects, suall-sescoSts for reservoir
storage; deVelopinent costs; and interest
during- efiristreetibm' If-the output' of the
plan is an interMediate good or service,
the associatiad= costs incurred try the

Intermediate product user in converting
it into a marketable form win be meas-
ured. These associated costs are borne
by the user of the plan output but, never-
theless, repreeent resource requirements
necessary to convert the project output
into a product demanded by society. Ex-
temples are production crets incurred by
users of plan outputs, am costs to other
producers or to precessors that arise in
conjunction with the physical flow of the
output of the plan. Associated costs
should be deducted from the value of
gross outputs to obtain net beneficial
effects to be compared with the national
economic development adverse effects of
a plan.

In situations where nonstructural
measures are used to obtain the desired
objective, the adverse effects on national
economic development will include pay-
ments to purchase easements or rights-
of-way and costs incurred for manage-
ment arrangements or to implement and
enforce necessary zoning. In some cases,
actual cash expenditures will not be in-
volved as when local communities are
required to furnish lands, easements,
and rights-of-way.

b. Decreases in output resulting from
external diseconomies. External disecon-
omies are adverse economic effects of a
plan that are not reflected in market
prices of project inputs. They Tenn
when provision of goods and -services jar
rne group necessarily results in an un-
Jesirable effect or disservice for another
group. For example, the return flow from
an irrigation project may create a salin-
ity condition for downstream water
users, forcing them to adopt higher cost
water treatment practices. These adverse
effects (external diseconomies) are not
compensated, yet they should be taken
into account when deciding on the de-
sirability of a plan.

Another type of external diseconomy
may occur if the plan has the direct effect
:of reducing the output of some firms in
;the project area, and this reduction
causes firms that are linked to the di-
rectly affected firms to become less effi-
cient in their operation. For example,
the reduction in output by ,a group of
firms which have their output processed
by another flem maY result in an ineffi-
cient operation by the processing firm.

A third type of external diseconomy
may occui if the plan; hai an adverse
direct effect on the consumption by in-
dividual consumers. For example, if 'a
plan is instrumental in increasing con-
gestion or pollution which results in in-
creased costs to the consumers, this effect
shoultt be taken into account in plan
evaluation.

2. Measurement of adverse effectsa.
Resource requirements of the plan. Re-

- -source requirements of the plan are the
sum of the market values of the goods

,and services used for inetalletions; in-
,terest during conatruction: operation,
maintenancee and replacement; and in-
duced costs _.as defined beloW.

Installation Oasts are the market values
of goodS and servicee necessary to imple-
ment a plan and place it in operation, in-
cludtng management and organizational
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arrangementa, technical services, land,
easements, rights-of-way, and water
rights; initial and deferred construction;
capital outlays to relocate facilities or to
prevent or mitigate damages; transfers

f installation costs from other projects;
and all other expenditures for investigat-
ing, surveying, planning, designing, and
installing a plan after its authorization.

Operation, maintenance, and replace-
ment costs are the market values of goods
and services needed to operate an in-
stalled plan and to make repairs and
replacements necessary to maintain the
physical features in sound operating
condition during their economic life.

b. Decreases in output resulting from
external diseconomies. While external
diseconomies are difficult to measure and
the effects are incidental to the project,
they are nevertheless recognized adverse
effects.

Induced costs axe all significant ad-
verse effects caused by the construction
and operation of a plan expressed in
terms of market paices and whether or
not compensation is involved. Compen-
sation for some induced costs is neither
required nor possible. Induced costs in-
clude estimated net increases in the eost
of roverninent services directly resulting
from the project and net adverse effects
on the economy, each aa increaied trans-
portation costs.
D. BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE EFFECTS ON THE

ENVIRONMENTAL OBJECTIVE

A water and land use plan may have
a variety of effects,beneficial and ad-
veaseon the environmental objectiee.
While effects on the environmental ob-
jeetive are characterized by their non-
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of a plan will varyconsistent with the
relevant components of the environ-
mental objective under consideration. To
the extent possible, however, beneficial
or adverse effects will be displayed in
terms of relevant physical and ecological
ciateria or dimensions, including the ap-
propriate qualitative dimensions. For ex-
ample, where the effects of a plan will be
visibly evident, quantitative, and qualita-
tive descriptions may be made in terms
of established or accepted water and land
classification- or ecological criteria and
related measures.

Where significant physical effects are
less easily perceived, it may be necessary
to determine their extent through instill-
mentation or symptomatically by the
presence or absence of commonly ex-
pected characteristics. As an example,
eutrophication of fresh water lakes ex-
emplifies a less easily perceived process
that is reflected sYmPtomatically, and
which is subject to measurement by in-
strumentation with taatistical analysis of
data collected over time. Therefore, its
rate of change is meeaured by reference
to previous dates or periods, with pro-
jected rates of future change based on
probability analysis. As explicit an ac-
count as possible of these effects and sup-
porting analysis should be provided.

Notwithstanding the phyaical or eco-
logical criteria terms available, certain
emSronmental effects can be presented
most effectively by reference to their
qualitative dimensions. Far instance, it
may be necessary to use this approach
to show the importange of a reduction in
use or availability for use of areas af
natural beauty, archeological, or histori-
cal significance. Consequently, the analy-

market, nonmoneterS nature, theY Pro- Ida should he =Molted by ail a -
vide important evidence for judging the ate deseriPtive-gualitative intelvretatimand evaluation of the effects of the planvalue of proposed plans.

Environmental mtality beneficial et- °n the releyeant components of the en-
fects are contributions resulting from the vironmental objective.

2 with and without analysis Existingmanagement preserVatlon; or restorgition
of one or more of the environmental
characteristics of an area under study
or elsewhere in the Nation. Such contri-
butions generally enhance the quality of
life.

Adverse environmental effectsgen-
erally the obverse of beneficial environ-
mental effectsare consequences of the
proposed plan that !wait% the deterio-
ration of -relevant environmental char-
acteristics.. of an area Under study er,
elsewhere in the Nation, for exarjaple,

environmental., conditions -_. will :be dea
scribed_ and presented in *tins that best
characterize._ -the.'planning perceptions
and ecology- of the affected area es con-
ditions would exist without any plan.
Similar descriptions will be prepared for
the tLme sequence of the condidans to be
expected' -with- and witheut the plan
throUghout the period of analysis. ME
conditions- before pliarmi n Ls' initiated
will provide the data from whichato
evaluate environmentaleffectaor pre-
diction of changeunder alteanative Pro-

acres of open and- green- Space,- wilder- --paws,' including the consegiienceef fell-
ness areas, estuariegiaer _wildlife habitat aiketaedept a plan fordevelopment and
Inundated or: altered; or "of- ds exa use-at-resources in,the area underatUdy.
Perlenchig Increased excel:M. Suat- ad- It Shonitiabe-blear'.tbat enviranniental
verse -effects- generally- detract-4m2fl conditionlivili notremain- satiate '

diminishthe quality pflifea-- -irafact,,tend to change overlimeregards
Often, hoivever, -ate édainanmental ire+ lesserf-,,whetheraplaziiii-sideptedf -

pact Of a plan cannot bea easily -labeled tuinitatiens. it Is Uist apredently 'nes
its, being' b aneflciftl, or adverse;- since _ that 'Bible to anticipate caaidentitannich iese '
decision Will vary WithathesPareePtiOna -athe -aaaa' ae SM aPai 'irizeimentar effeetia or
of the indiaidual cancerned,Aa Brat case. r, charigeallorarellierein -existence
the effeetatielf _ehiinid be quantified asid_ataaaaaastirida_ awl
clisplayed for'pniPbeagfef deeisionmaking.- 'saaset- itétiie aaisoris'and

Measurement -standarda:'-Whether ranking:Of _ -identifiable
sUbjectively perceiaed . bra' objectively enyirontnental; effecti that-naight'beexsa
measured; the priteria used to deecribe or ,pected-to result,finin grplen. Conseqiient-
evaluate tt(e benelLeial or ailveiie, effects.- ly, reasoned judgnients-
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nary teams will be required in many
situations. When this is necessary, a
frank expiassion of the state of knowl-
edge and the limitations thereof, as well
as the limitations of the analysis in each
instance, is essential.

4. Classes of environmentaZ effects.
Environmental effects of plata toward
the complex of conditions encompassed
by the environmental objective are best
understood and their significance inter-
preted by evaluating them as separable
components of the overall objective.
While these are stated in terms of bene-
ficial effects, adverse effects should be
read as the cenverse of each statement.
Beneficial effects (and adverse effects)
of plans as related to components of the
environmental objective are classified
and evaluated relevant to:

A. Beneficial effects resulting from the
protection, enhancement, or creation of
open and green space, wild and scenic
rivers, lakes, beaches, shores, mountain
and wilderness areas, estuaries, or other
areas of natural beauty.

With regard to these kinds of re-
sources. beneficial effects on this com-
ponent of the environmental objective
are evaluated on the basis of data such
as follows, though these are not all in-
clusive:

1. Open and green space. These are
essentially undeveloped, visually attsac-
tive natural areas strategically located
Where most needed to ameliorate in-
tensifying urbanization patterns.

a. Size and measure:
(1) Total acreage (wooda fields,

meadows. etc.) :
(2) Pattern and distribution;
(3) Juxtaposition to community and

urban areas (effect on urban sprawl) .
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected openand green space.

C. IMProVements: , (1) Accessibility
(mileage of public roads or traile pro-
vided; easements) ;

(2) Public' amenities (provision for
limited facilities, if any) ;

Other (specify or describe).
d. Protection and preservation:
(1) PhYsical (flae, bioenvironmental,

(2) Legal (decr,cation, easement% in-
stitutional, ete) ;

(3) Special,
2. wild and scenic rivers. These are

free-flowhia streams, with shorelines or
__watershedssentially or largely undevel-
oped, Which Polkas mitatandingly re-
markable scenic, recreational, geological,
fish 'and Wildlife, historic cultural , and
other features.
. a 'Size and Measure, including char-

of adjacent primitiVe or near
nataral Setting a

(11 Total mileage;
(2) Whitawater mileage;
3) Water quality;

,(4-) .Charaeter and extent- reage
ad, etreamside lands.
-(5):Ji:ixtaipasitien to conimMiity.
b.. A deseriptive-eualitailve interpre-

tation, Including an evalnatioli of 'the
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effects of a plan on the designated or
affected wild or scan c river.

c. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility (trails, infrequent

roads, or other minimum public access'
provided; easements) ;

(2) Public amenities (provision for
lLmited facilities as boat launching, pic-
nic areas, if any) ;

(3) Other (specify or describe).
d. Protection and preservation:
(1) Physical (bioenviromnental) ;
(2) Legal (dedication or- withdrawal,

inatitirtional, water quality standards,
etc.) ;

(3) Special.
3. Lakes. Where their clarity, color,

scenic setting, or other characteristics
are of special interest, aesthetically
pleasing lake contribute to the quality of
human experience.

a. Size and measure:
(1) Surface acreage;
(2) Shoreline mileage;
(3) Depths;
(4) Water quality.
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected lake or lakes.

c. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility (public roads and

trails; easements) ;
(2) Drainage;
(3) Cleaning;
(4) Shoreline management, including

public amenities
(5) Other (specify or describe).
d. Proteetion and prasenration:
(1) Physical (bioenvironmental) ;
(2) Legal (institutional, pollution

standards, etc.) ;
(3) Special.
4. Beaches and shores. The juxtaposi-

tion of attractive beaches, distinctive,
scenic shorelines, and 'adjacent areas of
clean offshore water provides positive
public aesthetic values and recreational
enjoyment_

a. Size and measure:
(1) Mileage;.
(2) Acreage:
(3) Marshland acreage;
(4) Miabayments.

- b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-
talon, ineluding an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on designated or
affected beaches and shores.

C. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility (public roads and

trails; easements) ;
(2) Public ametuties;
(3) Nourishment;
(4) Other (specify or describe) .
d. Protection and preservation:
(I) Physical (jettys, bulkheads, etc.) ;
(2) Legal (dedication, institutional,

etc.) ;
(3) Special.
5. Mountains and wilderness areas...-

Generally- oceUrrhig at higher altitudes,
these prisr,ilne areas of natural spandor
and scientific interest 'embrace a -very
special eat:Livery Of land use Such areas
are designated for the perpOse of Pre-
serving primeval conditions, as nearly as
possible, for aesthetic enjoyinent and for

limited forms of recreation and other
scientific uses.

a. Size and measure:
(1) Acreage;
(2) Biological diversity;
(3) Pattern and distribution;
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected mountain and wilderness area.

c. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility (limited public roads

and trails);
(2) Public amenities (limited facilities

provided, if any) ;
(3) Other (specify or describe) .
d. Protection and preservation:
(1) Physical (fire, bioenvironmental,

etc.)
(2) Legal (dedication, institutional,

etc.) ;
(3) Special.
6. Estuaries. Beyond their critical hn-

portance In men's harvest of economi-
cally useful living marine resources,
many estuaries, coves, and bays merit
special consideration as visually attrac-
tive settings that- support diverse life
forms of aesthetic value and as marine
ecosystems of special interest.

a_ Size or measure:
(1) Surfece acreage;
(2) Shoreline mileage;
(3) Marshland acreage and shoreline

mileage;
(4) Water quality.
b. Biological significance aa a nursery .

breeding, and feeding ground (name spe-
cies involved).

c. A clescriptive-mialitaslae inaespae_
tation, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected estuary.

d. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility;

-(2) Public amenities (facilities pro-
vided, if any)

(3) Other (srpecify or describe).
e. Protection and preservation:
(1) Physical;
(2) Legal;
(3) Special.
7. Other areas of natural beauty.

These include any other examplas of
natures sistral magnificence and scerdc
grandeur, not accommodated in the
above-specified claases, Which have spea
cial appeal to the aesthetic faculties of
man

a. SLze or measure:
(1) Acreage:
(2) Mileage.
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation. Including an evaluation of the
effects of a plea on designated -or
affected areas of natural beauty.

c. Improvements: -

(1) Accessibility (public- roads and
tra is; -easements);

(2) Screening;
(S) Plantings (seedlingsa

cover, etc.) ; -

(4) Public amenities (scenic overlooks,
If any);

(5) Other (specify or- describe) .
d, Protection and predervation:
(1) Physical (fire, bioenvironinental,

etc.)-;

(2) Legal:
(3) Special.
Convessely, and in a generally parallel

menner, adverse effeets of a plan result
from the inundation, adverse alteration,
or decreases in the availability, use, and
aesthetic quality of these resources.

B. Beneficial effects resulting from the
preservation or enhancement of espe-
cially valuable archeological, historical,
biological, and geological resources and
selected ecological systems.

Excluding eeological systems which
are separately evaluated below, beneficial
effects on this component of the environ-
mental objective are evaluated on the

-basis of data such as follows, though
these are not all inclusive:

1. Archeological resources. Preserva-
tion of these resources provides a con-
tinuing opportunity for studying the de-
velopment of human settlements and
understanding man's cultural heritage.

a. Size or measure:
(1) Acreage;
(2) Square footags;
(3) Height or depth from ground level_
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected archeological resource areas.

6. Educational:
(1) General education;
(2) Special and scientific.
d. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility (public roads and

trails; easements) ;
(2) Interpretation and monumenta-

tion ;
-(3) Other (specify or describe) .
e. Protection and preseraation:
(1) Phyiical;
(2) Legal (dedication, other) ;
(3) Special_
2_ Historical resources. Preservation of

these resources provides for th.e study.
understanding, and appreciation of the
Nation's origins and the evolution of its
institutions as well as its scientific and
technical progress.

a. Size and measure :
(1) Acreage;
(2) Number of 'units (of whatever

kind) .
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpreta-

tion, including an evaluation of the of-
fects of a plan on the designated or
affected historical resource area.

c. Educational values:
(1) Generaleducation;
(2) Specialist.
d. Improvements,:
(1) Accessibility (public roads and

trails; easements);
(2) Availability (as appropriate to

particular site .or materials preserved);
(3) Interpretation and monumenta-

tion;
Other (specify or describe) .' liroteCtion and preservation:

ai Piaksical:
(2)- Legal (dedication, other) ;
(3) Speigals
3. Biological resources. The opportia-

nitY to observe and study biological re-
sourcas--terrestrial and aquatie--leads

;
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to an enlarged understanding and ap-
preciation of the natural world as the
habitat of man.

a. Size and measure (wide variation
depending on characteristics of particu-
lar animal or plant) :

(1) Total land and surface acreage
and shoreline mileage:

(a) Land acreage (forest, woodland,
grassland, etc.)

(b) Water surface acreage and shore-
line mileage;

(c) Marshland acreage and shoreline
mileage.

(2) Population estimates and charac-
teristics of fish and wildlife to include as
nearly as possible:

(a) Age and size classes;
(b) Sex ratios;
(c) Distribution (density).
b. A descriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected biological resource or resources.

c. Educational:
(1) General;
(2) Special and scientific.
d. Improvements:
(1'; Accessibility (public roads and

trails; easements;
(2) Habitat enhancement or site

improvement:
(a) Sanitr.tion ;
(b) Stabilization;
(c) Increasing edges;
(d) Harvesting (to maintain balance

With environmental food supply) ;
(e) Cover planting (species, illeluding

number or sorehge) ;
(f) Stocking:
(i) Wildlife (species and number) ;
(U)- Fish (species and number) ;
(3) Other- (aPecify or describe) :
e. Proteetdon and preservation:
(1) Physical;
(2) Legal (dedication, other
(3) Special.
4. Geological resources. When-of out-

standing geologic or geomorphologic
significance, preservation of these re-
sources contributes to man's knowledge
and appreciation of his physical
environment.

a. Size and measure:
(1) Surface acreage;
(2) Subsurface aPreage (es tin. ated) ;;
(3) Quantity (estimated in appro-

priate units).
b. A deecriptive-qualit- tive interpreta-

tion, including an evaluation of the
effects of a plan on the designated or
affected-geological resources.

c. Educoational:
(1) General education;
(2) Special and scientific.
d. Improvements:
(1) Accessibility (public roade and

trails; easements) ;
(2) Interpretation and monumenta-

tion;
(3) Other (Specify and describe).
e, Protection and Preservation:
(1) Physical;
(2) Legal (dedication, other);
(3) Special. _

Conversely. end in a generally parallel
manner, adverse effects result from- the
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inundation, deterioration, or disruption
of like kinds of resources.

5. Ecological systems. Apart from the
contributions which use of the natural
resource base makes to man's basic needs
for food, shelter, clothing, and employ-
ment opportunities, covered elsewhere,
the environmental objective embraces
the concept and appreciation of the
values inherent in preservation of eco-
logical systems per se.

Each natural area, such as a water-
shed, a vegetation and soil type, a tidal
salt marsh, a swamp, a lake, or a stream
complex, represents an ecosystem, an
interdependent physical and biotic en-
vironment that functions as a continu-
ing dYnamic unit, possessing not only in-
trinsic values but also contributing to
the enrichment of the general quality of
life in a variety of subtle ways. Con-
versely, when such natural areas are lost
or otherwise diminished in size or qual-
ity, there are corresponding adverse
environmental effects borne by society.

Beneficial effects resulting from pres-
ervation of ecological systems include:

1. The maintenance of a natural envi-
ronment in a state of equilibrium as an
intrinsic value to society;

2. The provision of the purest form of
aesthetic contact with nature;

3. Contributions to the development,
appreciation, and integration of a. "land
ethic" or environmental conscience as a
part of man's culture; and

£ Scientific understanding derived
from the preservation and study of natu-
ral ecological systems which contributes
to the conservation of naturS1 resources
in general, the mast important practical
application of ecology.

ConverselY, adverse effects are the re-
ciuction or loss of opportunity to society
as a result of a plan

C. Beneficial effects resulting from the
enhancement of_ selected qualitY asneets
of water, land, 'and air by control of
pollution.

1. Water quality. The beneficial effects
of water quality improvements will be
reflected in increased Value to water_
users and will be recorded under the na-
tional economic developMent or regional
developnient objectives: For example, in-
creases in the value of the Nation's out-
put of goods and services frem imProve-
ments in water qualitY will be accom-
modated under the national economic
development objective. A great deal of
improvement is needed in the methods
of measuring these values.

There will be other water quality bene-
ficial- eiTects;:however, that_ cannot be
Measured irs Monetary' 'terms hitt are
nonetheless of value to the Nation: Ex-
amples of such benefith 'are-Usually' in
the aesthetic, and edologidal -areas :so .-,.

importarit-teinaankinct Benefleial effects
:from theie impinvements are
cOntribUtiona:to' the 'environmental", ob-
jectiVe and are-identified,' measured, and
described -in nonroonetaryl terros.

Benelleial effeetis to thiverrilie&iiIntei
objective froM-water_ jivality Centre hiaY
be defined In relation-to the-State stand=
:sr& established under the Water_Quality
Act of 1965. Iteseryoir storage and flew

regulation for water quality fmy be
utilized where it is the least-cost way of
meeting these standards.

Consistent with water anality stand-
ards established for the uffeoted planning
area, water quality control beneficial ef-
fects are identified, measured, and de-
scribed by methods and terms such as:

a. Physical and chemical tests includ-
ing but not limited to:

(1) Dissolved oxygen;
( 2 ) Dissolved solids;
(3) Temperature:
(4) -cidity/alkalinity:
(5 ) Nutrients.
b. Biological indicators including but

not limited to:
(1) Coliform;
(2) Macro and micro organisms;
(3) Algae.
c. Description: By a descriptive-quali-

tative interpretation, including an evalu-
ation of the effects of a plan on the
aquatic community as a whole.

Conversely, adverse effects will be re-
flected as departures from the established
water quality standards, including re-
lated damages, as a result of a plan.

2. Air quality. Air pollution is primar-
ily a regional problem stemming princi-
pally from urban centers Containing
concentrations of people, industry, and
transportation. In addition to its diverse
social impacts, air pollution causes direct
injury to natural environments, Includ-
ing ground cover, trees, and wildlife. In
its purely physical dimensions, air pollu-
tion is accommodated Within the en-
vironmental objective.

Beneficial effects to the environmental
objective from air quality control may
be defined in relation to regional air
quality standards established under the
Air Quality Act of 1967.

Consistent with air quality standards
established for the affected planning
area, air quality control beneficial effects
are identified, measured, and described
by:

a. The amount and use of open space
between sources of air pollution and con-
centrations of people to assist in the proc-
ess of atmospheric disPersion and
dilution.

b. Reductions In the use of fossii fuels.
c. Reductions in damages to:
(1) Wildlife:
(a) Species;
(b) Number or density;
(c) Distribution;
(d) Adescriptive-qualitative interpre-

tation and evaluation of effects as
aPProPriate.

(2) Ground cover: -

(a) Specied;
(b) Acreage and density;

- (c) Distribution;
(d) Adescriptive.,-qualitative interpre-

tatien _ and- -evaluation of effects as
appropriate.

(3) Forests:, ,

(a) :Speeles or types;
.(13) .Aereage;
0Y-Gitivitairb,

(e) A dasieriptive=quialitative interpre-
tation ,e.nd..reyaluation of effects as
apPrOpriate.
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d. Enhancement of possibilities for
visual enjoyment and aesthetic appeal of
natural settbags and scenic landscapes_

Conversely, adverse effects will be re-
flected as departures from established air
quality standards, including related dam-
ages, as a result of a plan.

3. Land quality. Where erosion is prev-
alent or spreadinglargely because of
inadequate land use planning and man-
agementit, among other things, seri-
ously detracts from the general use,
appreciation, and enjoyment of terres-
trial and aquatic environments.

As encompassed by the environmental
objective, soil Is valued as a basic na-
tional resource rather than for its more
traditional role as a primary production
factor contributing to inceaaes in na-
tional output.

Beneficial erosion control effects im-
proving the visual attractiveness of the
natural landscape include:

a. Reductions in sediment on beaches
and public recreation areas;

b. Reductions in turbidity and sedi-
ment pollution of water in rivers,
streams, and lakes;

c. Restoration of cull banks from
strip mines and other eroded sites;

d. Bank stabilization on mainline and
secondary roads.

Conversely, adverse effects will reflect
any increases in sedinientation, bank
sloughing, or other kinds of erosion re-
sulting from a plan.

D. Beneficial effects resulting from
the preservation of freedom of choice
to future resource users by actions that
minimize or -avoid irreversible or irre-
trievable effeeta or, conversely, the ad-
verse effects resulting from failure to
take such actions.

While the previous discussion and out-
line of effects of the various components
has been organized essenitally in terms
of programs or actions affecting environ-
mental conditions, it may also be useful
to vlew environmental effects of a plan
in broad categories emphazing the
predominant considerations of each,
whether aesthetic, ecological, or cultural.
Following such a classification, aesthetic
valuea in the environment generallss en-
compass lakes, estuaries, beadhes, shams,
open and green space, wild and scenic
rivers, wilderness areas, and other, areas
of naturs1 beauty; ecological values in
the environment generally' embrace the
physical quality of water, air, and land
(erosion) , biological resources, arid inter-
related ecological sYstems; and cultural
values In the environment are generally
accommodated by historical, archeolog-
ical, and geological reaources. As this
system of alassification la not mutually
exclusive, however, it is poesible for mul-
tiple public values to be reflected within
each of the components.
B. BENEFICIAL AND ADVERSE EFFECTS ON THE

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

Through its effectsboth beneficial:-
and adverseon a redion's incenie, em-
ployment, population, ecoriomiC base, in-
vuonment, social development, and other
components of the regional development
objective, a plan may exert a significant
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influence on the course and direction of
regional development.

Given its broad and varied nature, the
regional development objective embraces
several types of goals and related clesse.s
of beneficial effects. These are (a) in-
creased regional income; (b) increased
regional employment; (c) population
distribution; (d) diversification of the
regional economic base; (e) enhance-
ment of educational, cultural, and recre-
ational opportunities; (f) enhancement
of environmental conations of special
regional concern; and (g) other specified
components of the regional development
objective. Because of this variability, sev-
eral approaches or methodologies are re-
quired for the measurement of effects on
the regional development objective.

As a first step, the beneficial effects
for achieving the regional development
objective should be set forth in terms of
the specified components of the objeCtive
affected by the plan. Where beneficial
effects of accomplishing national eco-
nomic development and environmental
quality objectives are synonymous with
specified corns onents of the regional de-
velopment objective, these beneficial ef-
fects to the regional development objec-
tive will be measured and evaluated hi a
manner consistent with that established
for the national objectives. However,
care must be exercised to include only
that portion of the national beneficial
effects that actually accrue within the
region of concern.

The evaluation of various components
of the regional development objective
and related classes of benef cial and ad-
verse effects is discussed below.

1. Regional incomea. Beneficial ef-
fects. The objective to increase regional
income is attained to the extent that
water resource Luvestment, together with
other complementary investments, in-
creases output and provides additional
regional income fle*s than would other-
wise occur in the absence of the plan.
hicreases in regional output and related
hicome are evaluated in a maner paral-
leling computation of net incothato ahe
varimis purposeswater supply, pOiver,
etc.--`-discussed under the national eco-
nomic development objective. However,
in evaluating these and other elements of
the regional development objective, a dis-
tinction should be made between identi-
fying and measuring benefits to speciflal
components of the regional development
objective of the deaignated region end
other regional inn:facts Which May 'oc-
cur incidentaliy. Where the regional de-
velopnient objective relates to- increaires
in regional income, folir classea of bene-
licialeffects occur. These are:

(1) The valne_ of increased :output .of
goods and- services from a to the
users residing in the -region- under
considerations- =

- (2) -The value of output to users resid-
ing in.,the region under :consideration

-resulting fromsexternal 4,egonorriles;
(3) The value of-output-In the regkin

under consideration resulting from the'
'7use of resources otherwise ,Imemployed
or underemployed; and

(4) Additional net income accruing
to the region under consideration from
the construction or implementation of
a plan and from other economic activi-
ties induced by operations of a plan.

b. Adverse effects. The adverse effects
of a plan upon a particular region in-
clude the adverse effects on a region's
income; employment; population dis-
tribution; economic base; educational,
cultural, and recreational opportunities;
environmental quality; or other compo-
nents of the regional development objec-
tive.

Where the regional development ob-
jective relates to regional income, the
regional adverse effects include:

(1) The value of resources contributed
from within the region under considera-
tion to achieve the outputs of a plan.

(2) Payment through taxes, assess-
ments, or reimbursement by the region
under consideration for resources con-
tributed to the plan from outside the
region;

(3) Losses in output resulting from ex-
ternal diseconomies to users residing in
the region under consideration;

(4) Loss of assistance payments from
sources Outside the region to otherwise
unemployed or underemployed resources
and displaced resources residing in the
region under consideration;

(5) Losses in output in the region
under consideration resulting from
resources displaced and subsequently
unemployed; and

(6) Loss of net income in the region
under consideration from other economic
activities displaced by construction or
operation of a plan.

c. Regional incidence of national eco-
nomic development. Measurement of the
beneficial and adverse effects of national
economic development follows the same
methods outlined under B and C -above
and is a matter of determining the geo-
graphic incidence of such beneficial and
adverse effects in the regions under con-
sideration and the rest of the Nation.

Special -measurement techniques are
needed for effects from use of unem-
ployed resources and location effects.

d. Measurement of. output from use of
unemployed o . underemployed, resonrces.
InCreased outputresultingfrom the uti-
lization of resources that would be, un-
eniployed or underemployed in the abs
senbe of the plan is a third category of
regional development benefleial effeats.

Beneficial effects from the utilization
of unemployed or underemployed re-
sources may occur as a result of the plan
through employment in construction and
operation by direct niers of the output of
the plan or by firhis that are economi-
callY related ,to t" direct uSer.

-Where the planrzing region has unem-
ployed or underemployed resources and
it dm be ehown that these resources will
in, fact be" employed,Or more effeetively
employed' as a result of the plan, the net
additional -paYments to the uneniployed
or underemployed reseurcess should be
nioasureciais a benefleial eifett.

An important concept in identifying
the presence of unemployed resourde uti-
lization benefits is the presumption that
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generally full employment conditions will postponement of activity or through will make a positive contribution to re-
prevan throughout the economy over the transfer of such activity to busineas es- ducing unemployment.
relevant period of analysis tablishments not affected, prevention of e. Location effects. Location or trans-

Under a rigorous definition of full em- such loss is clearly identifiable as a con- fer effects of a plan can be beneficial or
ployment all resources are employed in tributlon to regional development and is adverse depending on the region being
their highest tr. -, resources are generally not offset by losses elsewhere in the considered. Ten any case, these effects axe
mobile, and the economy is in general economy. The proper measurement re- real and important to a region even
equilibrium. Under these conditions, fleeting these short-term resource im- though from the national view they
many analysts have concluded water re- mobilities is_ the estimate of net in- sum to zero across all regions in the
source investments would not result in comes foregone or increased costs for Nation. For this reason (as well as
achieving additional beneficial effects provision of services without the plan others) , regional evaluations should pro-
from use of unemployed or underem- oocasiened by unusual and periodic con- ceed within the framework of a system
ployed resources, since in the absence of ditions such as those listed above. of regional accounts.
a water and land resource plan economic (2) Other conditions and require- Location effects are generally esti-
forces would continuotisly bring abOtit meats. A determination of the region or mated as a multiplier factor of the more
readjustments toward fell employment regimie within which the major impact direct project outputs on the region

-With respect to future development, of unemployed resource utilization effects being considered. 'Several alternative
the OBERS projection series, which is will take place as a result of the plan is means of calculating such a multiplier
used as the economic baseline for event- required. It can generally be assumed value are available. They include innut-
ation of future iiMds 'for water resource that the major share of such effects will output studies, economic base studies,
development makes the assumption that take place in relative close geographic and the application of Keynesian multi-
-The Government will implement the Proximity to the location of the direct peer concepts to regions. Recent studies
policies needed to maintain full emPloy- users or beneficiaries of the goods and have indicated that all three approaches
ment under a free enterprise economy." services resulting from the plan provide comparable values for the same
Furthermore, implicit within the projec- An analysis of the key economic factors region. The Water Resources Council
tions is the assumption that the levels of within the affected region or regions is will provide information on the appro-
future development are predicated upon required and will be made as S basis for priate multiplier values to use for spe-
rm orderly and reasonable development determining the likelihood that a chronic eine planning studies .
of water resources. The availability and unemployment or underemployment sit- 2. Regional employment. Elimination
use of these projections does not obviate uation will prevail in the future. The or substantial reduction of high rates of
the need on a case-by-case basis tc prop- analysis should include the past perform- unemploymentand related underem-
erly interpret the full employment impli- ;ewe, current situation, and projected ploymeruki particular geograptftal
cations to determine the Particillar eon- 'situation. The most critical factoes to asses and among partictear segmenta of
ditions where that assumption should he analYzed sheald include the follow- the nopUlation has long been a national
be modified. Moreover an area or re- ing: (1) Labor force participation rates concern and a concern of affected
gional economy must satisfy certain pre- bY age, sex, and race:, (2) =employ- regions. Water, and lend resource plans
conditions aa a basis for clearly demon- ment isles by age, sex, and race; and undertaken in designated areas charac-
strating the possibility of beneficial ef- (4) average earnings ef workers or Prod- terize ed bY significant economic end em-
fects arising from the utilization of un- not per man-hour ployment problems are genera* hex-
employed or underemployed 'resource& The purpose of this analysis will be =mime with the regional development
These conditions- and the estimate of taeofold. :Filet, it will be neeessary be objective to increaseemployntiant per Se .
beneficial effects related thereto are have an accurete description of the un- When this is the awe-and uneer with
stated -beloW -- -., , employed and- underemploYed resources and' .witlatiut -analysisbeneecial -effects

1. Resourqe immobiiities. Otherwise so they mey-be linked to,pessible bane- ere identified, and measured as tee iii
unemployed or underemployed reaouraes fleial effects of' water and land ,T ,esouree erea-sUin the 'number_ and tYPea roe joba
(labor, fixed , capitaL and natural re- plans. Second, . it will . be _necessary te ;reseiting.frora the PlaZi.
Sources) May be used or better emploYed determine frem -the analysia the probable To the extent possible planning ro-
es a result of the economic' activities duration of the adverseeniplayment sit- ports will provide reasonable estimates
generated by a plan. For this condition to nation (the immobility factor) in the indicating the composition , of -the in-
anely it must keasonably be demon- absence of the plan. This latter analysis creased employment , by- ,the relevant
strated that in the absence of the water will requhe an evaluation of the source service trade, and industrial peetars, in-
resource plan the unemployed or under- of unemployment or Underemployment. eluding a aeparate estimate for Reeked_
employed resources to be affected by the The above analyses should indicate ture. The nature of the employment
plan would remabi immobile (would not whether they exe unemployed or under- 7increase to each' sectoreevill be cla-ssi-
be productively employed or: employed erePloYed resources of significant dimen- fled' with regard to -the levet -a skills
in higher nies anywhere in the econoiny) skins and duration Which can be am- 'requiredunskilled, semiskilled,' and
over all er part of the peribd of analysis: --,- ployed, throngh the water and land re-: highly skilled.

source plan, .. , , - , - ', 1 Where practicable, the - estimates
While recognizing that many resenree (; (3) _Measurement-of beneficial 'effects within each Of the sectort will be further

1 using unemployed resourqes. ,Identl- classified bY other-pertinent attributes to
Imlnobilltiex, tend to be of .._,_e len_F:run fying and measuring beneficial effects ce 'the Projeated einployn*at -111,1*.` such asnature there ts a , sPecial 'Ci.0.4.3 "P,-, re- :using UneinploYed'or-inidereartnlOYed re- e age classes,-sex, average wagessand laborsource emmobilitiee that Omen-ea:ally sourcee present& ishjor.'difilculties at the e,,,foece partlelpetion, rates,Periodically and for relatiVelY Short dine, ;

tion& They axe usually presentedine At thereqUestadthe Catine'associated with , Whene.the' regional- develemnent _obe
unusual weather or hydro-160c conditions , _ - , ,, _. jectlee, relates to regienal employnieht,

' the , Economic Research 'S ca ere:en- ,''; adfeele'Leff &eta ere _any' deeitage-in; thein terms of floodingelow rjeWs, droughts, 4 gaied in- suilia, -of r---,ttich---::, Lie ifid tiri, , f-i -bi- , iuni-iie,f
adverse drahuigii _condition% and lhe re- . - num rs ese o re_ Dana-,
liability of Water sUPPlye measurement :of .,- national-e'ibid 'regienal. :,faepefatiore distribution:- contribu-In, each- aititatiOnse: withont -ea ,-, plan, rill-came effects eeeiatineeeeineeateieeeee

0 wardaehi-eVing SPecifiedgball:for,losses hi _output ibsult through the denial eaaed resourde plans: , ;., e = , -, e... e- fesenedetieje, men- " ,--d'' urh- 'Taint'of accessta' business astabliableente.nree L , ...emning-stea:ihenes,....aind - e re,- , --,,-e e
_ Vention of thenrecessing amtmevement 'aitheyaie -,es the ,enroblenie aaraLatiage e aneijaalanee through paved distribution of .

. -,,*e-, :rtierailiticin and 'enipleyaiient 7gaiiPartiiniof Supplies:and laroduote2Lieseea-iii-the :--liorts-Will`gheWiihetlier:',Vief area tO-6.fir'.'iirele iiie'ineludeirsii bene6elal. etr'
runititee8:fboir,!:)Priisic servionuf6.681-24ferreLsreEZ influenced W 'ttr r4841i-4 aii uneln 'Picei----' ''- ''Alth" 'e16-h ti* '1-114'. all' 8' 'il'64.4'ns "ii"t-s, and, tlie' like Ter the"extent =that', mich ment' prOterlir':Ot 'eignifieant 'Megifitude etheeNation-toWard inbanizatierf hea
losses cannot' be ComPeniseted' for ' by , and whether:the Plan'under:evaanatiiin ' Suited in Mitch sOefai,,enitural. terchni64

i', r - t
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and economic progress, the evidence of
recent years suggestsat leas, for some
areasthat the increasing social and
economic costs attendant on attairanent
of high population densities in cities and
suburbs are becoming unduly burden-
some. The Nation is thus confronted
with the task of channeling economic
growth in new directions, while signifi-
cantly reducing social and economic
costs.

Maintaining the rural population base
while drawing some people back into out-
lYing areas with more opportunities for
employment, recreation, more and better
liirmg space, and an amenable social
environment respresents a responsive ap-
proach toward redirecting geographic
distribution of the population while pro-
viding for economic growth and develop-
ment.

Public investment programs, especially
those embracing plans for water and land
development and use, contribute toward
this component of the regional develop-
ment objective by providing the water
and land suppliesin both quantity and
qualitywhich are an essential prerequi-
site to creating new settlement opportu-
nities or expanding upon existing rural
developments and by assisting in the
provision of better social services and
improved cultural opportunities at re-
duced community costs.

These beneficial effects will oacur when
populations af affected planning areaa
are stabilized or otherwise increased
through in-migrations resulting from
inaplenientation of a plan_

Beneficial effects to this component
can be measured as the improvement or
inerease in Population and related em-
ployment toward attainment of speci-
fied distributional goals.

Conversely, adverse effects are identi-
fied and measured as increases in the
conbentration of population and employ-
ment contrary to sPecified objectives.

4. Erecionel economic base and stabil-
ity. The economic, base of a regiOn con-
sists of those activities which provide the
basic employment and income on which
the rest of the regional economy depends.

For some regions the mix of -the exist-
ing economic base may be too narrow
and specialized, thus restricting the re-
gion's development potential. aver an
extended period such a region is likely
to be subject to extenxive cyclical insta-
bility with attendant adverae economid
and social consequences.. When a region
wMies to offset the likelihood of spch
cyclical instability over the long run, di-
versification of the economic base may be
specified as a development objective.

Water and land resource plans con-
tribute to this regional objective when
they provide needed inpatsparticularly
water supply, power, and -transporta-
tionthat contribute to or assist in cre-
ating the essential conditions that enable`
an improvement in the industrial mix
over time leading to a broader prnduction
base by which the region can provide a
largerportion of the Nation's out-Puts of
goodaend services. - -

When the region under study hai too
great a conCentration or aPeedaligation in
its economic base-and the Water and land'
resouice plan being evaluated would have

a significant effect In promoting greater
diversity, the following irdormation
should be shown in planning reports: (1)
A statistical description of the area's cur-
rent economic base, highlighting the em-
ployment concentrations which are of
concern; (2) projections of future em-
ployment both with and without the
plan; and (3) the percentage reduction
in the area's expected dependence on its
specialized type of employment, with as
compared to without the water plan. The
latter statistic will be shown in tabular
displays of plan benefits.

Beneficial effects to this component in-
clude contributions to (1) balanced local
and regional economies; (2) regularizing
market activity and employment fluctua-
tions; (3) offsetting effects of climatic
vagaries and accompanying uncertainty;
and (4) reversal in decline of community
growth.

These beneficial effects may be meas-
ured or described in a variety of ways,
with primary emphasis on comparative
IneUces relating to fluctuations in output,
employment, and mices.

Conversely, adverse effects are identi-
fied and measured or described as nega-
tive effects on economic stability.

5. Educational, cultural, and recrea-
ticmal opportunities. Beneficial effects to
this component include contributions to
(I) improved opportunities for commu-
nity services such as utilities, transpor-
tation, schools, and hospitals; and (2)
more cultural and recreational oppor-
tunities such as historic and scientific
sites, lakes and reservoirs, and recreation
areas.

Beneficial effects to improved com-
munity services may be described in ap-
propriate quantitative and qualitative
terms, while increased cidtural and rec-

. reational opportunities wfil be set forth
as the numerical increase in the relevant
facilitlea, otherwise accounting for size,
use potential, and quality.

Conversely, adverse effects are identi-
fied and measured or descrfbed as detri-
mental effects on educational, cultural,
and recreational opportunities:

6. Environmental Conditions of speCial
regional concern. Where their impact is
likely to have special reference to a re-
gion's perception of its future deielop
merit needs, the special concern of a re-
gion toward particular .elements of the
overall environmental quality objective
may be given expression through specific
incorporation in the fegional develop-
ment ebjective.

As discussed above, beneficial effects
toward improving, preserving, or achiev-
ing one or more nii the diverse and varied
cemponents of the enviroinnental quality
objective are identified arid measured in
a variety of Phyncial dimensions; or
otherwise quahtatively described. When
such benefits are appliCable to the re-
gional development objectlire, they *ill
be meastred and evaluated in a manner
consistent with that followed in the above
referenced section,

EFFCT$ ON SOCIAL FACTORS_

In addition to their effecta on the three
objectives described above, most Water
andland resource plans have beneficial
and adverse effects on social faetors._

These effects reflect a highly complex set
of relationships and interactions between
inputs and outputs of a plan and the
social and cultural setting In which these
are received and acted upon. These effects
will be fully reported in the system of
accounts for each alternative Plan.

With emphasis on their incidence or
occurrence, beneficial asscial effects are
contributions to the eiaditible distribu-
tion of real income and employment and
to other social opportunities. Since they
are integrally related to the basic values
and goals of society, these effects are
usually not subject to monetary evalua-
tion. The normal market exchange proc-
ess, however, produces monetary values
winch can be utilized to aid in measuring
the distributional impacts of plans on
real income.

Adverse social effects of a plan have
detrimental impacts on the equitable dis-
tribution of real income and employment
or otherwise diminish or detract from the
attainment of other social opoortunities.
Additionally, such adverse effects include
not only those incurred in the designated
planning area, but also Lnclude adverse
consequences elsewhere in the Nation re-
sulting from implementation of the plan.

1. Measurement standards. Criteria
used to evaluate or describe the bene-
ficial or adver F,... effects of a plan will
vary, with the relevant social factor under
consideration. Where appraisal of such
diverse social and economic characteris-
tics as income distribution, health and
safety conditions, and so forth, is relevant
to a proper evaluation of a plan, the
measurement standards to be applied
must necessarily be broad and variable.
Measures used to describe social effects
may be expressed in dollars, other quan-
titative units, and qualitative terms.

2. With and without analysis. Existing
conditions encompassed by the relevant
social factors will be described and pre-
sented in terms that best characterize
the planning perceptions and social set-
ting of the affected area in the situation
without the plan. Planners will also pre-
pare similar descriptions for future so-
cial conditions to be expected with and
without the plan throughout the period
of analysis. The situation eiiisting before
the initiation of planning will provide
the data from which to evaluate signifi-
cant social' effeCts under alternative
plans.

3. Limitations. In evaluating social ef-
fects the obtaining of detailed break-
-downs and analytically useful correla-
tions relating te varioue indicators, index
nunibers; and Similar comparative sta-
tiatical indicators, as Well as dollak values
where possible, presents many complex
definitional, data, and measurement
problems. Consequently. Planning studies
should explicitly recognize the limita-
tions of present methods and explore in-
novative approaches to the identification
and measurement of the social effects.
Mich procedures should be carefully
documented in the report.

4.- Masses of social effects. Social ef-
fects of a- plan arc more clearly under-
stood and their significance interpreted
by evaluating them as separable classes
of social effects. While these are stated
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in terms of beneficial effects, adverse ef-
fects should be read B8 the converse of
each statement. Beneficial effects (and
adverse effects) of a plan include:

a. Effects on real incomes. Beneficial
effects to this component occur when
designated persons or groups receive in-
come generated as a result of the plan,.

The income distribution effect can be
measured as the net amount of total and
per capita income accruing to designated
persons or groups.

Current guidelines or yardsticks de-
fining the family poverty line may be
used as the data from which to measure
and portray the estimated absolute and
percentage increase toward meeting or
exceeding this standard for specific geo-
graphic planning areas.

Conversely, adverse effects are iden-
tified and measured as the reduced real
income of such persons or groups due to
taxes, reimbursement costs, and other
adverse economic effects.

b. Effects on security of life, health,
and safety. Beneficial effects to this com-
ponent include contributions to (I) re-
ducing.risk of flood, drought, or other
disaster affecting the security of life;
health, and safety; (2) reducing the
number of disease-carrying insects and
related pathological factors; (3) reduc-
ing the concentration and exposure to
water and air pollution; and (4) pro-
viding a year-round consumer choice of
foods that contribute to the improvement
of nationalnutrition.

In those limited situations where his-
forical experience is sufficiently docu-
mented to provide confidence in project-
ing likely future hazards, an estimate of
the number of lives saved or the number
of persons affected may be provided. In
most instances, however, a descriptive-
qualitative interpretation and evalua-
tion of the improvement and expected
results will he,applicable.

Conversely, adverse effects are identi-
fied and measured or described as in-
creases in hazards to life, health, and
safety.

e. Effects on entergency preparedness.
Beneficial effects to this component in-
clude contributions to (1) extending,-
maintaining, and protecting major com-
ponents of the national -water transpor-
tation system; (2) provision of flexible
reserves of water supplies; (3) Provision
of critical power supplies (ample, stable,
quickly responsive) (4) provision of re-
serve food productlOn pOtential; (5) pro-
vision. for the conservation of scarce
fuels; (6) provision for dispersal of pop-
ulation and industry; and (7) supplying
international treaty requirements.

While these beneficial effects will be
measured in appropriate quantitative 1960_,
units where readily practicable,ithey will
be largely characterized in descriptive- 13.i."`i,71950_66

qualitative terms.
Conversely, adverse effects are iden- 198°

tilled and measured-or described as over-
loading capacities of water resource sys
terns and inoreasinethe risk of interrup-
tion in the fiow of essential goods and
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d. Other. The effects on other social
factors may be identified and displayed
as relevant to alternative plans.

IV. GENERAL EVALUATION srawnanca
To assure consistency in the applica-

tion of planning principles, uniform
evaluation guides are necessary. The fol-
lowing general evaluation standards are
to be used, to the extent applicable, in
considering all objectives in planning of
water and land resources. Deviation in
the application of these evaluation stand-
ards and the reasons therefor should
be fully reported.

A. GENERAL SETTING

Plan formulation and evaluation shall
be based upon national and regional pro-
jections of employment, output, and pop-

ulation and the amounts of goods and
services that are likely to be required.
The Water Resources Council has ar-
ranged for preparation and periodic re-
vision of a set of national and regional
economic projections as a g-ni de to proj -
ect, regional, and river bashi planning.
These prOjections reflect the Council's
current views as to probable rates of
growth in population, the gross national
product, employment, productivity, and
other faders. The projections also in -
elude expected rates of regional growth
in relation to the level of projected na-
tional growth The following table shows
the selected national projections adopted
by the Water Resources Council reflect-
ing the expected rates of national growth.
The Council may change these national
projections by amending these standards.

WATER RESODECRS COUNCIL PROJECTIONS BEIACTED NATIONAL DATA DISTORMAL AND PROJECTED

Total
population

(Minis)

Population Labor force
14 and over perticips- Labor force

(owns) Oen rates (BLS)
(computed)

Civilian Unemploy- Civilian
labor force ment rate employment

(BLS) (BLS) (B LS)

Thousands Thousands
1950 152. 2171 113, 438
1955 185, 931 113. 440
1960.... _______ _ _ . 180, 684 127, 335

194. 592 '138, 299
190. 920 140. 605

1967 199, 118 142. 961
201, 100 145. 405

1. 6 1. 4
Census C Census C

235, 212 174, 284
307, 803 227, 470
400, 053 295, 029

1968
Rate, 1950-68

(percent)

Rate, 1968,-2020
(percent).

1!1:4g
1080
1965_
1966
1067-
1988
Rate:I/604;

(percent)

2020
Rata, 19013-2220.

(Pereenk)

L 3

Thousand. Thousands Thousands
0. 571 04, 749 63, 093 03314 59, 746
. 577 68. 896 65, 847 02, 942
. 574 73, 126 re. elz 66, 681
. 587 78,358 75, 636 72, 179
. 570 80, 164 77, 041 74, 085
, 575 82, 170 713,724 .03958 75, 608
. 576 83,687 80, 152 . vent 77, 210

1. 4 1 3 1. 4

101, 763 98. 763
134,682 131. 062
170, 427 173, 427

1, 4 1. 6

94, 603
126, 396
166, 400

Civlllau OlviliED Private private Private Grose To
government private economy economy economy national manpower

employ- employ- hours per product per gross product al
merit . =ant roan-year man-hour product (OBE) plus
(BLS) (BLS) (BLS) (computed) (OBE) (1968 dollars) militasy

(1958 dollars) (1968 &Liars) (BLS)

cede)
5, 792
6, 605
7, 943
9, 623

10, 348
11;183
11, 627

3.
16, 514
23. 468
34, 572

53, 954
56,137
58, 738
82, 656
03,719
84,42.5
06, 583 1, 977

O. 4
1. 918
1, 825
1, 738

Minions) (Millions) (Thousands)
319, 410 355, 288 61, 396
302, 007 437 363 65, 921

3. 88 438, 623 487, 682
4. 43 559. 808 817, 799 74: 902
4. 84 590. 292 858, 087 77, 188
4. 74 WA 100 674, 628 79, 054
4. 93 638, 908 707. 608 80, 745

3. 2
7, 03

12. 69
22. 92 5, 2.48, 901

8.9
1.183.873
2. 505,894
5, 423, 135

4. 1 4. 0

7,
129, 396
169, 490

1.4

Product
per capita
computed)

(1956
dollars)

Total
personal
income
(OBE)

(1958
dollaxe)

Personal : Domestie : Dommtle Domestle
, theoine earnings private
Pa_ income COBB)

(0 (OBE) (1958 (OB
(1958 (1958 dollarS) (1968

dollars) dollars) &cam)

1950.
1955

5, 787
6, 837
7. OM
8. 248
8. 526
8. 536
B. 703

11, 798
19, 368
11,907

-

333
2, 839
2. 693 e

3. 175
3.30
3,, 3E93
3. 518

2. 3
4.908
8,141

15. 568

Millions
274, 571
335. 010
389. 053
495. 308
520, 661
650. 195
580.030

4.2
079,489

2. 230, 156
4, 987. 314

0, 3

Millions Millions Mirlions
1. 803 272, 876 225, 104 199, 478
2. 019 332. 183 277, 590 240, 925
2. 157 887,489 317, 676 271, 581
2, 545 492. 600 838. 969 334, 938
2. 674 '523, 012 424. 290 355, 438
2, 788 548,890 440. 239 366, 928
2, 883 576. 477 4,62. 600 383.033

2,-. 6 4. 2 3. 7
4, 104 975.376 , 770. 545 031, 8:67
7, 246 2, =i. 827 1, 724 Kg 1, 374 826

1.2. ma 4, 973, 521 2,799, 770 % 96% 433

2.8 4. 2 4.1

I

s e r v i c e s needed for speciszequirementa Bone__ *ffeesathi-e.althibillicgletgAnotheedstAree=r=prtZlainftgay
of national security. DicirArtment 0 Commerce.
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The projections presented here and
elaborated in a separate Council pub-
lication may also serve as a convenient
basis for preparing alternative projec-
tions for use in sensitivity analysis.

While a relatively high rate of employ-
ment has been assumed in national pro-
jections, it is recognized that chronic
unemployment and underemployment
are problems in many regions. The as-
sumption of a high rate of employment
nationally does not preclude considera-
tion of the occurrence of short-run or
cyclical fluctuations in the national
economy or special analyses of regions
with relatively low economic activity and
high rates of unemployment.

Planning still also take account of na-
tional and State environmental and so-
cial standards such as water quality
standards, air quality standards, or min-
imum health standards.

The Water Resources Council will, as
necessary, designate areas where special
consideration should be given to these
values.

B. MEASUREMENT OF BENEFICIAL AND
ADVERSE EFFECTS

In planning water and related land
resources, beneficial and adVerse effects
of a proposed plan should be measured
hy comparing the estimated conditions
with the plan with the conditions ex-
pected without the plan. Thus, in addi-
tion to projecting the beneficial and
adverse effects expected with the plan in
operation, it is necessary to project the
conditions likely to occur in the absence
of the plan. Since economic, social, and
environmental conditions are dynamic,
changes will occur without the plan in
a variety of factors, incliseing regional
economic activity, rates of unemploys
ment or enderemployment and environ-
mental conditions. Consequently, only
new or additional beneficial and adverse
effects resulting from the proposed plan
should be attributed to it.

C. PRICE RELATIONSHIPS

The prices of goods and services used
for evaluation should reflect the real ex-
change values expected to prevail over
the period of analysis. For this purpose.
relative price relationships and the gen-
eral level of prices for outputs and in-
puts prevailing during or immediately
preceding the period of planning gener-
ally will be used as representing the price
relationships expected over the life of
the plan. Exceptions- tis the general rule
will mem when the output or input of
the plan affects prices, abnormal weather
or other factors have teMporarily affected
prices, or governmental or other Institu-
tional arrangements have temporarily
affected Prices.

The Water Resources Council will pub-
lish periodically data on prices of agri-
cultural and other goods and sersdces
that can be furnished efficiently for all
planning activities. Included in these
publications may be special analyses of
price problems and simulated prices for
recreation and other project outrmts or
effects for which market prices are not
readily available.

NOTICES

D. THE DISCOUNT RATE

The discount rate will he established
in accordance with the following
concept:

The opportunity cost of all Federal
investment activities, including water re-
source projects, is recognized to be the
real rate of return on non-Federal in-
vestments. The best approximation to the
conceptually correct rate is the average
rate of return on private investment in
physical assets, including all specific
taxes on capital or the earnings of capi-
tal and excluding the rate of general
inflation, weighted by the proportion of
private investment in each major sector.

The difference between the interest
rate paid on Federal borrowings and the
opportunity cost rate in the private
sector is due in part to the fact that pri-
vate rates of return must be sufficient to
pay taxes on earnings of capital. When
investments are made by the Federal
Government, these tax revenues are fore-
gone. Use of the opportunity cost rate in
evaluating Federal investments is neces-
sary therefore to achieve equity from the
standpoint of the Federal taxpayer who
must finance Federal investments. The
Federal Government should not displace
funds in the private sector unless its re-
turn on investment is equal to or larger
than that in the private sector.

1. The opportunity cost of government
investment. Abstracting from income
distribution considerations, the total
value of the Nation's resources is maxi-
mized by expanding or contracting any
specific activity to a. level such that the
marginal value of resources in that activ-
ity is equal to their marginal value in
other feasible uses. AlternatiVely, the
marginal value of ressairees in any activ-
ity is equated with the marginal cost of
that activity', Where cost represents the
highest Value foregone use of those re-
sources in alternative activities. This gen-
eral principle also applies to the Federal
GovernMent. For given total Federal out-
lays, the net benefit generated by the
Federal Government is maximized by
expanding or contracting individual
Federal activities to a level for which
the marginal value of resources is equal
to the marginal cost of resonrces ki all
activities. If all Federal activities in-
volved only a single time period, the
prices of resources piirchased by the Fed-
eral GoVernment (including any specific
excise taxes or subsidies to which other
institutions are subject), would be a suf-
ficient basis for estimating the cost of
Federal activities. For those Federal
activities that involve a distribution of
costs over time, however, some estimate
of the marginal value of resources
present uses relative to their value in
future uses is necessary to estimate the
cost of government astivities, ard this
value is reflected by the selection of an
appropriate Lnterest rate for evaluating
Federal inveitment activities. For anY

/ given Federal tradget, the net benefit gen-
erated by the Cloven:orient is maximized
only if the margisnal rate of return on all
Federal activities is equal. Efowever, the
net benefit generated by Government is

maximized only when the marginal rate
of return on Federal investments is equal
to the ma.rginal rate of return on invest-
ments by other institutions in this
Nation. Only this second condition as-
sures a maximization of the net benefits
of the Nation's investment activities and
the appropriate division of investment
activities between the Federal Govern-
ment and other institutions,

The establishment of an interest rate
for evaluation of Government invest-
ments is derived from this second condi-
tion. Once this rate is determined, indi-
vidual Government investment activities
should be expanded or contracted to a
level such that the marginal rate of re-
turn equals this rate. The conceptually
correct rate for Federal havestments, as-
suming that the non-Federal sector will
allocate additional investment funds
among alternative uses in roughly the
same manner as the present distribu-
tion, is the average of the margin.al real
rates of return in each part of the non-
Federal sector, weighted by the propor-
tion of present investment in each part

2. Estimating the discount rate for
Government investments. Estimating the
appropriate real interest rate for Federal
investments involves several problems:
First, the critical assumption must be
made that the different observed rates of
return within the non-Federal sector
represent equilibrium differences (re-
flecting different risks, taxes, and sub-
sidies) or that the Federal Government
does not systematically channel re-
sources into a specific part of the non-
Federal sector in its investment activities.
If the Federal Government could effec-
tively channel resources into those parts
of the non-Federal sector with the
highest rates of return, the opportunity
cost of Federal investments would be
higher than the average of the marginal
returns: Second, there are conceptual
difficulties in estimaiing the marginal
rate of return on investments in State
and local governments, and no compre-
hensive estimate of this rate has been
made. Third, the available data provide
a basis for estimating only' the average
rate of return in the private sector. If the
average rate of return is constant (as a
function of the level of investment), this
is not a problem as the average and
marginal rates ,are equal and, in the
long run, this appears to be a gooe ap-
proximation. Ln the short run, the rate of
return on private investment displaced
by additional government investment is
probably higher than the average rate.

The best approximation to the concep-
Wally correct rate that can be made is
the average of the average rates of re-
turn on private investment, weighted by
the preportion of investment in differant
parts of the private sector. This rate ls
been calculated in .T. A. Stoc
"Measuring the OpPertunity Cost of Gov-
ernment Investment," Institute for De-
fense Analyses, P-490. March 1969.
StooldiSch first estimates the average rate
of return on physical assets (eXclusive of
cash holdings), including the specific
(corporate and property) taxes on capi-
tal, for the period from the Korean war
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to the Viet Nam war. lie then weights
these average rates by the proportion of
investment in the different parts of the
private sector during the later part of
this period. Finally, lie reduces this ag-
gregate average rate by the average rate
of inflation in the longer period. The
resulting estimate of the real average
rate of return in the private sector ie 10.4
percent; for this concept, this estimation
procedure is probably accurate within a
+1 percent range. Recognizing the two
conceptual problems discussed above, in-
clusion of the rate of return on State
and local government investments would
somewhat lower this rate and a reduc-
tion in non-Federal investment dis-
placed by additional Federal investment
would lead to a marginal rate somewhat
above the average. On net, it appears
that the average of the marginal returns
on physical investment in the non-
Federal sector is around 10 percent, and
additional evidence also suggests that
the marginal return on investment in
education is approximately equal to the
rate of return on physical investment.

Moreover, there is strong reason to be-
lieve that the real rate of return in the
non-Federal sector has been roughly,

- constant over the entire period since the
Korean war. The structural conditions
that determine this rate are the long-
rim investment prospects in the U.S.
economy and the levels of taxes on cap-
ital or the earnings on capital. The long-
run investment prospects appear to be
roughly constant. Although the corpo-
rate Income tax has been reduced
slightly since the Korean war, property
taxes have been increased by a roughly
equal magnitude. A significant redis-
tribution of investment activities withba
the non-Federal sector would also
change the average of the rates of re-
turn, but this has not been observed.
This suggests that a frequent recalcula-
tion of the Stockfisch estimate need not
be made unless there is evidence of a
significant change in these structural
conditions.

It is important to recognize that the
stability of the real rate of return in the
non-Federal sector is not inconsistent
with the observed variance of the rates
on marketed debt bistruments. Changes
M the yields on Government bonds and
other debt instruments priinarily reflect
conditionas-such as changes: in the an-
ticipated inflation, monetary Pnlie.Y, and
the distribUtion between equity anddebt
financingthat are unrelatecletc the real
rate of return on investment.

In summary, the conceptual add em-
pirical issues are not fully reSolved The
above discussion, however, suggests that
the appropriate rate for evaluating Gov-
ernment investment decisions is approx-e
hilately 10 percent and is substanUally
iriVariant to short-term changes in
economic and' money market conditions.

3, Selection of a specific rate for water
resource prafects. The revealed prefer-
ences of the Federal political process
clearly indicate a desire tei transfer in-
come to the people in specific regions by

bsidizing water reSource projects. In

No. 2415Pt. 11-4
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the past, these subsidies have been im-
plemented in several ways but most im-
portantly by the use of an interest rate
to evaluate these projects that is lower
than that for alternative Federal and
non-Federal Mvestments. Aceepting the
legitimacy of the politicel prodess in
determining income transfers and sub-
sidies, the use of a low interest rate, =-
fortunately, is often an inefficient instru-
ment for these purposes because it also
biases the design of these projects to-
ward those with higher near-term costs
and lower near-term benefits.

Recognizing both the objectives of
subsidizing water resource projects and
the objective of an efficient combination
among and between Federal and -non-
Federal investment activities, a 7-per-
cent rate will be used for evaluating
water resource projects during the next
5 years. Use of a 7-percent rate will fa-
cilitate implementation of one of the
basic purpose of multiple objectives
planning by allowing more comparable
consideration of environmental quality
objectives. Less capital intensive projects,
scaled mainly to meet near-term needs,
will result in relatively more efficient use
of Federal and non-Federal investment
toward meeting increasing critical water,
needs, given current budgetary con-
straints. ,

It is sometimes argued that the dis-
count rate to be used in evaluating Fed-
eral Investment opportnnities should be
based on the cost of Federal borrowing
(the cost of money to the Treasury) . It
should be noted that, properly calculated,
the cost of Federal borrowing includes
not only the yield rate on Treasury obli-
gations but also tax revenues foregone
on returns to private borrowing displaced
by Federal borrowing, commissions paid
on sales, of bonds, and administrative
costs of borrowing. After the yield rate,
the most significant of these is foregone
tax revenues.

The fulll cost of Federal long-term bor-
rowing, for generallY prevailing economic
considerations, is at least 7 percent and
can be as high as 10 percent. The exact
figure depends on how much tax revenue
is foregone. This, in turn, depends on the
distribution of income from foregone in-
vestment among corporations, individ-
uals, and State/local governments.

Thus, the 7-percent rate established
above, approaches bath the opportemity
cost and the total cost of Federal
borrowLng. -

E. CONSTDERATION AND COMPARISON OP
ALTERNATIVES

A range of possible alternatives to meet-
needs and preblems. Including types of
measures and alternatives capable of ap-
plication by various _levels of govern-
ment and by nongovernmental inter
eats, should be etudied. Theee alterna-
tiVes should be eialuated or judged as to
their contribution to the Multiobjectives.

_ Plans, or increments thereto, Will not
be- recommended for Federal :develop-
ment that, 'although they,have positive
contributions to the filultiobjectivese
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would physically or economically pre-
clude alternative non-Federal plans
which would likely be undertaken in the
absence of the Federal plan and which
would more effectively contribute to the
multiobjectives when comparably evalu-
ated according to the principles.

The alternative non-Federal plan that
would likely be physically displaced or
economically precluded with develop-
ment of the Federal plan, or increments
thereto, will be evaluated for purposes of
this determination on a comparable
basis with the proposed Federal plan
with respect to their beneficial and ad-
verse effects on the multiobjectives, in-
cluding the treatment of national eco-
nomic development effects and the dis-
count rate used in the evaluation. Taxes
foregone on the proposed Federal plan
and taxes paid on the non-Federal al-
ternative will be excluded in such com -
parisons far the evaluation of the na-
tional economic development objective.

FERIOD OF ANALYSIS

The period of analysis will be the lesser
of : (1) The period of time over which
the plan will serve a useful purpose con-
sidering probable technological trends
affecting various alternatives; or (2) the
period of time when farther discounting
of beneficial and adverse effects will have
no appreciable result on design. Where
pertinent, however, appropriate consid-
eration will be given to long-term en-
vironmental factors which may extend
beyond periods significant for analysis of
effects for national or regional economic
development.

Salvage value remaining at the end of
the period of analysis should be taken
into account for income-producing fea-
tures of the plan.

For the environmental objectives, the
goal may be to achieve a level of environ-
mental quality during or at the end a
the period of analysis and to maintain
this level into the indefinite future.

Onee hundred years will normally be _
considered the upper limit of the period
of analysis, and shorter Periods will be
-used- whenever approlniate for any of
the considerations described above.

G. scum:memo
Plans should be scheduled for Imple-

mentation in relation to needs so that
desired multkeijeetive beneficial effects
are achieved,eaffectivelY: Beneficial and
adverse effects occUrring according to
different patterns, hi, time,. are affected
differently by the discount process when
plans are sehedined for hriplenientation
at alternative future times. Therefore,
plan formtdatidn should-analyze the al-
ternative schedules otimPlementation to
identify the sohedule that would result
in the most desirable miic of conixibu-
tions to the multiobjectives when the
neneficial and adverse effects of a plan
are appropriately discounted.
. Whffe beneficial and adverse effects
toward the multiobjectives will accrue
over different time frames for the alter-
native iniplementation schedules, the
discontmued equivalent of such bene-
ficial and adverse effects to be considered
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in the comparison of .the alternative im-
plementation schedules should represent
the present value of the beneficial and
adverse effects toward the multiobjec-
tives for each alternative implementa-
tion schedule at a common point in time.

K. IUSK AND UNCERTAINTY

Since future events cannot be pre-
dicted with certainty, beneficial and ad-
verse effects actuelly realized in the
future may differ from the values ex-
pected of them at the present. In some
cases, the range of variation can be an-
ticipated and the sensitivity of proposed
plans or projects to future contingen-
cies can be evaluated.

Risk may be characterized as being
reasonably predictable, since bases are
available to calculate the probability or
frequency of losses associated with its
occurrence. For example, average losses
from fires, storms, pests, and diseases
ean be estimated with reasonable assur-
ance. Thus, the value attached to risk
may be converted into a reasonably cer-
tain annual allowance. The net returns
of a project should exclude all predict-
able risk, either by deductIng the allow-
ance therefor from the beneficial effects
or adding such allowance to the project
costa. The basis for making a risk allow-
ance in estimating the beneficial and
adverse effects of a program or project
should be clearly stated.

Uncertainty is characterized by the ab-
sence of a basis for predicting the prob-
ability of occinTences. Uncertainties May
result in estimating beneficial and ad-
verse effects from such factors as fluctu-
ations in the levels of economic activity,
technological changes or innovations,
and unforeseeable developments. Allow-
ances for uncertainties must be based
largely upen judgment, since informa-
tion is not available for calculating a
value. The nature of the uncertainty
thought to surround beneficial and ad-
verse effects should be discussed in plan-
ning reports, and specific strategies, such
EIS flexibility in project designs, recom-
mended to cope with it. In addition, sen-
sitivity analysis may be employed to
analyze uncertain situations.

I. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Planning organizations should exam-
ine the sensitivity of plans to data avail-
ability and to' key item for whieh al-
ternative assumptions might -be appro-
Pilate. Examples of such items include
Prices; discount rates; and economic,
demographic, and technological trends.
Selmted alternative projects and a.s.
sumptions that are likely and that, if

-realized, would appreciably affect _plan
design or scheduling shoUld be atalyzed.

.7, UPDATING PLANS

Because of rapid change in social, eco-
nomic, technologic, PhySical, and other
factors, a plan for a project prepared
under these standards that is not imple-
mented wihin 10 years after comPletion
should be riViewed to ascertain whether
it continues to be the best alternative
to achieve the multiobjettives:

Plans for regions and river basins pre-
pared under these Standards will be con-
tinually updated as implementing actions
are considered. In addition, such plans
should be complciely reviewed at least
every 20 years.

V. PLAN FORMULATION

A. INTRODUCTION

As set forth in principles, the formula-
tion of plans will be directed to meeting
current and projected needs and prob-
lems as identified by the desires of peo-
ple in such a manner that improved
contributions are made to society's pref-
erences for national economic develop-
ment and environmental quality and
where approved in advance for regional
development.

1. Mayor steps in plan formulation.
Plan formulation is a series of steps
starting with the identification of needs
and problems and culnAnating in a rec-
ommended plan of action. The process
involves an orderly and systematic ap-
proach to making determinations and
decisions at each step so that the inter-
ested public and decisionmakers in the
planning organization can be fully aware
of the basic assumptions employed, the

-data and inforMation analyzed, the rea-
sons and rationales used, and the full
range of implications of each alternative
plan of action. This process should be
described in enough detail in the report
of the study so that it may be replicated
by others.

The plan formulation process consists
of the following major steps:

1. Specify components of the multi-
objectives relevant to the planning set-
ting:

2. Evaluate resource capabilities and
expected conditions without any plan;

3. Formulate alternative plans to
achieve varying levels of contributions
to the specified components of the multi-
obj ectives ;

4. Analyze the differences among alter-
native plans to show tradeoffs among the
specined components of the mtati-
objectives ;

5. Review and reconsider, it necessary,
the specified components for the plan.L
ning setting and formulate additional al-
ternative plans as appropriate; and

O. Select a recommended plan from
among the alternatives based upon an
evaluation of the tradeoffs among the
various objectives.

In the subsequent parts of this sec-
tion each, of these steps is described in
more detail. The major StePS involved in
this process are shown schematically at
the end of this subsection. It should be
noted that the plan formulation process
described herein is not just a once-
through process but may be reiterated
several times, with each reiteration be-
ing somewhet more detailed than the
previous one. The plan formulation
process must be tailored to lit a given
planning situation and the detail and
depth of analysis will necessarily vary
with each level of planning.

THE PLANNING PROCESS

TI. Specify components of the multi-
objectives relevant to planning setting'

foe plan formulation apply to the prep-
aration of framework studies and assess-

Implementing stuciles. The important
differences in _the, application of these
plan formelation standards to different
levels of planning are the relevant com-

2. Evaluate resonrce capabilities and
expected conditions without any pion

3. Siormulate alternative plans to achieve
viming levels, of contributions to the
specified components of the
multiohjectives

4. Analyse the difterencas =mg alter-
sielve.pisas to show tradeoffs *zoom
the specified components ofthe
multiohjectives

6. Select a recommended plan from amens
the alternati-es hailed upon en /rouble-
gen of the tradeoffs among the yarioui
Ojeda-veil

ponent needs, the level of detail witn re-
spect to bendicial and adverse effects in
the decision precess, and the types of
alternative courses of action that are
considered.

a. Framework studies and assess-
ments. Framework studies and assess-
ments will evaluate or appraise en a
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broad basis the needs and desires of peo-
ple for the conservation, development,
and utilization of water and land re-
sources; will identify regions or basins
with complex problems which require
more detailed Mvestigations and analy-
sis; and may recommend specific imple-
mentation plans and programs in areas
not requiring further study. They will
consider Federal. State, and local means
and will be multiobjective in nature.

Framework studies and assessments of
major regions are designed to: (1) De-
termine the extent of water and land
problems and needs: (2) indicate the
general approaches that appear appro-
priate for their solution; and (3) identify
specific geographic areas where regional,
river basin, or implementation planning
studies are needed. For framework
studies and assessments, the information
to be assembled should be consistent with
the level of detail as outlined in guide-
lines for framework studies and assess-
ments to be issued by the Water Re-
sources Council. The framework studies
and assessment should identify the corn-
plementarities and conflicts among com-
ponents of the multiobjectives. Alterna-
tive courses of action will be considered
for each of the specified subbasins.
Framework studies and assessments
usually do not provide a basis for recom-
mending specific action for water re-
source development. However, compari-
sons should be made between alternative
courses of action to indicate potential
complementarities and confliets that
may exist as relative emphasis is shifted
from one objective te another. This in-
formateon will provide a basis for a de-
cision as to which areas require more
detailed regional, river basin, or imple-
mentation studies.
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by a single Federal, State, or ocal entity
for the purpose of authorization or ini-
tiation of plans. These studies are
conducted to implement 'findings. con-
clusions, and recommendations of frame-
work studies and assessments and
regional or river basin studies

Plan formulation for implementation
studies will focus on the preparation of
a recommended plan of action to follow
in the next 10 to 15 years. Long-range
projections of the need for and use of
water and land resources will be con-
sidered, however, primary attention
should be directed toward the formula-
tion of a plan to meet near-term needs
and alleviate problems. Such plans will
be oriented toward an identified set of
specifie components of muitiobjectives
for the planning area. The compleffity
of the plan formulation process will de-
pend on the ektent of the needs and prob-
lems in the area and the variety of
planning functions that may be em-
ployed to meet the needs. In some cases,
the array of competent needs to consider
may be large. Other implementation
studies may be oriented toward a single
objective and, hence, win be concerned
with only a few needs and alternatives.
In either case, the multiebjective plane
ning standards will be applied.

E. SPECIFICATION OP COMPONENTS

At the outset and throughout the plan-
ning process the speelfic components of
the multiobjectives that are significantly
related to the use and management of
the resources in the planning setting
must be ascertained and identified. These
will be exp mssed in terms of needs and
problems in the context of multiobjec-
tives,

The term "specific component of the
multiobjectives" refers to the desired

their more efficient production mieh as
the f ollowing:

1. Increased or more efficient output
of food and fiber:

2. increneed or more efficient output of
recreational services;

3. Increased or more efficient produc-
tion of energy;

4. Increased or more efficient produc-
tion of transportation services;

5. Thereased productivity of land for
residential, agricultural, commercial, and
industrial activities:

6. Increased or more efficient produc-
tion of necessary pubiic services such as
municipal and domestic water supply;
and

7. Increased or more efficient indus-
trial output.

The second level of specification of the
components of the national economic de-
velopment objective follows from the
translation of the first level specification
of needs for goods and services into spe-
cific needs for water and land resources.
In the context of the above, the second
level specification of components would
be established in terms such as the
following:

1. Water and land for irrigation;
2. Water and land related recreation

opportunities in terms of user days;
3. Hydroelectric power needs;
4. Inland nevigation or deep draft

harbor needs;
5. Provision of flood-free land or pro-

vision of stabilived lands;
6. Water supplies for municipal and

domestic use; and
7. Water supply for industrial use.
The above examples are not intended

to eXhaust either the wide 'variety of out-
puts of goods and seivices that can be-
come specific components or the total

b. Regional or river basin studies. Re- range of specific water and land needs
gional or river basin studies are reeon- -achievement of tenes of goods, services, into which the first level of components
naissance-level evolution of weter and environniental conditions, or regional is translated. The major point is that to
land resources for a selected area. They developments that are being sought as determine the specific components of the
are prepared to resolve complex long-, contributions to the multiobjectives. national economic development objec-
range problems Identified by. framework These components can be considered and e 'tive, it will usually be necessary to ap-
studies and assessments and will yary expressed in terms of units of the effects proach the problem, first,' atthe general
widely in scope and detail; will focus on desired.. The teem "component needs', level of the types of national outputs of
middle term (15 tee25 years) needs arid &seised herein refers to the tYPe, c11.111.11.! goods and ieiviees and then translate
desires; will involve Federal, State, and tit% and quality of desired beneficial ef- these into specific water and land needs
local inteieste in Plan fermulation; and feet's- The components of the reel°nel or problems.
will identify and reconneeend action plane deeeloPment objective aro te 'be eon- It shoUld further be noted that the
and programs to be pursued by individual sidered in plan formifiation in a partice

tional economic deyelopment objective
at either level should always be stated
in terms of outputs ewhich are the bene-
ficial effects of a elan), but never in
terms of the inputs to a plan. This %leo
holds true in the epecification of the come
Ponents of the other objectives' as well.

2. Environmental gualitg. The com-
ponents of the environmental quality ob-
jeetive may be directly expressed as the
achievement of specific environmental
cenditions such ae the following;

1."efiles of scenic river of specified
haracteristice;
2. Aciesef ecielogical areas of specified

type preierved or enhanced;
tation studies. Ices desired. Hence, the first level of sptc- 3: Reach of river meeting specified

c. Iniplementation studies. Implemen- 'fled compenents of -this objectiee will water quality standards; and
tatien etudies are program or project generally' be depicted -in terms of in- 4. Number of open spaCe areas of
feasibility st-ndies, generally unce en areasedoutputs of goods and serVices or specified

Federei, State, and :local entities war' . planning with ad- snecificatied of eomponente of the na-
Regional or river -basin platining stu- vance approval,

dies Eire concerned with a broad array Reference shead be made to the defi-
cit component needs of multiehlectivee. nition and description of objectives and
Alternate plans -will consider effects on benefits presented in sections U and ra
many components of multiobjectives; and as the basis to determine the fell range of
the analysis of tradeoffs among alterna- components -of. multiobJecteves, only a
Wes will be quite complex. Scheduling few of which are presented in this section
for implementation of -the ;raceme de-- ae examples to illustrate-the plan formu-_
Merits_ of the reconimended plan _Will be letion proeeee. '

Presented to indicate how each element 1: Nationareconomic detelopment. For
relates to projected needs and thee ur-- the national eeenomie develonmant 'ob-
geney and priority aasociated with meet- jective; the components will usually be
ink the needs. expressed at tem" levels., . _

The identification' of ,the mime Urgent The firit level -directly relates ,to the
elements of the plan that require early, objective in the sense of the specification
action will guide subsequent implemen- of. theactual outputs of goods-and serve
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3. Regional development. The speci-
fied components of the regional develop-
ment objective ar- identified from the
regional point of view. Thus, early con-
sideration must be given to the deline-
ation of the region or regions.

A single delineation of a planning
region may not be satisfactory for the
purpose of examining hydrologic prob-
lems, economic and demographic pres-
sures on resource use, and political con-
siderations of plan implementation. To
resolve this difficulty two types of re-
gions may be utilized: (1) Formulation
regions for the identification of com-
ponent needs for resource use and phys-
ical resource problems: and (2) an
evaluation region for use .in evaluating
the beneficial and adverse effects of al-
ternative plans.

Formulation regions will be used to de-
termine the component needs in the gen-
eral planning area and to identify Blot-
tations and constraints to water and land
resource use. These regions will vary in
their geographic coverage, depending on
which component need is being consid-
ered. For example, a recreation service
area will depend on the extent and dis-
tribution of population as it may affect
the water.and land resources unuer study
and may not be identical With the hy-
drologic area. Similarly, an electric power
market area will likely encompass a
larger geographic area than the hydro-
logic area or the power needs may be
supplied from one or more hydrologic
areas. In cases where the commodity or
service need, such as agricultural com-
modities, metals, or services, can be sup-
plied from a large number of hydrologic
areas, interregional projections should be
used to determine the probable level of
the total need to be met from the plan-
ning area.

Formulation regions for physical prob-
lems may be based on hydrologic con-
siderations and should be sufficiently
large to include the identification and
measurement of all significant effects of
proposed actions. For example, a formu-
lation region for a flood control problem
should extend downstream from the
probable location of a reservoir to in-
clude the measurement of signifleant re-
ductions in flood damages. Similarly, the
full hydrologic area of the basin or sub-
basin should be included tO identify the
full range of water and related land
problems and their potential solutions.

The evaluation region _consists of
the geographic area for which a plan
for the use and management of water
and related land reSources is to be de-
Signed. This region should be large
enough to encompass all areas that will
be physically affected by the Plan, and
include Contiguous economic areiaa Which
may be significantly affected by the plan.
The plan evaluation region will thus in=
elude one or more economic accounting
areas as° Specified In section VI. The total
consequences of the plan- will be shoWn
in national economic develoPMent, en-
Vironmental quality, and social accOnnts,
indicating the _beneficial and adverse ef-
fects that accrue both within the plan'
evaluation region and to the rest of the
Nation. All beneficial and adverse effects
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that accrue within the plan evaluation
region and in the rest of the Nation will
be identified in the system of regional
development accrunts.

If the plan evaluation region is com-
posed of two or more States, the portion
of the plan relating to each State should
be shown separately.

4. Participation. The actual derivation
and identification of components require
several different approaches. An initial
point of departure is the national and
regional economiC analyses and projec-
tions provided by OBERS. These will be
useful in a first-cut definition of the eco-
nomic parameters of the components of
the multiobjecttves. More detailed defini-
tions will require in-depth censultation
with Federal, State, and local officials
familiar with the planning setting. Di-
rect thput from the public involved at
the local and regional level is paramount
in view of multiobjectives and should De
pursued vigorously through appropriate
means of public hearings, public meet-
ings, ini-rmation PrOgrams, citizens com-
mittees, etc.

Definition and specification of the
components of the environmental qual-
ity objective will require direct consulta-
tion with groups identified with environ-
mental concerns as well as with those
groups within a planning setting whose
actions have significant impacts on the
environment. Similarly, for the regional
development objective, consultation will
be needed with established regional de-
velopment organizations. A broad spec-
trum of gTOUPS and interests must be
considered and consulted in the identi-
fication of the components.

5. Projected Conditions. The com-
ponente of the multiobjectives will be
drawn for both current and future con-
ditions. Projections should be made for
selected years over a speciiled planWng
period to indicate how changes in pop-
niatien and economic conditions are
likely to impact on the components over
time. .

Economic and demographic projectiong
shonld be consistent with national base-
line projections -(OBERS projections)-
which reflect differential regional growth
patterns and probable future population
and economic conditions of all regions
of the Nation. Additional projections
which reflect a regional point- -of view
and which are required for identification
of components of the regional develop-
ment objecilve should also be made.
Such projections, howeVer, should be
made on a coniparable basis With the
OBERS projections to enable valid coin-
Parlions to be made between alternative
national and regional plant based on
these different projections. Because de-
mands for commodities and services are
a function Of price, the future needs are

-also affected bY price. Therefore, the as-
sumptions relating to prices used to
determine the future needs must be

Environmental needs of the future
should be identified in terms of specific
features of the natural- environment of
the area that will assure a continuance of
somees. with limitations., alleviated, or
a healthful, scenic, and aesthetically sat-
isfying experience to all citizens. Por

instance, unique archeological, historical,
and biological features of the area that
are desired for preservation for future
generations should be identified. Desired
environmental conditions for the future
should be explicitly stated. These envi-
ronmental component needs should re-
flect not only current preferences but
should attempt to reflect the preferences
likely to prevail in the future.

6. Sensitivity tees. In view of the un-
certainty. vrith respect to both economic
and demographic change as well as the
uncertainty of future preferences for the
components of the environmental ob-
jective, it will be necessary in projecting
the needs associated with these com-
ponents to show alternative levels in the
future as the basis for testthig the sensi-
tivity of alternative plans when evaluated
against different levels of needs for a
given component in the future.

7. Preferences. The specification of the
components of the multiobJectives must
reflect the specific effects that are desired
by groups and individuals of the planning
area as well as the specific components
declared to be in the national interest
by the Congress or by the executive
branch through the Water Resources
Council. In this way the components of
mu)tiobjectives will reflect local, State,
and national preferences and priorities
as well as the extent of complementarity
and conflict among components.

In this regard, the identification and
detailing of the components of the multi-
objectives should be viewed as the proc-
ess of making explicit the range of pref-

ences and desires of those affected by
resource development in terms of refer-
ence that can form the basis for the
formtdeution of plans. Rather than a
single level of achievement being set
forth for eny specified component, a
range of possible levels should be set
forth so that the relevant preferences
can be seen for a given component. It
should be anticipated that the initial
specification of comnonents wil) be mod-
ified (expanded or reduced) during sub-
sequent steps in plan forinulation to re-
flect the capahilitY of alternative plans
to satisfy component needs and to re-
flect technical, :legislative or adminis-
trative constraints.

C. EvarinteroN or RESOURcE DAFABILITrag

In very broad terms, the first step of
8Pecificat1o4 of. the components of multi-
objectiveS ein be viewed as establishing
the boundaries of .deniand (neede or
problems) in the context of each objec-
tive. In the next step, evaluation' of re-
source capabilities; °the initial evaluation
is made of the r apply (availability) of
the resources that can be employed to
satasfy the current and future levels of
demand.

Resources of the planning area shall
be evaluated in terms of their ability
to meet the current and projected needs
identified for each component under twO
sets of-conditions: (1) Capability of re-
sources without any planned setion; and
(2) capability of water and land re-
productivity enhanced through manage-
ment plans. An analysis of the capability
of resources to meet the projected needs
without any Named action will reveal
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the extent and magnitude of unsatisfied
component needs and indicate the re-
quirement for some specific plan of ac-
tion to azsure their satisfaction. To the
extent that the water and land resources
without any planned action axe unable
to meet current and projected needs or
to the extent that resource management
enables the needs to be met more effi-
ciently, there is an evident justification
for formulating alternative plans.

In this formulation step, the first task
is to undertake a selective inventory of
the quantity and characteristiez of water
and land resources of the planning area
and an appraisal of opportunities for
further use of these resources. Problems
limiting the use of resources should also
be identified.

The resources inventory should in-
clude data on all phssical factors appro-
priate to the investigation. Examples of
the type of information needed include:

I. Hydrologic data such as rainfall and
runoff characteristics, frequencies of
high end low flows, availability of
groimdwater, natoral lakes, marshes,
and estuaries;

2. Water quality data, Including dis-
solved oxygen temperature, turbidity,
and mineralization:

3. Geology and topography of the
planning area;

4. Land capability and use classifica-
tions;

5. Archeologicaa, historical, cultural,
scenic, or unique areas;

6. Biological resources; and
7. Current and aaanned water uses.
Based on an analysis of the inven-

tory, the next step requires that an ap-
praisal be made of the capabilitY of the
resources to support further use for the
component needs. This would provide
guidance as to the possible scope and
magnitude of plans to meet the needs
Ice each component. Thics appraisal
would require identification of possibili-
ties far naanagement, development, and
other opportunities for action such as:

L. Reservoir sates cataloged se to
possible ranges of storage capacities;

2. -Preservation of soenic streams;
2. Stream channel improvement

possibilities;
4. Land freatment and enhancement

measures;
5. Preservation or enhancement o

lash and wildlife; and
a. Preservation or enhancement of a

cultural or archeological area.
These possibilitiesafor management,

development, or other actions will indi-
cate the resources capabilities relative
to speeffic comatoditiesa-servicea or en-
aironmental amenities desired bY so-
ciety. BY ProPer selection of these de-
velopment possibilities, plans may be
formulated to meet the needs for each
component of the objectives.

Probleins likely to present impedi-
ments to the attainment of the desired
levels of national or regional output of
goods and services, environmental
alneadtles, Or social opportimities, for the
planning period should be identified
Problems may take the formof PhYalcal
censtrainte that limit resource Use, con-
Midi in resource use, legielation that in-
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hibits desired use or development, or
other limitations.

At this point, it should be possible to
generally outline the total development
and resource use programs that are
needed to meet current and projected
needs for each component of the multi-
objectives. An examination of these po-
tential programs may reveal conflicts
and complemental-Ines among them. In
addition, otber programs may also be

killable. These may include such alter-
nativez as changes in production proc-
cesses for increased efficiency, meeting
needs by shifting demand to other areas,
or encouraging more rapid rates of
teehnological progress.
D. FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVE PLANS

In the first two steps in the plan for-
mulation process, the components of the
maltiobjectives were specified in terms
of needs and problems, the resource
capability within the planning areas
were evaluated, and the broad outlines
of management, development, and
other actions were identified. The next
step is to undertake the actual design
and scaling of alternative plans.

Ideally, in the presence of a situation
where there- are few or no constraints
on planning and where the components
of the multiobJectives are essentially
complementary (the satisfaction of one
component need does not preclude the
satisfaction of the other component
needs) , the formulation of a single plan
would be sufficient. The only test required
would be that the plan was the most
efficient plan to satisfy the specified level
of component needs. Although in only a
few instances will this situation occur,
the case dees help to establish the guide-
lines and criteria to judge the range
of alternative plans that shoald be for-
mulated and the tests to be applied in
formulating any given. plan.

The requirement for the formulation
of alternative plans in the presence of
multiobjectiaes derives from. the basic
-characteristics of tbe multiobjecidae
approach. First, instead of the coma
ponent needs 'of all objectives being

" complementary, at Is more likely they
Will be in conffictthe satisfaction of
one will reduce the satisfaction of others.
Second, given uncertainty with respect
to future economic and demographic
changes and the generatuncertaintswith
respect to future preferences for the
environmental quality obJectIve, a single
speeified level Of achievement or need
satisfactiOn for any given component is
not likelf to be acceptable through time.
Othea factors -Contributing to the neees-
sity -for formUlation of alternative plans
include limited -resources, technical
planning constraints, and legal and ad-
ministrative constraints.

Suggestions as to the deternainatIon of
the general nature and tYPes of alter-
native plans whicla should be forminated
and the number of alternatives which
should be_cleveloped within each general
aYPe are given below.

A first requirement is to determine the
general types of alternatives to be-devela
oPed under alternative assumnalons cOn-
earning the levea and magnitude of com-
ponent needia in the future. Given alter-
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native assumptions concerning future
economic and demographic trends for
the planning setting and the total range
of component needs related thereto, a
set of alternative plans should be pre-
pared for each major assumption con-
cerning the future. In those planning
situations where there does not exist a
strong linkage between water and land
development and major shifts in eio-
nornic and demographic trends, the
()BEES baseline projections will gener-
ally be used as a single set of assump-
tions about the future level of compo-
nent needs required. Where the linkage
is sufficiently strong so that water and
land development may materially alter
future economic or demographic trends,
this relation shoffid be reflected in alter-
native assumptions. Where the planning
area may be unusually susceptible to
other factors that could easily change in
the future, it will be appropriate to estab-
lish a basis for a different set of alter-
native plans based on alternative as-
sumptions concerning futtua change. In
this instance, a sensithaty check should
be made to ascertain tht, extent to which
component needs will vary significantly
given different assumptions concerning
the future. If no significant variation is
found, only one set of alternative plans
will have to be developed.

Witlain a given set of assumptions con-
cerning future change and the compo-
nent needs associated thereto, the num-
ber and types of alternative plans to be
developed will be detennined by applying
the following:

I. On a first approximation basis,
array component needs that are essen-
tially complementarythat is, the satis-
faction of one of these component needs
-does not preeude satisfaction of the
other component needs or does notresult
in materially adding to the cost of satis-
fying the other component needs in the
array; and

2. From the above approximation, it
should be possible to group component
needa and the elements of a- Plan to
satisfy those needs that are essaitially
tn harinony, each set representing the
nucleus for an alternative plan.

At tbls step, relevant alternative means
of meeting each of the component needs
to be included in an alternative plan
should be identified. All relevant -means
should be considered: An analysis should
be made for each alternative means, in-
cludingan identification of the benefleial
and adverae.consequences to other com-
ponent needs. The assembly of informa-
tion on alternative means of meeting the
component needs will -Provide a basia for
aelecting the most effective means, or
combination of means,- of satisfying all
component needs. The significance of this
step is threefold: (I) It provides infor-
mation On the effectiveness of alterna=
nye means of satisfying a component
need; (2) it provides information on the
extent of complementarity or conflict
among component needs' in relation to
a particular means; and (3) If providal
a basis for selecting alternative insane
for satisfying a component need In the
formulation of an alternative Plan.

At this point, it should be possible to
formulate alternatiVe plans built upon
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the set of complementary component
needs and plan elements. These essen-
tially are the building blocks for the
formulation of alternative plans. In
formulating a given alternative plan, nil-
tial coissideration will be given to its ori-
entation toward fulfilling the component
needs for one of the multiobjectives.
Further additions should be made for
the component needs of other multi-
objectives, provided that their addition
to a given plan does not significantly
diminish the contributions of the overall
plan to that multiobjective toward which
the plan is oriented. An analysis of the
alternative plan, in terms of beneficial
and adverse effects, will reveal the es-
tent of any shortfalls against other
multiobjectives. The process is then re-
peated until sufficient numbers of al-
ternative plans have been formulated
so that there is at least one plan that
generally satisfies each specified com-
ponent need:of the multiobjectives. This
does not mean that there must be a
plan for each raultiobjective that ex-
cludes plan elements that significantly
contribute to the component needs of
other multiobjectives nor does it mean
that a given alternative plan cannot
appropriately satisfy the component
needs of several multiobjectives. Addi-
tional alternative plans may be required
where there are pos,sible conflicts among
the component needs within a given

multiobjective.
A precise number of alternative plans

cannot be specified in advance but will
be governed by the relevancy of the
multioblectives to a given planning set-
ting, the extent of component needs and
their complementarity, the available al-
ternative means, and the overall res.
source capabilities of the area under
study.

To facilitate comparisonsand tradeoffs
among alternative plans and compari-
sons of beneficial and adverse effects
measured in nonmonetary terms with
beneficial and adverse effects measured
In monetary terms, one alternative, plan
should be formulated in which optimum
contributions are made to the compo-
nent needs of tbe national economic de-
velopment objective. Additionally, dur-
ing the planning process at least one al-
ternative plan vedl be formulated which
emphasizes the contribution to the en-
vironmental quality objective. Other al-
ternative plane reflecthig significant
tradeoffs among the national economic
development and environmentai quality
objectives 'may be formulated so as not
to overlook a best overall plan.

Alternative plans emphasizing Contri-
butions to specified components of the
reginnal development objective win be
prepared-only with advance approval.

In formulating alternative plans, tests
of acceptability, effectiveness, efficiency,
and completeness shOuld be applied.

The acceptability test refers to the
workability and viability of:the plan in
the sense of- acceptance of the public
and compatibility within "known instia
tutional Constraints.

The effeCtiiineas test refers. to tech-
nical Performance of the Plan and the
level of contribution to tho components
of the multiobJectives.

The efficiency test requires that among
all acceptable alternatives, Federal and
non-Federal, water and nonwater, struc-
tural or nonstructural, the given alter-
native plan should be the least costly
considering all adverse effects to the
multlobjectives when comparably eval-
uated according to these standards.'"

The completeneas test requires that a
given alternative plan provide and ac-
count for ail necessary investments or
other actions that will be needed to as-
sure the full realization of the contribu-
tions-provided by the plan to the core-
ponents of multiobjectives speCified for
the planning area. This. may require re-
lating the water and land resources plan
to other types of public or private plans
where they are crucial to the full realiia-
tion of the contributions to the multi-
objectives. The rule to follow 'is that
beneficial and adverse effects must be
treated comparably when relating water
and land resource plans to other plans.

In formulating alternative plans to
satisfy the component needs of the en-
vironmental quality objective, considera-
tion may be given to an alternative which
explicitly precludes any significant forms
of physical construction or development.
Where such a "no development" alterna-
tive is considered, it must be recognized
that positive action is nonetheless re-
quired to assure that the "no develop-
ment" concept can be realized and, fur-
ther, that the particular enVironmental
characteristics that it is desired to main-
tain or enhance through the "no devel-
opment" alternative may change through
time as a result of changing conditions
within a planning setting. Positive ac-
tions, such as zoning or public land ac-
quisition, may be necessary to aecom-
plish the "no development" alternative.
Tne test of plan completeness must be
very carefully applied for this type of
alternative plan.

E. ANALYSIS OF ALTEk-NATIVE PLANS

In the previous formulatiOn step, a se-
ries of alternativeplane were formulated
and their beneficial and adverse effects
evaluated and measured in accordance
with the definitions and measurement
standards set forth in sectionM of these
standards. A display of the beneficial and
adverse effects Will be developed for each
alternathasplan In a form Similar to that
shown and discussed in Section VI, Sys-
tem CT Accounts.

. In this formulation step, an analysis
and comparison of alternative plans , is
outlined to make tile folioanng deter-
minations:,

I. The effectiVeness of- given enema-
-Sive plans in meeting the component
needs of the multiobjectives;

2. The differences among alternative;
Plans insterms of their contribiitlens to
the multiobiectives and their effeeti on
'social factors; and .

3. The relative valne of those benefis
cial and. adverse: effects that are 'esseis.

tiany presented" in nonmonetary 'terms;
in terms of what is -giVen up or traded
oftaariong plans With Varying degrees a
Contributions, to the mintiobjeetives.

These 'determinatione are eekiential to
the subsenuant step for Seleetion from
aMong the alternotives pf a rice= -
mended Plan-
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The first determination involves the
analysis of how well each alternative
plan performs against the component
needs that served as the basis for its
formulation. The analysis should include
an appraisal af any shortfalls against
component needs for which the plan was
formulated and the extent of shortfall
against other component needs. For in-
stance, if a given alternative has been
fosmulated with emphasis on the com-
ponent needs for the national economic
development objective, the analysis
should indicate the peeormanee Of the
plan in terms of those needs and further
indicate the degree to which the com-
ponent needs for the other multiobiec-
tives have been fulfilled or remain un-
met, For this purpose, measures of
performance should be developed that
characterize how a particular plan per-
forms against the component needs of
the multiobjectives.

The second determination involves the
systematic comparison of the perform-
ance of given alternatives with each
other. The purpose for these comparisons
is to portray the extent of difference
among alternative plans as a basis for
reducing the number of alternative plans
to be considered in the selection of a
recommended plan, The comparisons
should be carried out to display the type
of information on beneficial and adverse
effects st own in section VI

These .somparisons will facilitate the
evaluation of the significance of the dif-
ferences among alternative plans, While
all alternative plans will tend to differ,
the degree and extent of difference is
critical in reducing the number of alter-
native plans to be seriously considered
for recommendation.

The third determination involves a
sPecial analysis designed to Provide an
approximation of relative monetary val-
ues to those effects to reultioblectives
that are generally characterlied and die-
played in nos:monetary terms. It is not
the purpose of the analysia, however, to
convert such effects to monetary etlidv-
alents but to gain an insight with respect
lo the relative value of such effects bY
understsuading their impact upon mone-
tary values which, as a practical matter,
is a generally undeMtood common de-
nominator for decisionmakOrs.

Thia analysis involves extracting in-
formation from the previous eValuation
involved in comParison of plans. For
the purposes of the Special analysis, the
alternative plan that optimizes the na-
tienalaconamio development objective is
compared with the alternative plans Shit
emphasise; the environmental quality or
regional development objectives. En-
liancement of environmental quality, for
example, can be related to beneficial-ef-
fects foregone or increased adverse ef-
fects innational economic dayelopement.
Likewise, an increase in national eco-
nomic development can be compared
with adverse effects environmental
Cluality or region:al development. From
this analySis, it should' be possible to
develop an array Of relative values for
the nomnorietaryeffects. :

While not'designed to proVide a basis
for conversion a nonnionetary beneficial
and adverse effente to monetary terms,
tbis analysis dees provide the range of -
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monetary tradeoffs Involved for the non-
monetary effects for a particular plan-
ning setting and will serve to point out
that any final evaluation of the worth of
nonmonetary effects must be seen in the
context of the alternative way of using
a particular resource.
F. RECONSME-RATION OF coMON'ENTS AND

ALTERNATIVE PLANS

As indicated in the introauction to
this section, plan formulation should be
viewed as a oentinuous process that must
be reiterated during the overall plamang
process based upon the results of the
initial consideration of plan fonmilation
described above. Fterther, it should be
noted that the level of analasis probably
should not be detailed until the results
of the initial or subsequent reiterations
more clearly indicate the relevancy of
the components of multiobjectives to the
planning setting and the range and
number of alternatives that should be
considered as the basis for selecting a
recommended plan. It should be strassed,
with respect to alternative plans, that
in the last formulation step, the selec-
tion of a recommended plan, only
alternatives that could be favorably
recommended for various mixes of the
components of the multiobjectives will
be considered.

The bapis for reiteration af the plan
formulation process at this point or for
modifying certain steps in that process
should be booed upon the following con-
siderations:

le Level of detail inadequate as basis
for selection of a recommended plan;

2. alternatives considered result in
sascantshortfalls in meeting the Com-
ponent needs of one or more of the multi-
objectives;

3. Resource capability and alternatives
considered suggest that the initial specifi-
cation of component needs was in error
and requires modification;

4. Public policy changes occtuTing dur-
ing the plaiming study saggest change
in ennilissis for the multiobjectives; and

5. Additional information obtained on
resource capabilities or the technical
aepects of alternative plans.

The above conaiderations are only sug-
gestive of the conditions requiring re-
appraisal and reiteration of the plan
formulation process. As a general guide,
however, in determining the extent and
number of reiterations that ehould be
undertaken, a judgment must be made
as to whether or not new inforination,
further detail, or other change in the
conditions listedabove are likely to result
in either significant changes in the com-
ponent needs or in the alternatives
considered.

G. PLAN SELECTION

The culmination of the plan formula-
tion process is the selection of a recom-
mended plan from among the alternative
plans. Based upon the analysis of alter-
native plans and the results of reitera-
tions of the plan formulation process, a
set of alternative plans should be devel-
opedeach one of which, given the rele-
vant mix of multiobjectives, could be
selected on its own merits as a recom-
mended plan or recommended course of
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action. It is from among these alterna-
tives that a recommended plan will be
selected.

The previous formulation steps should
effectively screen the number and types
of alternatives that are to be considered
aa candidates for a recommended plate
In general, these alternatives should pos-
sess the following characteristics:

I. For the given set of component
needs, each alternative plan should be

k most efficient means to achieve thase
needs.

2. The plans should be significantly
differentiated from each other, primarily
in terms of emphasis on multiobjectives;
that a, each alternative plan makes a
unique contribution to one or more multi-
objectives not provided for by any of the
other alternatives under consideration.
Using the analysis of alternatives, those
alternatives that may have been formu-
lated wath essentially similar character-
istics in terms of component needs with
only minor differences should be screened
to select the alternative that provides
the best mix of contributions to the spe-
cific set of component needs.

3. Without regard to assigning priori-
ties or weights to the component nee&
of a particular alternative to differenti-
ate such alternative in terms of the other
alternatives, each alternative must be
"justified" in the sense ',hat in the judg-
ment of the planning organization the
total beneficial effects (monetary and
nonmonetary) to the objectives relevant
to the alternative are equal to or exceed
the total adverse effects (monetary end
nonmonetary) to those objectives.

Given the above screening process, the
choice of a recommended plan from
among the remaining alternatives is es-
sentially a choice governed by a reason-
able and rational perception of priorities
and preferences about the mix of multi-
objectives. rt is not a choice predicated

_upon an analysis of the most justified
plan, eince each alternative to be con-
sidered at this step of the overall formue
lation process can be justified on its own
merits in terms of its contributions to
the given mix of multdobjectives relevant
to each alternative. -

If explicit priorities or weights were
assigned to the beneficial and adverse
effects to each component need of the
multiobJectives. it would be possible to
select a best plan to be recommended
with a minimum of -judgment. In most
cases. however, such priorities or weighte
will not be available and, as set forth in
Principles, selection of a recommended
plan will be based upon an appraisal so
that the beneficial and adverse effecti to
tae mix of objectives, to the best of cur-
rent understanding and knowledge, re-
flect the prioattles and nsreferences ex-
pressed by the public at all levels to be
affected by the plan.

The basis of selection will be Mar
reported upon indicating all considera-
tons made in the selection process.

An explicit presentation will be shown
of the coMparisons and resulting trade-
offs of the recommended plan to other
alternative plans considered for recom-
mendation. This will be shown in =cord-
ance with the system of accounts in
section VI.

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL

VI. SYSTEM op AccounTs
The system of accounts ie an infor-

mation system that displays beneficial
and adverse effects of each plan on the
multiobjectives and on social factors and
provides a basis for comparing alterna-
tive plans. The display of beneficial and
adverse effects on each objective and on
social factors will be preparea in such
manner that the different levels of
achievement to each objective and effects
on social factors can be readily discerned
and compared, indicating the tradeoffs
between alternative plans.

The system of accounts calls attention
to the important aspects of information
which must be generated and displayed if
the clecisionmaking process is to be effec-
tive. The evaluaten framework through
the system of accounts provides for a
systematic investigation of the full range
and extent of effects of a plan and pro-
vides for a display of this information in
a fermat which is clear and useful to all
participants in the decision process.

Four accounts will be used for display-
ing beneficial and adverse effects on each
objective and On social factors and for
showing and analysing the tradeoffs
among plans. The four accounts to be
used are national economic development,
environmental quality, regional develop-
ment, and an account for social factors.

Two series of displays will be prepared.
In the first, gross beneficial and gross
adverse effects and net beneficial effects
where appropriate will be displayed for
ach objective and on speial factors in an

account for each alternative plan. The
second series of displays will be used fo
provide a ready comparison of the al-
ternative plans.

In the Bast series of displays, beneficial
and adverse effects to be shown in each
account will be in accordance with the
definition and discussions of beneficial
and adverse effects by components of the
objectiaes and on social factors contathed
in section III. Values for the national
economic development account will be
exaresied in monetary units; values for
the environmental quality account will be
expreseed in apPropriate quantitative
units or qualitative terms; and the re-
gional development account and account
for social factors will include a combina-
tion of monetary units ana other appro-
priate quantitative units or qualitative
terms. Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Illustrate
the nature and the content of the first
series-of displays.

Table 1 is a schematic diagram of the
system of accOunts end illustratea the
basis for munmariming beneficial and ad-
Verse effects on objectives and on, social
factorseTable 1 indexes the detailed dna,
play of beneficial and adverse effects by
components in tables 2, 3,, 4, and 5. The
components of ,the national economic
development Recount appear in table 2.
The comPonents of the enaironmental
quality account\ appear in table 3. The
components of the regional development
account appear in table 4. The compo.:
nents of the ace...Mint for social factors ap-
pear in iable 5. The tables include hypo-
thetical data on beneficial and adverse
effects as examples OnlY. These should
not be considered necessarily inclusive
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as to specification of components or
coverage.

For the purposes of accounting for the
regional development objective, the
standard set of economic accounting
areas designated on the attached map
will be used. The Council will maintain
a set of economic projections for these
economic accounting areas and a ca-
pacity to provide additional analysis for
planning studies on request. The eco-
nomic area projections will be compatible
with the Council's projections of national
growth.

A plan may have effects on one or more
of the economic accounting areas. As
many economic accounting areas as
necessary will be included in order to
cover the geographic area relevant to the
evaluation of the regional development
objective. The effects of a plan upon the
individual economic accounting areas
comprieing this geographic area should
be identified in the planning report in
order to take account of the plan in sub-
seqUent evalUatiOns of problems and
needs.

The system of accounts will also dis-
PlaY the beneficial and adverse effects for
the geographic area relevant to the eval-
uation of the regional development
objective in relation to the other parts
of the Nation. The number of economic
accounting areas to be used will vary,
dependent on the information available
and the extent of the effects of the plan.
It is not proposed that the effects of a
plan be identified across all of the indi-
vidual economic accounting areas shown
on the attached map. The evaluation will,
however, as a minimum, analyse the ef-
fects of a plan upon the geographic area
relevant to the evaluation of the regional
development objective and the rest of
the Nation. If a plan results in substan-
tial effects upon other regions of the Na-
tion, the regions should be identified and
tiv effects evaluated,

The incidence of national economic
development .adverse and -beneficial
effects =Ness ihe system of regional ac-
counts must sum te-the- total natienai
economic development adverse and bene-
ficial effects evaluated for the plan. The
Incidence of locational effects, both bene-
licial and adverse, across the system of
regional aocoUnts intst sum to zero for
beneficial effects and must sum to zero
for- adVerse effects, In cases when an
effect mtegory Includes 'bath national
economic development effeets and loca-
tional,effectis, the sum of the effects for
that category across the systeni of re-
gional acceuntaiVill'equal the total na-
tional economic development effects in-
cluded in the category. -,

Beneficial and adverse effects on the
-regional development ,objective arising
from -the use of resources otherwise,un-
emPloyed or underemployed and -from
resources displaced and subsequently un-
employed represent special categories of
effects in the' regional development ac-
count. The- Incidence of .= these effects,
both beneficial and adverse, acroas the
sYstem of regional accounts does not sum-
to zero for each Category but will sum
to the total value of such' effects foe
each category evaluated -for all regions
identlBed.

NOTICES

The use of the standard set of eco-
nomic accounting areas will not, how-
ever, rule out the use of other regions
such as hydrologic regions or States
whose delineations -are important In
measming beneficial or adverse effects on
specified components of the regional de-
velopment objective. However, in such
cases, the evaluation should also in-
clude an analysis of the effects of a
plan utilizing the standard set of eco-
nomic accounting areas.

Table 4 shows information for region
1, region 2, and the rest of the Nation
to illustrate that the system of regional
accounts is to show the major incidence
of the plan and the relation to the rest
of the Nation.

The second series of displays (table 6)
will be used to provide a ready Com-

parison of alternative plans. Each of
the alternative plans will be paired with
the recommended plan so that the ad-
vantages and dieadvantages of each can
be compared. Other comparisons be-
tween alternative plans may be displayed
where relevant. The information needed
for this second series of displays will be
taken from the first series. The informa-
tion should be summarized and con-
densed to make it as brief and yet as
meaningful as possible. Differences be-
tween the recommended plan and alter-
natives should be set forth in a, con-
sistent manner so that positive and nega-
tive differences in beneficial and adverse
effects are readily discernible. Table 6
illustrates the nature and content of this
series of displays.

Economic Ac c-unting Areas
(East)
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TABLE 1.ECHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM OE
ACCOUNTS

Beneficial and adverse
Account effects

National economic de- (See table 2 for ex-
velopment. ample display of

effects by com-
ponent.)

Environmental qual- (See table 3 for ex-
it,. ample display of

effects by cern-
ponent. )

Regional develop- (See table 4 for ex-
meat. ample display of

Region 1, effects by com-
Region 2. ponent.)
Rest of Nation. -

Social factors__ (See table 5 for ex-
ample display of
effects by com-
ponent.)

TAMA 2.SENEFICIAL AND Annan= EXPECTS
roe Pamir (Bee ADDITIONAL TABLES rose
EACH ALTERNATIVE PLAN)

NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Measures

Components of effect,
Beneficial effects:

A. Tne value to .users of in-
creased outputs of goods
and serVICES. Examples
include:

(1) Flood control $1, 000, 000
(2) Powee 1, 000, 000

Water supply_ _ _ 1, 000, POO

Irrigation 1, 000, 000
(6) Recreation 1, 000, pop

B. The value of output result-
ing from external econ-
omies. Examples include:

(1) Economies of scale in
subsequent processing--._

(2) Reduced transportation
coats aa result of road re-
location 1, 000, 000

1, 0

Total beneffclal effects___

Adverse effects:
A. The value of resources re-

quired for a plan. Ex-
amples include:

(1) Project constructk
and Olid&R- _ -

2) Project pumping
power

a Losses in ontput resulting
from external disecono-
mies. Examples include:

(1) biseconoroies of aCale in
subsequent processing for
displaced activities 1, 000, 000

(2) Increased transports-
tion costs as result of road
relocation

TABLE S.Berm:nem. AND ADVERSE EEFECTS FOR A PLAN (Vex Afferri
Ardrzerzeriss PLAN)

ENVIRONMENTAL, QUALFEY

Components
Beneficial and adverse effects:

A. Open and green space, wild and
scenic rivers, lakes, beachee,
shores, mountains and wilder-
ness areas, estuaries, and other
areas of natural beauty.

B. Archeological, historic bio-
logical, and geological resources
and Selected ecological systems.

C. The uâlity of watcr . and, arid
air resources.

AL TABLES POE EACH

Measures of effect

Examples include:
1. Create lake with 3,500 surface acres, 70 mIles

of shoreline, and depth of 80 feet, with high
quality water and excellent access.

2. Create 600 acres of open and green space
along creek, 1,000 to 1,500 feet wide, with
good access and located 4 miles from city.

3. Inundate 3,500 acres of open and green space,
10 miles long and I/6-mile wide, located along
stream and near city.

Examples include:
1. Preserve recognized historical archeological

feature and enhance access to feature.
2. Enhance wildlife habitat by acquisition of

BOO acres mixed forest, paetureland: con-
struction of three small ponds with 50 eur-
face acres expected to maintain duck and
pheasant population of 5,000 and 10,000
birds, respectively.

3. Dierupt 3,000 acres of wildlf ie habitat due to
interior accese roads and adjacent picnicking
and camping sites, with possible decrease in
deer, pheasant. and duck population.

Examples include:
1. Meet State water quality standards over 200

miles of stream below reservoir.
2. Enhance esthetic appeal of lands adjacent

to reservoir by selected clearing and enhance
visual enjoyment by unique design and loca-
tion of access roads.

3. Prevent erosion by provision of BOO acres of
grassed waterways and implementation of
crop rotation practices on 5,000 acres of
land.
Increaae salt concentration over 50 Miles of
stream from X p p.m to 7 ppm_ due to salt

return flows.
Inc, ease erosion over 2000, acres due Tto ac-
cess road borrow pits and denuded recrea-
tion sites as a result of expected concen-
trated use: silt load downstream of reservoir
estimated to increase X-tone per year.

Exareples include:
1. Preserve low 'cost reservoir site by sworn-

1., 000, 000

'Dotal adverse effects- --- 6, 000, 000

Net beneficial effects ___ 1.000, 000

DreVersible Comnitmenia Of
,resourees to future lases.

Mending development of' well field for mu-
nicipal water supply at slightly greater cost
to the national economic development
objective-

2. Reservoir is to be located at site with some
unique species of plante and wilderness
qualities due to limited access but Which is
a very efficient reservoir site.
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Vit. COST ALLOcATION, REIMBURSEMENT,
AND COST SIIMITNG

On the basis of the identification pro-
vided for in the system of accounts for
beneficial and adverse effects, an alloca-
tion of appropriate costs shall be made
when an allocation of costs is required
for purposes of establishing reimburse-
ment levels, pricing policies, or cost shar-
ing between the Federal Government and
non-Federal public and private interests.
All objectives and components of ob-
jectives shall be generally treated com-
parably in cost allocation and are en-
titled to their fair share of the advan-
tages resulting from a multiobjective
plan.

Reimbursement and cost-sharing poli-
cies shall be directed generally to the
end that identifiable beneficiaries bear
an equitable share of costs commensurate
with beneficial effects received in full
cognizance of the multiobjectives. Since
existing cost-sharing policies are not en-
tirely consistent with the multiobjeetive
approach to planning water and land
resources, these policies will be reviewed
and needed changes will be recom-
mended:

A. COST ALLOCATION

1. Introduction. The existence of joint
contributions toward objectives and their
components requires that an allocation
of appropriate costs of a multiobjective
plan be made for purposes ef establishing
reimbursement levels, pricing policies, or
cost sharing between the Federal Gov-

- ernment and non-Federal interests.
Thus, when legislative or administrative
policies regarding reimbursement, pric-
ing levels, or cost sharing apply to a
proposed multiobJective plan an alloca-
tion of appropriate costa shall be made.
If such policies do not apply, no alloca-
tion of costs is necessary unless required
for other administrative reasons.

For purposes of cost allocation, only
the costs included in the national eco-
nomic development account will be al-
located among objectives and their
components. Appropriate costs compris-
ing the allocation of national economic
development costs to the multiobjectives
and their components will be identified
for purposes of applying specific reim-
bursement and cost-sharing policies.

Objectives and their components will
generally be treated comparably in the
cost allocation With respect to the iden-
ttfication of alternatives, the evaluation
of alternatives, and the determination
of incremental and/or separable costs.
However, the national economic develop-
ment objective serves as the baseline
for cost allocation since only national
economic development costs are alio=
cated.

Summary of the coat allocation
method. The cost allocation niethod de-
scribed herein is a modification and ex-
tension of the aeparable costs-remaining
benefite method of cost allocation which
has been used to allocate costs of a
multi-purpose project to purposes served
by the projeet.

In the multiobjective setting, cost al-
location becomes a two-stage proeess in-
volving the allocation of costs among
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objectives and then the further alloca-
tion of costs among components of ob-

ctives. The system of accounts showing
beneficial and adverse effects for alterna-
tive plans will usually provide much of
the information needed in this proceas.
This is particularly true for incremental
and separable costs which may be de-
termined by comparing the appropriate
alternatives including the alternative of
no plan.

Under the first stage, t.he Method pro-
vides for the allocation of national eco-
nomic development costs among the
several objectives. For cases when fea-
tures of a plan are included to serve the
environmental quality or the regional
development objective and at the same
time contribute incidentally to the na-
tional economic development objective,
the methed provides that the incre-
mental costs of such features be allo-
cated among the objective served and the
national economic development objee
tive. Caeca 1 and 2 attached are exam-
ples relating to this circumstance.

For cases when features of. a plan are
designated to serve the environmental
quality or the regional development ob-
jective at the loss of net beneficial effects
on the components of the national eco-
nomic develo?nnent objective served by
the plan, and for cases when the entire
plan is designated to serve the environ-
mental quality or the regional develop-
ment objective at the loss of net bene-
ficial effects on national economic
development, the method prceides that
costs equivalent to the net national eco-
nomic development beneficial effects
foregone be allocated to the objective
served. Cases 3 and 4 attached are ex-
amples relating to these circumstances.

Under the second stage the method
provides for the further allocation of
national economic development costs
allocated to objectives in stage 1 among
the components of the objectivw. Ln the
caae of the environmental quality and
regional development objectives, this
would be done by allocating to each eOrn-
ponent of those objectives a share of the
national economic development cost
based on the costs, comparably evalu-
ated, of the alternative means most
likely to be undertaken in the absence
of the plan of obtaining the beneficial
effects attributable to each component.
In the case of the national economic de-
velopment objective, costs would be allo-
cated among the components of the ob-
jective using the separable costs-remain
ing benefits method of cost allocation
essentially as applied in the past.

3. The cost allocation lizeth.od-7-a. Cost
allocation among objectives: When fea-
tures of a plan are included to-serve the
environmental quality or the regional de-
velopment objective or their comPonents
which are net economically justified,
each objective shall be illecated

Not less than the incremental na-
tional economic development costs net of
any incidental incremental national eco-
nomic develoPinent beneficial effects of
achieving the beneficial effects attrib- 2
nimble to each objective deternihied- by
identifying on a last'added basis, the na-

tional economic development ccste and
beneficial effects of increments of scale
of a plan intended primarily to serve
each objective.

Nor more than the lesser of (1) gram
incremental national economic develop-
ment coets of achieving the beneficial
effects attributable to each objective de-
terrmned as discussed above, or (2) the
costs, compasably evaluated, of the
alternative means most likely to be
undertaken in the absence of the plan
of obtaining the beneficial effects at-
tributable to each objective, or (3) the
value of the beneficial effects attributable
to each objective in the judgment of the
recommending official.

Remaining joint national economic de-
velopment costs (the total national eco-
nomic development costs of the plan less,
the sum of the net incremental national
economic development costs determined
for each of the above objectives) shall be
allocated among all objectives in propor-
tion to: (1) The lesser of beneficial ef-
fects or the costs, comparably evaluated,
of the alternative means most likely to
be undertaken in the absence of the plan
of obtaining the beneficial effects at-
tributable to the national economic de-
velopment objective in the case of that
objective; and (2) the ceiling estab-
lished under the procedures set forth
above for the environmental quality and
regional development objectives less any
net incremental costs previously allo-
cated to the environmental quality and
regional development objectives.

When features of a plan are desig-
nated to serve the envircamiental quality
or the regional development objective or
their components at the loss of net bene-
ficial effects on the components of the
national economic development objective
served by the plan, or when the entire
plan is designated to serve the environ-
mental quality or the regional develop-
ment obJective or their components at
the loss of net beneficial effects on na-
tional economic development, costs
equivalent to the net national economic
development beneficial effects foregone
shall be allocated to the objective served.

Following is an example table ales -
trating how the national economic de-
velopment costs allocated to the multi-
objectives may be displayed for the major
alternative plans.
TABLE L.a DIM'IAT CHI NATIONAL. ECONOMIC DEVIL',

OPIIRLIT Coots A.R.LOCATED TO TOM MOLTIONTSOLIVES
ZOE xna MAJOR ALTERNATIVE EL6NE

NED ag RD Total
allocated

Flan A:
Plan element

1

Plan It:
Plan elan:tent;

1
2
3
N

Plan 0:
PlIta alantent:

A AV CPC

a
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b. Cost allocation among corn p0-
nents(1) Of the national economic
development objec:Ave. National eco-
nomic development costs allocated to the
national economic development objective
Under the procedures discussed above for
stage I shall be further allocated among
components of that objective in the fol-
lowing manner:

Each component of the national eco-
nomic development objective served by
a plan shall be allocated

Not less than the separable national
economic development costs of achieving
the beneficial effects attributable to each
component determined under the as-
sumption that each component is in turn
omitted last from the plan, adjusted
downward by an amount equivalent to
the national economic development costs
allocated to the environmental quality
or regional development objective in the
first stage of the cost allocation method
in cases when a desired contribution to
such objective stems directly from the
provision of service to a national eco-
nomic development component,

Nor more than the lesser of the bene-
ficial effects or the costs, comparably
evaluated, of the alternative means most
Likely to be undertaken in the absence

of the plan of obtaining the beneficial
effects atributable to each component.

Remaining joint national economic de-
velopment eosts (the total national eco-
nomic development costa allocated to the
national economic development objective
in stage 1 less the sum of the separable
national economic development costs de-
termined for each component of that ob-
jective) shall be allocated among all
components in proportion to the lesser of
beneficial effects or alternative costs less
any separable costs previously allocated
to each component of the national eco-
nomic development objective.

(2) Of other objectives. When required
for establishing reimbursement levels,
pricing policies, or cost sharing, the costs
allocated to the environMental quality
or the regional development objective in
stage 1 sill be further allocated among
components of each objective in pro-
portion to the costs, comparably evalu-
ated, of the alternative means most likely
to be undertaken in the absence of the
plan of obtaining the beneficial effects
attributable to each component.

Following is an example table illus-
trating how the national economic de-
velopment costs allocated to the compo-
nents of the multiobjectives may be dis-
played for the major alternative plans.

TABLE 2.A Disrisr Or NAnoilet, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COsTS ALLOCATED TO TEE MDITIODLECTIVES AND
THEIR COMPONENTS EOE THE MAJOR ALTERNATIVE PLANS

Allocated to

NED EQ RD

Plan A:
Plan element 1. ___ Water supply.

Power.
Flood control-
Recreation_
External economies.
Et cetera.

ban element:2----
Plan IC:

Plan-element1---
2-

Plan C:
Plan element

I

Water quality. Regional output.
Open and green space. Emplormont.
Wild rivors. Economic stability.
Wetlands. Cultural opportunities.
Archeological features. Historical sites.
Et cetera. Et cetera.

Total Total Tot

4. Dellnitionsa. Components. Com-
ponents of the environmental quality and
regional development objectives comprise
the specific beneficial contributions to-
ward these objectives desired in a par-
ticular planning setting. For purposes
of cost allocation components of the
national economic development objective
include the more traditional purposes
such as power, water supply, flood con-
trol, recreation irrigation, etc., and one
new component which encompasses :the
category of beneficial effects for external
economics.

b. Alternatives. The costs of selected
alternative means of obtateing the con-
tributions to an objective or component
of an objective provide_ ft Unlit en the
cee.s to be allocated to an objective or

component of an objective. The costa of
selected alternative means of obtaining
the contributions to one or more objec-
tives or comPonents are also_ determined
to identify the incremental costs for the
enrironmentalguality or the regional de-
velopment objective or their components
and the separable costs for the-compo-
nents of the national economic develop-

t obJ cti
A range of possible alternatives to

meet needs- and problemS,_ including
types of measures and alternatives capa-
ble of application by various' levels of
government and by -nongovernmental
Interests, should be considered. The al-
ternatztve means of obtaining_ the rele-
Vint contributionsto the multiobjectives
to he selected for the above defermina--

tions should be those which would be
physically displaced or econoirdcally pre-
cluded by the proposed plan and those
which would likely be undertaken in the
absence of the proposed plan.

The alternative means selected for
the above determinations which would
likely be physically displaced or eco-
nomically precluded with implementa-
tion of the proposed Wan, or increments
thereto, will be evaluated on a compa-
rable basis with the proposed plan with
respect to their beneficial and adverse
effects on the several objectives, includ-
ing the treatment of nationel economic
development costs and the discount rate
used in the evaluation.

Taxes foregone on Federal alterna-
tives and taxes paid on non-Federal al-
ternatives will be excluded from such
evaluations for the national economic
development objective.

e. Incremental costs. For purposes of
cost allocation, nicremental costs are de-
fined, as the nations/ economic develop-
ment costs of including features in a
plan intended primarily to serve an ob-
jective other than the national economic
development objective. Such incremen-
tal costs will be determined under the
assumption that each such objective is
served in turn last. Gross incremental
costs for the environmental quality or
theY regional development objective are
the total incremental costs of features
included in a plan primarily for that
objective. Net incremental costs repre-
sent the gross incremental cost for one
of these objectives less any incidental
incremental national economic develop-
ment beneficial effects tha', accrue as a
result of including features in a plan
for the same objective.

4. Separable costs. Separable costs are
defined as the differences between the
national economic development costs of
a plan and the national economic devel-
opment costs of the plan With each com-
ponent of the national economic develop-
ment objective in turn omitted, adjusted
downward by an amount equivalent to
the national economic developnient costs
allocated to the environmental quality or
regional development objective in the
first stage of the cost allocation-method
in cases when a desired contribution to
such objeetive stems directly from the
provisions Of service tO a national coo-
nornic development component ,

e. Renvaining joint costs. Remaining
joint costs axe definettbelow as they ap-
ply to stage '1 and stage 2 of the cost
allocation method described herein.-

For allocation 'of costs among objec-
tives, remaining joint costs are defined
as the difference between -the total na-
tional ecottonic development costs of
a multiobjective plan-and the sum of the
net increniental -costs determined for
-the -environmental qUality anti regional
development objectives.

For allocation of ccists among coin-
patents uf the national econothic devel-
opment objective, remaining joint costs
are defined as the difference- between
the total national econothic develop-
ment costs allocated to the national eco-
noinic development objective in the first

reaancii-:,av vs



stage of the cost allocation method and
the sum of the separable costs deter-
mined for the components of the na-
tional economic development objective.

5. Application of the cost allocation
method. The cost allocation method de-
scribed herein shall be applied to all
multi obj ective reservoir projects or
plans. In the case of other types of proj-
ects or plans where currently some
variation of the separable costs-
remaining benefits method of cost alloca-
tion is used, or another procedure to
allocate project economic costs anions
project purposes is used, national eco-
nomic development costs allocated to the
national economic development obJeTtive
under stage 1 of the method dmscribed
herein, may continue to be allocated
among components of the national eco-
nomic development objective, following
those proaedures.

6. Review of cost allocations. Cost al-
locations will be reviewed to the extent
appropriate when new contributions are
made to objectives or their contributions
cease, or when there is a material change
in the level of contributions made to=
ward the objectives and their compo-
rients served by a project or plan. A re-
vised cost allocation or a modification
Of the existing allocation will be made
if, as the result of such review, it ap-
pears that a significant inequity may
result if the existfrig allocation is not
revised or modified. Due -consideration
will be given, in the event of a revision
or modification of an existing allocation,
to the relative periods of time over which
ContribUtions are made to the various
objectives and their components.

The standards followed for the exist-
ing allocation will generally be followed
in the revised allocation.

In the Case of minor modifications,
such as the withdrawal of water for
municipal water supply from exiating
storage space, costs may be assigned to
the new component in proportion to
some comparable measure of use such
as storage capacity, or on the basis of
the value of the contributions made. If
contributions to the new component re-
sult in a reduction in the contributions
made to an existing reimbmsable com-
ponents the cost assigned to the new
Component should be no less than the
loss in revenues for the existing
component.

7. Case examples. Attached to this
section are five case examples illustrat-
ing the use of the cost allocation method
described herein.

8. nE133111111SEMENT mai COST SHARING

1. General. Current reimbursement
and cost-shating policies will be re-
viewed in their entirety at an early date
in light of experience gained from ac-
tual application of the new planning
principles and standards. At that time,
the basis- fon reimbursement and cost
sharing now required, the need for ad-
justment of these policies, the need for
new reimbursenient and cost-sharing
policies for other objectives and their
components or entirely new approaches
and apPrePriate -renayment arrange-
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ments and interest rates for repayment
will be extensively reviewed. Until this
comprehensive review is completed, all
current reimbursement and cost-sharing
policies are csnsidered to be in full force
and effect.

Until such a review is completed in-
terim reirnbursemeat and cost-sharing
arrangements may be reconemended for
consideration in individual authoriza-
tion reports when the plan involves an
objective or component for which no
reimbursement or cost-sharing policy
has yet been established.

2. Cost sharing for enhancement of
water quality. A cost-sharing policy for
enhancement of water quality is herebY
adopted for Federal and federally as-
sisted projects or plans. Until general
legislation as necessary is approved to
implement this policy, authorization re-
ports when appropriate will make recom-
mendations consistent with this policy.

When storage or facilities to augmert,
divert: retain, or otherwise regulate
streamflow in addition to those provided
for water supply, recreation, and other
uses, are included in a plan for the pur-
pose of meeting water quality standards,
the value of the provision of such stor-
age or facilities for this purpose shall-be
taken into account in determining the
total beneficial effects of the entire plan
of which they may be a part.

The total investment costs of the plan
allocated to the environmental quality
objective for such streamilow regulation
to meet water quality standards shall be
borne equally by the Federal Govern-
ment and non-Federal entities. The total
operation, maintenance, and replace-
ment costs of the plan allocated to the
environmental quality objective for this
Purpose shall be a non-Federal
responsibility.

The non-Federal share of the invest-
ment costs of the plan alloeated to the
environmental quality objective for this
coMponent shall be bonie by non-Federal
interests, under any one Or a combina-

tion of the following methods as may be
determined appropriate by the head of
the Federal agency having jurisdiction
over the plan: (1) Cash payment upon
completion of construction of major fea-
tures of a project or plan providing
streamfiow augmentation, in an amount
equivalent to the present worth Of slier'
costs discounted as appropriate using the
interest rate in effect under the provi-
sions of these Standards for the fiscal
year in which the cash payment is made;
(2) repayment in kind by provision of
goods or services needed for the plan
valued at fair market value under the
same terme and conditions as discussed
above for a es ch payment; or (3) re-
payment within a 50-year repayment
period of an amount equivalent to the
present worth of such costs discounted as
above, with interest based upon the in-
terest rate in effect under the provisions
of these standards for the fiscal year in
which the repayment contract is signed.

The non-Federal share of the plan
operation, maintenance, and replace-
ment costs allocated to the environ-
mental quality objective for this com-
ponent shall be borne by non-Federal
interests, under either or both of the fel-
lowing methods as may be determined
appropriate by the head of the Federal
agency having jurisdiction over the plan:
(1) cash payment annually to the Fed-
eral Government, or (2) operate and ad-
minister storage or facilities provided for
the purpose of meeting water quality
standards and bear all the costs of oper-
ation, maintenance, and replacement in-
curred therefor but not to exceed the
total of such costs allocated to the en-
vironmental quality objective fer this
component.
LI-LUSTRATION 01' COST ALLOCATION AISTHOD

Case 1Incremental scale included in pian
intended prim:airily te serve only one objec-
tive other then the national economic devel-
opment Objective,

A. Project Data:

NED Plan A Recommended Plan B

objective:
neficiai effects:
PC.
Recreation
Power

Total _ -- -

Adverse effects:
Project construction-and OM&R._

Net beneficial erects
EQ objective:

Beneficial and adverse °fleets 1 1 meet-Rtate water quality

-----------

$30
30
40

too 120

ItD objective:
Income:

Beneficial effectfc
10
Recreation_
Power
Additional

n
et Inc=

ing to resion. a a
Total

Adverse eaeets:

Net 3e.nugeniarieatetr-
Beneficial end adverse effects

Regional economic base and stability:
Beneficial and adverse eEeets

etandards over 100-raile stream;
3. 3,000 acres Eat water 2. 3,600 acres oat water.
3. Inundate 10 miles tree Rowing 3. Inundate IX miles free flowing

stream. stream.

$60
13
40
30
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NED Plan A Recommended Plan 13

Roveatlonal opportunities:
Beneficial and adverse effects_ I. Create divenity of recreational

opportunity including:
a. 7,600 man-days boating;
b. 3,800 matHlays llslang;
C. 20,000 mandays picnicking.

EQ of s nclal regional concern:
fle late adverse effects_ 1

2. 3,000 acres flat water.
3. Inundate 50 miles fres flowing

stream.

Beneficial and adverse eft:4de 1, 50-year flood protection to city.
2. Provision of 60 MW hydro-

power capacity centrally
located in region rot depend-
ent upon importation mid
movement of fucl.

Social factors:

1. Create diversity of recreational
opportunity including:

a. 7,500 man-days boating;
b. 3,800 man-days fishing;
c. 20,000 man-days picnicking.

1. et State water qualil
standards over 60 miles stream.

2. ,500 acres flat water,
nundate miles free flowing
ream,

. 60-year flood protection to city.

. Provision of 50 MW hydro-
power capacity centrally
located In region not depend-
ent upm lmbortation and
movement of fuel.

T3. A llocatiOn o/ NED Costs Among
Objectives.

1. Incremental NED costs and incidental
incremental NED benefits aasociated with
incremental scale included in flan B in-
tended to serve the environmental quality
objective (reservoir capacity for downstream
low flow augmentation) :

1. Separa
ponents:

le NED costs for NED cora-

Plan B Plan B
Plan B with with

PO Nana-
omitted non

omitted

NED
Plan A

Recom- Differ-
mended enco
Plan B

NED objective:
Benefits .. _
Costs._

$;o0 $120
GO 00

$20
40

Thus:
Dross incremental NED costs= $40
Net incremental NED coat-5=820
2. Remaining joint NED COSIS of 11an B:

Total NED coots of Plan B $90
Less net incremental NED costs of

Plan B -20

Remaining joint NED costs of Plan. B__ 70

S. MD) cost allocat.± on table for Plan B
for objectives:

I. Benefits
2. alternative NED costs..
S. Benefits limited
4. Net incremental NED

costs _ , _ -----
5. Remaining benefits

Percent distribution
Remaining joint NED
costs

7. Tote.1 allocated NED -
costs

Wg standards 100 miles.
Not applicable.

A NED costa of treatment at the source adequate to
meet water quality standar& over 100miles of stream

+Benefits limited by ammmt of gross Incremental
NED costs. In this case it is assumed the environmental
quality benefits associated with meeting water quality
standards over 100 miles of stream Is wortb at least $40
NED costs.Benefits to the RD objectis'e incidental to Plan B,"
thus no NED costs to be allocated to this objective.

O. JlEloaation of NED Costs Among Com-
ponents of the NED Objective._

Plen
with

power
omitted

$05

Separable
NED costs

Flood control $10
Recreation 5
Power 25-

Total 40
2. Remaining joint NED costs of NED ob-

jective:
Total NED costs allocated to NED ob-

jective _ $57
Less total separable NED costs for NED

coMponents -40
Remaining joint NED costs of NED ob-

jeotive 17
S. NED coat allot:talon tilble for Plan B for

NED components:

NED components
Total

Pa Becrea- Power
tion

I. Benefits 0 $120
2. Alternative NED

costs__ -- _ -- - -
3. Benefits limited
4. Separable NED

-- _ --
5. Remaining benefits

Percent distribution
8. Remaining joint

NED oasis 2 $17.
7. Total allocated

NED caste 4 $18 $27 $67

$20 $50 30
$20 $30 $30 $80

$10
$6 $W
2 -100

Case 2-Increments of scale included in
plan intended primarily to serve more than.
one objective other than the national ec-
onomic development objective.

A. Project Data.
NED objective:

Beneficial effects: Plan C
$60

10
30
40

130

Recommended

Irrigation
Recreation
Rower

Total
Adverse effects:

Project construe-
tion sad 0118r.R_ 110

Net beneficial et,
fects ---- -------

Fr IWRAL REGISTER. VOL 36,
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Q objective:
Beneficial and ad-

verse effects. 1. Meet State water
quality et and ar d
over 100 miles
stream

2. 3,500 acres flat
Water.

3. Create 10,000
acres green space.

4. Inundate 11 miles
free flowing
stream.

5. Inundate 1 mile
free flowing
stream periodi-
cally.

6. Destroy 10,000
acres of desert.

ED objective :
Income:

Beneficial effects
PC $50
Irrigation 10
Recreation 15
Power 40
Additional net

income ac-
cruing to
region 45

Total _____ 160
Adverse effects:

Reimburse-
rnent 40

Net beneficiaL ef-
120

Employment :
Beneficial and ad- 1. Cr ate 66 farm

verse effects. operation jobs.

tional economic
base and stabil-
ity:

2. Create
jobs.

400 other

Beneficial and ad- 1. Create 65 new
verse effects. family

farms.
sized

2. Create 100 run-

Recreational oppor-
tunities:

Beneficial and ad-
verse effects .

time medium in-
come

3. Create 300 low
paid seasonal
jobs.

ate diver ity
recreational

opportunity in-
cluding:

a: 7,500 man-days
boating;

b. 3,800 man-daye
fishing;

. 20,000 man-
days picniciting.re: --

glonal concern;
sesta]. and ad- 1, Meet State

verse effects water quality
standards over 60
miles stream.

2. 3,500 acres of flat
Water.

3. Create 10,000
acres gree space.

4. Inundate 11
Miles free flowing

5: turnpruiate 1 Arabs _
f rep
,streara

6, 'Destroy 10,000
acres of deriert.

It 21, 1 971



Social factors:
Beneficial and ad- 1. 50-year flood pro-

v erse effect/4. tection to city.
2. Provision of 50

/4-W hydropower
capacity centrally
located In region
not dependent
upon importation
and movement of
f ueL

B. Allocation of NED Costs Among Ob-
feottOes.

1. Incremental NED costs and incidental
incremental NED benefits associated with
incremental scale included in Plan 0 in-
tended to serve the environmental quality
objective (reservoir capacity for downstream
low flow augumentation) :

Recom-
mended plan
with service
to EQ objec-
tive deleted

Recom-
mended D if-
Plan C ferenco

NED objective:
Benefits
Costs

$110
70 110

$20
40

Thus:
Gross incremental NED costs =1640
Net incremental NED costo=6120
2. Incremental NED costs and incidental

incremental NED benefits associated with in-
cremental scale included in Plan 0 intended
to Serve tale regional development objective
(reservoir Capacity and associated distribu-
tion facilities fOr irrigation) :

Recommended
plan with Recorn, Di&

service to RD mended (creme
objective elan C
deleted

N E D objective:
B clients- -
Costs

$120 $130 $10
00 110 20

Thns:
Grose incremental NED ,..:$20
Net incremental NED Costs =$10
9. BMA/fling joint NED Wets of Plan 0:

TOW NED Wats of Plan 0- - $1 10
LesS net incremental NED costs for low

flow augmentation -20
Less net incremental NED Costs fOr

service to irrigation lands_ _ _ -10
Remaining joint NED mete of Flan

0
WED cost alloceticen table for Plan C for

ObjectiVesif

NOTICES

C. Allocation- of NE.0 Costs Among Com-
ponents of NED Objective.

1. Beparable NED costs for NED
components :

Plan C Plan C Plan C Plan C
P Ian with w I th with wi th

C FC irriga- reerca- power
omitted lion Lion omitted

emitted omitted

Total NED
costs $110 $100 $105 $85

Flood control_
Irrigation (20-
Recreation 5
Power 25

Separable
NED costs

$10

Total 44
Note: In eases when the desired contribu-

tion to the EQ or RD objective stenm directly

24185

2. Rem ini joint NED costs of NED
objective:
Total NED costs allocated to NED

objective $63
Less total separable NED costs for NED

components

Remaining joint isMD _a of NED
objective 19

3.. NED cost allocation table r
NED components:

from the provision of service tO a NED com-
ponent, the separable costs for the NED com-
ponent must be adjusted downward by an
araohnt eeltlivalent to the NED COsts allo-
cated tO the EQ or RD objective in the first
stage of the cost allocation method.

NED components

FC Irrigation Recreation
Total

1. Benefits $50 $10
_Alternative NED coats $20 $25

3. Benefits limited_ $20 $10
4. Separable NED costs $10 $t
5. Remaining benefits $10 $6

Percent distribution 22 13
B. Remaining joint NED costs $4 . $3
7. Total allocated NED costs $14 $7

$30 $40 $130
$50 $30 $125
$30 $20 $90
$6 $26 $44

$25 55 $46
St 11 100

$10 $2 $19
816 $27 $63

Case 3-Incremarst of scale in plan Operated tO
economic development objective.

A. Project Data:

e anbjective Other than the national

Recomthended plan With service
to non-NED objective deleted

Reconunended Plan D

D objective:
Beneficial effects:

FC
Recreation
Power

Total

$50
30

1
Adverse effects:

Project eonstuiction and OM&R.-
Net beneficial

EQ objective:
Beneficial and adverse effects 1

RD objective;
Income:

enolicial effects:
PC_ = --- = ------
Recreation _

Power._
Addi tional net income accruing

to region.

80

1 Meets State water quality
standards over 100 miles stream.

2. 3,500 acres ilat water_ 2. 3,000 acres fiat water.
3. Inundate 11 miles free floiving 3. Inundate 10 miles kee flowing

Stream. stream.

Objective
TotalNED EQ RD

1. Benefits__ .- -. -.r._ -- , -- 030 (I) g)2. Alternative NED eoivi... $11`J $50 3 25
3. Benefits limited_
4. Net incremental NED ,- $14 $20° $40 I

5, cill'sl-aiiiirik-i..);;i1-eiiti (1 $20 -$10
$110 $20 $10

Percent distribution_ 79 14 7
O. Remaining joint NED

7 Total -allOCifeci -NEW "3 $11

$63 $31

170

wQ standards NO miles
2 Increased benefits from $135 to $160_

Not applicable-
NED costs of treatment at the source adequate to

mest water qualify standards over 105 mdes of stream=
N ED costs of dirwt transfer equivalent to increase in

regional Income.
B enefits limited by amount of gross incremental

NED costs. In thh case it is assumed the anvfronmental
quality benefits associated with meeting water quality
standards over 100 miles of stream Is worth at least
$40 NED cost=

B enefita limited by amount of gross- incremental
NED oats. In this case it Is assumed the regtemal develop.
meat benefit associated with providing servioe to irri-
gation lands Is_wOrth at least $30 NED cost.

FEDERAL R

Adverse effects:
Reimbursements_

Net beneficial effects_
Em002mont:

Beneficial and adverse affects
Regional economic base and stability:

Beneficial and adverse effects_

Recreational oppoilunIties:
Beneficial and adverse erfpcts

$50
16
40

10

EQ of special regional concern.
Beneficial and adverse effects 1.

2. 3,500 acres flat water.
3. Inundate 11 miles free flowing

stream-

B sneficial and adverse effects 1. 50-year flood protection to
city_ -

9. Provision of 50 MW hydro-
power capacity centrally
located in region not dependent
upon importation and move-
ment of fuel.

55
100

1 Create 300 jobs.

1. Create 300 low p
jobs.

I. Create- diversity of rmrentIonnl
opportunity including:

a. 7,500 man-days boating;
b. 3,800 man-days ils
o 20,000n/en-days picnic

Social tutors:

reate 3

;Tcreate 300 low PaulO seasonal
lobs.

1. Create diversity of recreational
opportunity including;

a. 7,500 man-days boating;
b 3,800 man-days fishing,
0 20.000 man.dars Picnic

I. Meets State water emalltY
standards over 50 mile stream.

2. 3,000 acres fiat water.
3. Inundate 10 miles free flowing

stream.

1. 60-year flood protection to
city.

2. Provision of 45 MW hydro-
power capaCitV cenhally 6

located in region not dependent
upon importation and move-
ment ot ,
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Objectives.
1. Incremental NED Coatz and incidental

incremental NED beneets associated 'with
feature included In recommended plan oper-
ated to eerve the environmental quality ob-
jective (reservoir capacity for downstream
low flow augmentation) :

Recommended
plan with Eneom.

service to EQ mended Difference
objective Plan D
deleted

NED oblective:

Costs__

Not beneats

$120 $100
00 80

C. Allocation of NED Casts Among Com-
ponents of NED Objective.

L Separable NED costa for NED compo-
nents:

Plart D elan D
Plan if Plan D with rot. with

with FC realest power
omitted omitted omitted

Total NED COBLI- $70 $75

Separable - NED costs
Flood control_ -- ----- *10

-$20 Recreation _ _ 5
-10 Power _ 20

NOTE: sin this case example it baS been
assumed that in the absence of providing
service to the EQ objective the power and
recreation components would be scaled with-
in the plan to maximize net NED benefits.
.As shown above, additional incremental NED
cone for specific power and recreation fa-
cilitles to maximize these net benefits is
assumed to be $10 under an edternative OpET=
Ming plan where no provision Is made for low
eow releases. Incremental NED benefite for
power and recreation is assumed to be $20
under Buell -an alternative operating
arrangement.

A further Implied assumption in this eaee
example is that it is more efficient to forego
power &lad recreation net benefits than it
would be to add additional capacity in the
reservoir to make low flow releaaes beyond
that Which maximizes power and recreation
net NEM benefits. This may frequently be the
case, i.e. to Increase reservoir capacity beyond
that assumed for either alternative operating
arrangement would be very costly due to, for
example, major road, railroad, or bridge
relocations. .

In this Mtuation where the recommended
multiobjective plan does not represent the
Inclusion of inerements of scale for the EQ
or the RD objective to a plan which ban
been scaled to maximize net NED benefit%
but rather because of efficiency considera-
tions involves a tradeoff between net MED
bane/1U and eentrIbutions to the EQ. oethe
RD objective, the concept of grOsts incre-
mental coats and net incremental costs has
to be viewed in terms of net NED benefits
foregone.
Thus:

Gross Incremental NED costs sS $10
Net incremental NED costa-10
2. Remaining joint NED costs of Plan D:

Total NED costs of Plan D $80
Less net Incremental NED costs Plus_ D. -10

Remaining joint NED costs of Plan 70_3. NED post allocation table for Lieu is for
objectives:

Objective
Total

NED EQ RD-

1. Benefits $100
2. Alternative NED costs- $80
8. Benefits limited $80
I. Net ineremental NED

casts_ - $10 CO to
5. liemaining ben(&ts_. 0 ( Sea

Percent distribution 1011 0 O am
6. Remaining joint NED

$105
$80

0 (")

7. Total allocated NED
costs

$70 0 (9
$70 $10 (5)

$70

Total 35

2. Remaining joint NED costs of NED
obj ective : -

Total NED coats allocated to NED ob-
jective _ $70

Less total separable NED costs for NED

Remaining joint NED coots of NED ob-
_ 35

RD objective:
Income:

Beneficial effects:
Irrigation
Recreation
Power
Additional net

income PC,.
eruIng to
region

Total _
Adverse effecte:

Reimbursement _
Net beneficial ef-

Employment :
Beneficial and ad-

verse effects.

Regional economic
base and ata-
b :

Beneficial and ad-
verse effects,

50
15
30

so

175

60

115

1. Create 320 farm
operation jobs.

2. Create SOO other
jobs.

1. Create 520 new
family sized
farms.

3. NED cost allocation table for Plan
for NED components:

reational oppor-
tunities:

Beneficial and ad-
verse effects.

EQ of special re-

2. Create 500 full-
time medium in-
come jobs.

3. Create 300 low
paid seasonal
jobs.

1. Create diversity
of recreational
opportunity In-
cluding:

6. 7,500 man-clays
boating;

b. 3,800 man-daye
fishing:

C. 20,000 man-days
picnicking.

NED coreponents
Total

PO Power

1. Denefits_ _ _ _ _ $50
2. Alternative NED

costs $30
3. Benefits limited #410
4. Separable NED

costs $10
8. Remaining benefits_ _ $20

Percent distribution 60
6. Remaining Joint $18

NED costs
7. Total allocated NED

costa E.08

$70

$5
$15
38

$13

618

$20
$5
12
$4

$05
$75

$35

100
$38

$70

e The plan is unjustified in terms
the national economic development ob-

jective, and no alternative formulation can
be developed that is justified In ternos of
this 06jective but the pian reeoMMended
in view of net . contributions to another
objective.

A. Proj

NIED objective:
Beneficial effects:

irrigation
Recreation

Recommended
Plan E

gional concern:
Beneficial and ad-

verse effect's.

BeCial facitora:
Beneficial and

verse -.effects.

flat

50.000
green space.Inundate 10

miles free Rowing
stream.

4. Destroy 50.000
acres of desert.

ad- 1. Plan has die-
tributien of net
regional Income
esSencial effects
by income class,
over first 20 years
of operation as

!lows:
Total

Adverse effect1,:
PrOjeCt conetruc-

tion and
Oattat5 130

Net beneficial 6E-

EQ objective
Benefloial and ad-

verse effects.,

-SO

1. 3,000 acres flat
Water.

2. Create 50,000
acres green space,

3sInundate 10
miles free /Lowing
stream.

4: Destroy 50,000
acres of desert.

_

i WQ standards 100 miles. _ , costs In this eerie it Le seemed the environmental quality ,

3 Not-applicable.. a q Mand-
1 NED costs, of treatment at the seen% fiAsqnste to ards over 100 miles of-stream is worth at_ $10

meet water quality standards over lay miles at stresias NED costs. _, ,, ..

4 Benefits limited- by amount of grew_ incremental- 'Benefits to RD objective Imelda:dal te' Plan D, thm ---s-------s----t. Tr.-An-enlani" Imo 0661:6 slid imidenta

NED costa which are the saunas set incremental NED no NED costs to be allocated to this objective. , tal NED 'benefits- assotiated with

Income aim
(dollars)

Percentage
of adjusted

gross
income
in class

Percentage
net bene-

fits in class

Loss than 5,000_
3 000-10m0
More than 10,000_

11
62
27

22
64
11

2. Provision of 50
hIW hiciropower

,ceemoity centrally
located -in region
not ,dependent
upon IMpoitation
and. movement of
fuel. .

XL :Allocation of- NED Costa A'mong
Objedlies

,MMPALEnki- eAavItacr,Ay , erremi're -et



scale included In Plan E intended to serve
the regional development objective:

Marginal bone,
fits and costa Becom-
ei alternative rnAndod Differ-

uses of resources Plan E once
required Nr

Plicl E

NED objective:
Boneflts___==._
Costs

Not benefits.

Pan $100 -$30
130 130 0

-30 -30

Thus:
Gross incremental NED oorsts=$ 0
Net incremental NED costs= $3D
2. Remaining joint NED costs of Plan E:

Total NED coots of Plan $130
Lees net incremental NED cOste Of

Plan E -30

Remaining joint NED coots of Plan E. 100'
B. NED coot allocation table for Plan E for

Objectives:

Obj etivo
Total

NED EQ RD

1. Boneftts $100 (Qual-
int=
tire)

$175 (t)

2. Alternative NED
costs $130 $130 $130

3. Benefits nneted.,.=- $100 (1) $30 $130
4. Not incremental NED

Costs $30 $30
IL Remaining beneflts__._ $100 0 $100

Pereont 100 0 100
S. Remaining joint NED

costs $100 (I) $100
7. Total allocated NED

costs (I) $30 $130

Not applicable.
Benefits to the EQ objective Incidental to Plan E,

thus no NED costs to be allocated to this objective.
s Benefits limited by amount ol gross and net incre-

mental NED costs. In this ease it is assumed the regional
development net benefits associated with Plan E are
worth at least $30 NED costs.

O. Allocation of NED Costs Among Com-
ponents of NED Objective.

-1. NED coot allocation table for Plan E for
NED componente:

NED comoonent
Total

TM- Beers- Power
gation ation

NOTICES

Adversa effects:
Aoverse effects:

Project con-
struction and
OM&R

External dis-
economies

Total ---
Net beneficial ef-

EQ objective:
Beneftelal and ad-

verse effects.

RD objective:
Income:

Beneficial effects:
PC
Irrigation
Recreation
Power
External econo-

mies.
Unemployed re-

sources.
Additional net

income ac-
cruing to
region.

L Benefits__ _ _____
Percent distribution._

2. Total allocated NED
costs

Case 5-Incremental scale included in plan
intended primarily to serve the environ-
menlal quality objective and incremeniai
scale includai in plan intended primarily to
erve the regional development objective.

A. Project Data:
NED objective:

Beneficial effects:
Flood control--
Irrigation
Recreation

ecom.-

$50
70
30
40

10

Total 200

Role 'amended
Ar;an F

Total
Income:

Adverse effects:
Reimburse-

ment,
External dia-

economies.
LOGS of assist-

ance pay-
ments.

Lose of net in-
come Am re-
glom_

Total
Net beneficial ef-

feats.
Employ-ment:

Beneficial effects_

Adverse effects__
Net beneficial ef-

fects.

145

150

50

1. Meets State water
quality standards
over 100 miles
stream.

2. 5,000 acres flat
water.

3. Create 5 0,00 0
acres green space.

4. Inundate 16
miles free flowing
streams.

5. Ini7ndate
miles free flowing
streams periodi-
cally.

6. Destroy 50,000
acres of desert.

24187

B. Create 400 medi-
um income jobs
for 4 years.

4. Create 300
paid seasonal jobs.

Recreational oppor-
tunities:

Beneficial and ad- 1. Create diversity
verse effects, of recreational op-

portunity includ-
ing:
a. 7,500 man-days

boating:
b. 3,800 man-days

fishing:
c. 20,000 ma n-

days picnicking.
EQ of special re-

gional concern:
Beneficial and ad. 1. Meeta State

verse effects. water quality
standarde over 50
miles stream.

2, 5,000 acres flat
water.

3. Create 50,000
acres green space.

4. Inundate 16
miles free flowing
stream.

5. Inundate 6 miles

$50
'70
15
40
10

130

355

Social factors:
Benenciai and

verse effects.
ad

free flowing
stream periodi-
cally,

e. Destroy 50.000
acres of desert.

1. 42-year flood pro-
teetion to city.

2. Provision of 50
MW hydropower
capacity centrally
located In region
n o t dependent
upon Importation
and move mt of
fuel.

B. Allocation of NED Costs Among 05-
70 feetives.

1. Incremental NED costs and incidental
5 incremental NED benefits associated with in--

cremental scale imiuded in Plan F intended
to serve the environmental quality objective
(reservoir capacity for downstream low flow
augmentation) :

1. CVeate 320 farm
operation jobs.

2. Create 1,500 other
jobs.

3. Create 400 jobs
for 4 years.

1. Loss of 200 jobs.
1. Create 320 farm

operation joba
2. Create 1,300

other jobs.
3. Create 400 jobs

for 4 years.
Regional economic

base and eta-
Beneficial and ad- -1. Create 320 new

verse effect% family size farrea.
2. Create 1,200 full-

time Medium in-
come jobs.

FP11FRM 11,FIIISTPD vni Is !Nan CAC_TIlecrtrow i.4esinenrek

NED objective:

Recreation $20 330 _____
POwer 30 40
0 ther 130 130

Recommended
Plan with Recom-

servian to EQ mended Differ-
eio. -Live Flan F once

Total
Costs

180
110

Thus:
dross Incremental NED coats- $40
Net incremental NED costs--.$20
2. incremental NED costs and incidental

incremental NEID benefits associated with in-
crerdentel scale included in Plan P Intended
tO serve the regional development Objective
;(reserVOIr capacity, distribution systrein and
pumP lift to, serve_ benchlands not incre-
mentally eConomically justified) ;

-
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Recommended
plan with Recom- Differ-
service to mended 01,10.0

ED objeztive Plan F
deleted

NED objective:
Benefits:

Irrigation.-- - ----- $50 $70
Other. 130 130

Total 200 $20
Costa 110 150 40

ThUS
Grose incremental NED costs $40
Net incremental NED costs= $20
O. Remaining joint NED costs of Flan E':

Total NED costs of Plan P ____ $150
Less net Incremental NED costs for low

Row augmentat 20
Less not incremental NED costs for

benchlanci Irrigation 20
Remaining joint NED costs of Plan F 110

4. IsW.D cost allocation table for Plan F
objectives:

0 bjective
NED EQ RD

Total

1. Benefits= _ ._ _ _____ __
2. Alternative NED costs__
3. Benefits limited
4. Net ineremen tat NED

$200
$150
$150

(1)
$50
$40

(I)
1 550
7 $40 (,)

costs (n $20 $20 $40
5. Remaining benefits $150 $20 $20 $190

Percent dtstrIbution 78 11 11 100
A. Remaining joint NED

$80 $12 $1.2 $110
7..Total fill-ocaVeti NED

costa $138 $32 $32 $150

WQ standards 100 miles.
I Increased benefits from $305 to $355.

Not applicable.
I NED COOS of treatment at the source adequatei.1

meet water quality standards over WO Miles of stream:
NED costs Of direet transfer eqnivalent to increasein

reflonal lucorne.
Benefits limited by amount of grass incremental

NED costa. In this C41.90 it Is assumed the environmental
quality benefits associated with meeting water quality
standards over 100 miles of stream Is worth at least $40
NED coot.

Benefits limited b- mount of grata incremental
NED 00sta. In this cc 13 assume-id, the regional de-
Velopment benefit nano . 4 with providing service to
benchlands is worth at least $40 NED Cost.

4_1_ Allocation of IVED costa Among Com-
ponents of NED Objective.

1_ Separable NED costa for NED compo-
31011tG:

Plan F Plan Ir
Platt F with with

Plan F with FO
omitted gallon ation

omitted omitted

Total NED costa_ $160 $140

Plan E
Plan E 71.th

power-
omitted

Flan F with
external _

economics
omitted

Total NED costa__ um $1E0

Vinod oontrol

Separable
NED costs

/MO
Irrigation (62-32) _ __ _ 20
nevreation
Power
Eoternal economies

Mortal GO

2. Remaining Joint BIRD cooks of NED
objective:

NOTICES

Total NED costa allOcated to bum) ob-
jective 330

Less total separable Imo-costs for NED
components 00

Remaining joint NED costs of NED ob-
jective 26
a. NED coot allocation table for Plan F

for NED components:

NED components
Total

FO Irrigation Recreation Power External
economies

1, Benefits. ___________ _____ ________ $50 $70 $30 $10 $10 $200
2. Alternative NED co3t5- $50 $100 $50 $30 I $10 52-10

3. Benefits limited $50 1!7(11 $30 530 $100
4. Separable NED costs_ $10 $94) $5 $25 0 $00
b. Remaining benefits= $40 $50 $75 $$ $10 1,130

Percent distribution 31 36 100

0. Remaining Joint NED coats $8 $10 $5 $1 $2 $211

7. Total allocated NED coats $tS $110 $1.0 $241 $2 $80

1 Alternative NED costs assumed to he equal to NED benefits for this componout.

VIII. NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR FEDERAL AND
FEDERALLY ASSISTED ACTIVITIES

A. INTRODUCTION

With an ideally developed system of
multiobjective planning in which ria-
tional priorities and budget constraints
were integrated with local and regional
priorities, the approaches in the prin-
ciples and standards would result in a
national program of the appropriate em-
phasis and size. In the ideally developed
system, there would be no necessity for a
second round where national priorities
and budget constraints are imposed on
plans developed according to other
Priorities.

Since we are far from the ideal multi-
objective system of planning, an interim
aPProach is described below.

Up to this point, these standards have
been concerned -with alternative plans
for projects, States, regions, or river
basins. The evaluation, systematic dis-
play, and comparison of alternative
plans provide an indication of the priori-
ties given the various objectives in select-
ing a recommended plan whether for
projects, States, regions, or river basins.
Such plans include both Federal and
non-Federal activities and are of concern
to all levels of government

In formulating a national program of
Federal and federally assiated activities
for water and land resources, national
priorities must. be established among
recommended project State, region, or
river basin plans. The system of accounts
for beneficial and adverse effects for
reconneended plan% together with other
criteria; such as available budget re-
source% natienal policy totrard the
enviromnental quality. 'or regional
development objective% social effects,
and public and private investment alter-
native% will provide information needed
for formulating a national program.

The Colincil will develop-and put into
operation a national programing system
to support decisions as to Iong-range
priorities for water and land resource
aotivitie% While the elements Of such a
systeni already exist in the member de-
Partment% what is needed is a 'common
system to bring the information together
and to insure that futine field studies in
multiobjectiVe 'planning are consonant
with thenational system.

It is essential that the planning process
not only articulate rate full range of
choice available for meeting any given
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level of needs, but that it also provide
information which would be a basis for
determining the order in which needs are
to be fulfilled. Criteria for such selections
should flow from the decisions made in
regard to the priorities assigned to the
multiobjectives.

Clearly, a choice exists as to which of
the multiobjectives are to be emphasized.
However, having assigned priorities to
these respective objectives, these deci-
sions must then be related to the instru-
ments available for policy implementa-
tionthe most important being the an-
nual budget within which national
priorities are reflected for all Federal
and federally assisted activities.

The appropriation of funds to imple-
ment a particular plan represents the
termination of one planning cycle and
the initiation of another. For this reason,
priorities established in the planning
process may be reinforced or altered by
subsequent budgeting decisions. Differ-
ent -types of folority decisions axe re-
quired in each level of planning. PrioritY
decisions in formulating plans for proj-
ects are responsive to the kinds and
quantities of project outputs expected.
In formulating plans for regions or river
basin% priorities are established among
alternative Cotiirses of action. In formu-
lating national program% priorities may
be assigned among the various river
basin plans which are in competition for
the same limited fluids.

E. rannurrEs ra PLAN FORMULATION
Formulation af plans for prOjects ean

be viewed as the process of selecting spe-
cific measures for meeting identified
problems and needs, Since combinations
of individual measures generate differ-
ent effects in a geographic erea and since
a multitude of such combinations is pos-
sible, formulation of plans for projects
requires that priorities be established not
only in regard to the objectives which are
to be emphasized in each alternative for-
mulation, but alSo in regard to which of
the alternative formulations are to be
recomMended: Therefore, it should be
clear that priorities are necessarily es-
tablished, either explicitly or implicitly,
during .the process of formulating proj-
ect plans.

A plan for a region or river basin is a
sequence of actions or measures which
upon implementation will-result in meet-
big the problems and needs for water and
land resource development The project
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level of planning accords priorities and
subsequently selects (assigns a priority
to) that formulation which makes the
most beneficial contribution to those ob-
jectives considered 1/, be most important.
However, it is not until regional or river
baain level of planning is undertaken
that the resulting projects are accorded
a priority in terms of their time phasing
or sequence of implementation.

The problems and needs for water and
land resource development vary among
the different regions of the Nation, a
major reason for this variance being the
economic, social, and environmental con-
ditions uniquely associated with different
geographic areas. It is for this reason
that water and land resource plans are
formulated for and apply to well-defined
geographic areas, either river basins or
other designated regions.

Recognizing the existence of budget
constraints, a choice must be made as
to whether or not each plan is to pro-
gress toward completion at the same rate
or whether plans for some regions are
to progress at accelerated rates. What-
ever the choice, it represents a priority
decision in formulating a national
program.

Since plans are directed toward meet-
ing problems and needs in designated
geographic areas, choosing priorities
among regional or river basin plans re-
flects, in practical terms, the assignment
of priorities to geographic areas. There-
fore, in the budgetary sense, national
program formulation is the allocation
of a midtiyear budget among geo-
graphic areas.

C. ESTADLISMNG PRIORITIES
The President and the Congress,

through the authorization, budgetary,
and appropriation process, are ultimate-
ly responsible for assigning priorities
for implementation of Federal activitles.
At an earlier stage, however, the Water
Resources Council has certain responsi-
bilities with regard to priorities. These
standards amplify upon those responsi-
bilities by requiring member agencies
to formulate long-range national and
regional programs for water and land
resource activities.

1. Project plans. To assure that ade-
quate data are available for subsequent
steps in the process of national pro-
graming for water and land resource ac-
tivities, it 11:1 essential fn the process of
formulating plans for a project that
sufficient information with respect to the
contribuMons that alternative plans
make to the niultiobjectives be clearly
developed and reported.

2. Basin plans. With respect to basin
or regional plans, it is necessary to estab-
lish priorities among the Various activi-
ties in a plan and to present a clear state-
ment of theit most effective sequence of
implementation. Many basin plans have
contained early action programs which
single out the projects for more inunedi-
ate needs. However, the criteria for this
choice generally are not related to na-
tional priorities for water and land re-
source activities.

Under existing procedures, priorities
for Federal and fedeially assisted activ-
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Ries are usually established by agency
recommendations to the President and
by specification in the Itesident's annual
budget messages to the Congress. Public
review of these priorities is generally
limited to testimony before the various
congressional subcommittees which are
considering the budget requests for a
particular agency.

Since the priorities set forth in the
Federal budget are usually limited to ac-
tions to be undertaken within an en-
suing fiscal year, State and local plan-
ning groups are forced to make highly
uncertain projections in regard to the
future activities of Federal water and
land programs. These standards provide
that river basin commissions and entities
designated by the Water Resources
Council to perform the functions of a
river basin commission recommend
long-range schedules of priorities for
the collection ana analysis of basic data
and for the investigation. planning. and
construction of projects. State members
of river basin commissions have a re-
sponsibility to participate in establishing
the long-range schedule of priorities.
These standards require that each Fed-
eral agency that is a member of a river
basin commission or entity performing
the functions of a commission participate
in the preparation of such a long-range
schedule of priorities. Such a schedule is
to reflect priorities to be accorded to pre-
viously authorized projects, as well as
those recommended for authorization
during each 5-year period in the sched-
ule. The recommended schedide of priori-
ties should accompany all requests for
congressional authorization and funding.
A copy of the schedule should also be
forwarded to the Governors of the appro-
priate States for review and comment.

3. National programs. The single most
perplexing problem in water and land
resource programing is the integration of
regional and river basin plans into a na-
tional program of Federal and federally
assisted activities for the management
and use of the Nation's water and land
resources. In arder that the Council may
make a continuing study of the relation
of regional or river basin plans to the re-
quirements of larger regions of the Na-
tion and to the Nation as a whole, these
sa azdards require that each member of
tht. Council prepare a 5-year national
program of water and land resauxce
activities for submiesion through the
CoUncil-to the President. The 5-year pro-
gram is to include an ideutincation _of
priority aetivities for collection and
analysis of basic data and for the in-
vestigations, planning, and construetion
of projects which are to be initiated in
each legion during the period. The
amount of program funds ta be allocated
to a particular region or basia is not to
be based upon a rigid mu thematical
formula but, consistent with the level
of funds prospectively avallabla Upon
an assessment of the relative needs for
water resource aetivities in the respec-
tive regions. The national program and
its regional allocations is to be contin-
ually reviewed and modified periodically
to reflect the changing needs for water
resource activities.
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D. COORDINATION see REVIEW' OF
PLANNING STUDIES

A. INTRODUCTION

The success of multiobjective planning
depends on meaningful participation of
interests concerned with each objective
at each step in the planning process. The
leaders for water and land resource plan-

ng have the challenging responsibility
of achieving such participation while
mai aging effective planning studies and
facilitating decisionmaking. This respon-
sibility will reauire an aggressive pro-
gram to involve all concerned interests in
identifying an area's problems and needs,
in planning alternetive solutions, and in
decisions as to action.

Federal planning and participation in
planning will be carried out on a coor-
dinated basis from the earliest consider-
ation of planning needs and priorities
through initiation of an investigation or
survey and the entire process of plea
ning and review. When warranted, joint
Federal agency-State planning for re-
gions or river basins will be.arranged by
the Council. Full advantage is to be taken
of existing field organizations and ar-
rangements for coordination, such as
river basin commissions, other regional
agencies or commissions, Federal-State
interagency committees, interstate bod-
ies, and State and local agencies. When
any Federal agency initiates an investi-
gation, it shall follow the Water Re-
sources Council's standards for appro-
priate coordination and consideration of
problems of mutual concern with other
Federal agencies and with interested
regional, State, and local public agencies
and private interests.
D. NATIONAL PROGRAM OP PLANNING STUDIES

The Water Resom-ces COuncil will pre-
pare and keep up to date a national pro-
grarn of water and. land resource plan-
ning studies. This program will include a
long-range schedule of priorities for:

1, Framework studies and assess-
ments;

2. Regional or river basins studies; and
3. Implementation studies.
1. Framework studies and assessments.

In accordance with section 102 of the
Water Resources Planning Act, the Coun-
cil will maintain a continuous study of
water requirements and the adequacy of
water supplies to meet them. The Coun-
cil will publish periodically an asseas-
ment of the Nation's water and land
resources, and will publish as needed
framework studies and aszessments for
the major regions of the country.

The reports on framework studies and
assessments will be prepared by the re-
gional entities designated by the Coun-
cil. The Council shall review such reports
as to the adequacy of water supplies to
meet requirements in the region; the
relation of the regional programs to the
larger regions of the Nation; the Ade-
4110-04 of acinainistrative and statutorY
means for coordination among Federal
agencies; the adequacy of existing policy
and programs to meet such require-
ments; and other regional and national
problems in the 4..nservation, develop-
ment, and utilization of water and land
resources as the Council may determine.
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Framework studies and assessments
will be included in the periodic national
assessment reports and as appropriate
may be transmitted separately by the
Council to the Congress.

2. Regional or river basin studies. As
Part of its comprehensive planning re-
sponsibilities, each river basin commis-
sion is directed under the Water Re-
sources Planning Act to recommend
long-range schedules of priorities for the
collection and analyses of basic data and
for investigation, planning, and con-
struction of Projeets. Where commissions
have adopted such long-range schedules.
the Council and Federal departments and
agencies shall use the commissions' rec-
ommendations in establishing priorities
for regional or river basin planning
studies. Study leaders shall be provided
by or designated by river basin commis-
sions in their respective areas.

Where a river basin commission has
not been established under title II of the
Water Resources Planning Act, the Coun-
cil may designate some other regional
entity to perform the function of a river
basin commission Ln recomn-..saling
priorities for planning studies. Study
leaders shall be provided by or designated
by the Council in these areas.

For multiobjective regional or river
basin planning studies, the Council will
have prepared and will submit budgets
with suitable statements of justifications
for consideration in establishing the
President's budget. These statements will
outline a brief plan of study, including
arrangements for study coordination and
management.

When a budget for a regional or river
basin studY has been approved. the Coun-
cil will prepare terms of reference for
the study, provide or designate the study
manager, and prepare the coordination
arrangements, including designation of
participating Federal agencies and
States. The study manager shall submit
a detailed plan of study, prepared in
accordance with the Council's Handbook
for Regional or River Basin Studies, for
review and approval of the Council. The
study manager will be responsible for the
efficient management of the study and
for organising the study so that all con-
cerned interests may participate in the
planning process. When the objectives of
the regional or river basin planning study
have been identified, as provided in sec-
tion V, Plan Formulation, tne study
manager will prepare a statement of the
specified components of the multi-
objective and the probable effects of the
plan on such objectives. A. copy of this
statement will be sent to the Water Re-
sources Council and t0 the Council On
Environmental Quality as a preliminary
report nnder section 102(2) (C) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of
1969.

The study manager will submit com-
pleted reports of regional or river basin
planning stddies to the Water Resources
Council for review. Copies shall be fur-
nished to the Council on Environmental
Quality.

The procedure for processing of reports
from river basin coramissions Is pre-

seated below. For reports of studies in
other areas, the Council will prepare its
review report which may include modi-
fications of the plan and after clearance
with the Office of Management and
Budget will transmit its report and the
plan to the Congress for appropriate
action.

a. River Basin Commission plan re-
ports. These reports will be submitted to
the Water Resources Council for review
in aecordance with the Water Resources
Planning Act. Copies will be furnished
to the Council on Environmental Quali-
ty. The Water Resources Council will
prepare a report of its review which may
include revision of plans for Federal proj-
ects included in the commission's plan_

The Council will review each plan pre-
pared by a river basin commission with
speeial regard to:

1. The efficacy of such plan in achiev-
ing optimum use of the water and land
resoure" in the area involved;

2. Th effect of the plan on the
achievement of other programs for the
development of agricultural, urban, en,
ergY. industrial, recreational, fish and
wildlife, and other resources of the Na-
tion; and

3. The contributions which such plan
will make in achieving the Nation's eco-
nomic and social goals-

The Council will formulate such rec-
ommendations as it deems desirable in
the national interest and transmit them,
together with the plan or revision of the
river basin commission and the views,
comments, and recommendations with
respect to such plan or revision sub-
mitted by any Federal agency, Governor,
interstate commission, or U.S. section of
an international commission, to the Pres-
ident for his review and transmittal to
the Congress with his recommendations
in regard to authorization of Federal
projects.

b. Coordinated State plans. Federal
agencies-administering ProgramS of Fed-
eral assistance to States and other pub-
lic bodies shall report to the Council on
pending applications the Information re-
quired to carry out the Council's re-
sponsibility for coordination of Federal
assistance programs and other Federal
Progranm under the Water Resources
Planning Act.

Ic carrying out its coordination func-
tion, the Council will encourage State
planning agencies to submit a prograin
for planning water and land resources
which shows how Federal assistance
from various sources is to be used with
resources from State and other public
bodies to accomplish State objectives
The Council will coordinate such State
program proposals with proposed Fed-
eral plan:sins- to avoid duplication and to
facilitate effective use' of planning re-

When a State program for use of Fed-
eral assistance has been approved by the
Council. Federal agencies will be guided
by the State program in approving anpli-
cations for grants and other Federal as-
sistance.

Copies of reports resulting from feder-
ally assisted planning shall be distributed

for information by the Federal agency
responsible for the program to the Water
Resources Comicil, to the appropriate
river basin commission, and to desig-
nated offices in Member agencies. The
Council will include a distribution list
in its Handbook for Coordination of
Planning Studies and Reports. These re-
ports will be used for information in
preparing the national planning pro-
gram.

c. Handbook for regional and river
basin 7tudies. The Council will issue and
keep up to date a Handbook for Re-
gional or River Basin Studies. This
handbook will set forth procedures for
preparing work plans, establishing study
management, preparing budgets, and
the application of principles and stand-
ards in regional or river basin studies.

3. Implementation studiesa. Coun-
cil coordination. To facilitate the coor-
dination of water and land resources
planning studies among the agencies
represented on the Water Resources
Council, the Federal agencies, on or be-
fore July 1 of each year, will exchange,
through the Council, lists of implemen-
tation stedies which are under consid-
eration as proposed new planning starts
for the fall budget submissions. The
lists will Mclude information concerning
the type of study, study name, purpose,
location, c stimated duration, and a pre-
liminary estimate of total cost. Informa-
tion will be included on the relation of
the proposed implementation study to
Priorities established by the Council on
the basis of recommendations by river
basin commissions or other regional en-
tities and to State planning programs.
On the basis of this information and the
information on applications for federally
assisted programs, the Council will pre-
pare its recommendations. for "admin-
istrative use only," as to a national Pro-
gram of implementation studies that
should be considered for initiation in
the succeeding fiscal year.

Each Federal agency will (on an "ad-
ministrative use only" basis) keep the
Council informed of action on implemen-
tation studies ircluded in the Council's
recommended national program during
the budgetary and appropriation proc-
ess. When the appropriations have been
approved, each Federal agency will ad-
vise the Water Resources Conneil which
implementation, studies have been fund-
ed, the assignment of study manage-
ment and any special coordination
arrangements.

b. Field coordination of implementa-
tion studies. RiVer basin commissions
established under tL Water Resources
Plarming Act serve as the principal
agency for the field level coordination of
Federal, State, interstate, local, and non-
governMental plamiing efforts for the
development of water and land resources
in their areas of responsibility. Proce-
dures to accomplish this will be de-
veloped by the commissions consistent
with the Water Resources Planning Act
and applicable rules, regulations, and
guidelines of the Water Resources
Council.

Where a river, basin commission has
not been established under title 31 of
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the Water Resources Plamieng Act., other
entities may be requested by the Water
Resources Cuancil to coordinate plan-
ning studies.

The following are the minimum pro-
cedures for field level coordination and
shall apply in those regions where a
river basin commission has not been
established, and may be used or adapted
for use by a commission in the area
where one has been established:

(1) Initiation of implementation
studies. When any implementation study
has been funded, the field office respon-
sible for its initiation will inform the
corresponding field offices of the other
Federal departments and agencies, river
basin commissions, States, and con-
cerned local agencies of this action. This
written communication will request a
statement, within a specified period of
time, as to what interests they may
have in the proposed snide, what perti-
nent data they may have or know about
that can be made available, and what
preliminary comments and suggestions
ori these subjects they may care to
make.

(2) Coordination during studies. When
the objectives for an implementation
study have been identified, as provided in
section V. Plan Formulation, the plan-
ning organization will prepare a public
statement of the specified components of
the objectives and probable effects of the
plan on such objectives. A copy of this
statement will be sent to the Water Re-
sources Connell and to the Connell On
Environmental Quality for a preliminary
report under secCion 102(2) (C) of the
National Environmental Policy Act.

As the plan which is to be Incorporated
In the report is berng formulated, the
head of the field office responsible for the
report will periodically communicate and
arrange for mutually desired conferences
with the corresponding field offices of
Federal departments or agencies, river
basin conmaissions, States, and concerned
local agencies which have indicated an
interest. The purpose of these communi-
cations and conferences are to determine
what pertinent data are in existence, to
arrange schedules for obtaining assist-
ance and for obteirone additional data
without duplication, to interchange in-
formation, to discuss the proposed plan
and report, and to identify areas where
there may be complementary or com-
petitive effects.

(3) Field review of reports. When the
report by the responsible- field office has
been completed, it will be submitted
prior to official transmission to higher
authority, to the other interested field
offices of Federal departments and agen-
clea river basin eominiesions, States, and
concerned local agencies for review and
comment. Reports will be revised as mat,
be necessary to reflect mutually accept-
able Changes. Suggestions on which
agreement is not reached and wrdch are
not otherwise resolved will be recorded In
the field office comments.

. Review of Federal tmplementation
study reports. The following types of finel
reports will be referred by the responsible
agency head to the heads of other de-
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paranents or agencies In Washington,
D.C., and States for review and com-
ment and to the Water Resources Coun.-
cil office for information ; and the Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality in accord-
ance with section 102(2) (C) of the
National Environmental Policy Act:

1. Reports required to be subnatted to
other departments or agencies and States
in accordance with existing law;

2. Reports prior to project authoriza-
tion in which other agencies have par-
ticipated, have an interest, or on which
the originating agency desires comments
or views; and

3. Reports following project authori-
zation when, in the opinion of the head
of the responsible agency, the comments
or views of other departments or agencies
are necessary or desirable prior to initia-
tion of construction activities.

The Water Resources Council will re-
view and comment on reports of imple-
mentation studies in areas covered by
regional or river basin plans. The Coun-
cil will also review reports that contain
innovations in planning procedures or
cost-sharing arrangements, or which
have unresolved evaluation or coordina-
tion problems. Federally assisted studies
that are submitted for Congressional ap-
proval shall be reviewed in the same
manner, The Council's comments shall
be included when reports on implementa-
tion studies are transmitted to the
Congress.

Copies of final reports or plans not
subject to headquarters review in ac-
cordance with the foregoing shall be
furnished for information purposes to
(a) the heads of other concerned Federal
departments or agencies, (b) the Gov-
ernor of the State(s) in which the prni-
ect is located, (c) the Water Resources-
Council, and (d) the Connell on En-
vironmental Quality.

RePorts or plans requiring congres-
sional approval for project authorization
shall be forwarded to the Office of Man-
agement and Budget for clearance before
transirdttal to the Congress. Copies of
the reportb Will be forwarded to the Office
of Management and Budget by the re-
sponsible department or agency head, to-
gether with copies of comments received
froth the Water Resources Council, other
concerned Federal departments or agen-
cies, and States. The responsible agency
Allan also determine that all statutory
requirements have been met and that
there is no apparent conflict with other
water and land resource projects or
prograir s.

d. Handbook for Coordination of I'm-
plementation Studies and Reports. The
Water Resources Council has prepared
and will keep up to date a Handbook for
COOrdination of Implementation Studies.
and Reports for the use of agencies rep-
resented on the Council and others con--
cerned with hnplementation studies of
water and land resources. The handbook
will provide a summary of coordination
policies, a deecription of agency areas of
interest and responsibility, designation of
agency offices arid representatives Which
are to receive InformatiOn regarding
planning activities, and reports for
review.

C. Notification of planning clearing-.
lwase. The designated field office of Fed-
eral departments or agencies responsible
for federally assisted programs shall in-
form potential applicants for assistance
in planning water and land resource de-
velopment projects of the need for them
to notify the planning and development
clearinghouse of the State(s) and the
region, or, if applicable, the metropoli-
tan area clearinghouse of their inten-
tion to apply fer assistance (Bureau of
the Budget Circular A-95 and Intergov-
ernmental Cooperation Act of 1968).

Applicants for project asaistanee are
to include with their applications:

1. Comments made by or through
clearinghouses, along with a statement
that such comments have been consid-
ered prior to submission of the applies,-
tion; or

2. A statement that the procedures for
informing eleatinghouses of an inten-
tion to apply have been followed and
that no comments have been received.

The responsible field offices of Federal
departments or agencies are responsible
for establishing worting relations with
the appropriate clearinghouses. The
clearinghouses shall be notified when
the agency initiates planning activities
and a conference arranged to disceas co-
ordination needs and arrangements. At
such conferences, arrangements should
be made to obtain available and perti-
nent base data, statistics, or other infor-
mation from the clearinghouse. The
need and arrangements for fusther con-
sultation to assure coordMation shoi.dd
alao be discussed and agreed on.

I. Sum:malty or PROPOSAL

1. Purpose, The Proposed principles
and standards are to be established for
Planning the use of the water and land
resources of the United States to achieve
objectives, determined cooperatively,
through the coordinated actions of the
Federal, State, and local governments:
Private enterprise and organizations;
and individuals.

Plans for the use of the Nation's water
and land resources would be directed to
iniprovement of the quality of life
through Contributions to the objectives
of national economic development, en-
vironmental quality, and regional devel-
opment./ The regional development ob-
jeetive will be used in. formulating
alternative plans only when directed.

The beneficial and adverse effects of
alternative plans on each of these objec-
tives avill''be displayed/in separate ae-
tounts iwith a fourth account for effects
on social factors.

2. Objectives. Planning for the use of
water and land resources would be con-
ducted to reflect society's preferences for
attainment of the objectives defined
below:

a. To enhance national economic de-
velopment by increasing the value of the
Nation's output of goods and services
and improving natclonal economic effi-
ciency.

b. To enhance the quality of the en-
viromnant by the management, oonser-
vation, preservan on, creation, restora-
tion, or improvement of the quality of
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certain natural or cultural resources and
ecological systems.

c. Ter enhance regional development
through increases in a region's income:
increases in employment; distribution of
population within and among regions:
iniprovernents of the region's economic
base and educational, cultural, and rec-
reational opportunities; and enhance-
ment of Ps environment and other speci-
fied compreents of regional development.

Components of these multiobjectives
refer to the types of outputs, environ-
mental conditions, or regional develop-.
ment that are being sought as contribu-
tions to the multiobjecleves. The term
"component need" is used to refer to the
type, quantity, and quality of the desired
effeet now and in the future.

3. Beneficial and adverse effects..Fkw
each alternative plan there will be a
complete display or accounting of rele-
vant beneficial and adverse effects.

Beneficial and adverse effects are
measured in monetary terms for the na-
tional economic development objective
and the regional ineome component of
the regional development objective.

Other beneficaal or adverse effects are
measured in nonrnonetary terms for
eeinPOnents of the environmental qual-
ity and for the nonancome components
af the regional development objective.
Estimating these benefienn and -adverse
effects is undertaken in order to measure
the net changes with respect to Particue
Jar objectives that are generated by
alternative plans. For each alternative
plan the beneficial and adverse effeets
on eocial factors will also be displayed
in the system of accounts.

Thus, there are beneficial and adverse
effects for national economic develop-
ment, environmental quality, and re-
gional development objectives, and
beneficial and adverse effects on Social
factors. These would be measured in
monetary or quantitative units or qual-
itative terms appropriate to a particular
effect. The multiobjectives are not mu-
tually exclusive with respect to beneficial
ar adverse effects, and final decasions as
to the selection of the recommended plan
would be made by considering the dif-
ferences among alteruative plans as to
all their effects.

a. Natione2 economic development ob-
jective. Beneflcial effects to the national
economic development objective would
include all effects on natienal ounaut
regardless of the reason a plan may be
formulated Ti __a beneficial-effects in-
clude the value to users ef thareased
outputs of goods and services and the
value of output resulting from external
economies. National economic develep-
ment adverse effects are resources re-
quired for a plan and losses in output
resulting from external diseconomiet. -

b. Environmental- quality objective.
The beneficial and adverse effects of the
proposed plan on the environmental
characteristics of an area under study
or elsewhere in the Nation would be
evaluate& Environmental effects will be
displayed in terms of relevant physical
and ecological criteria or dimensions,
including the appropriate qualitative
aspects. Such an evaluation would in-

elude the effects of the proposed plan on
(a) open and green space, wild and seenic
rivers, lakes, beaches, shores, mountains
and wilderness areas, estuaries, and
other areas of natural beauty; (b)
archeological, historical, biological, and
geological resources and selected ecologi-
cal systems; (c) the quality of water,
land, and air resources; and (d) irre-
versible commitments of resources to
future uses.

Effects under the environmental qual-
ity objective are expressed in various
quantitative units or in qualitative terms.
In some instances, the effects can be ex-
pressed in terms of meeting legally es-
tablished standards.

c. Regional development ob jective.
The beneficial and adverse effects of a
proposed plan on relevant planning re-
gione (States, river basins, or communi-
ties) would be displayed, including in-
come- effects and effects on other com-
ponents of Vie regional development
objective, Including (1) the number and
tYPez of jobs resulting from a plan in the
region; (2) the effects of the plan on
population distribution within the region
and among regions: (3) the effects of
the plan on the regional economic base
and economic stability; (4) the effect of
the plan on -educational, cultural, and
recreational opportunity in the region;
and (5) the effect of the plan on envi-
ronmental quality in the region under
consideration.

d. Effects of the plan on social factors.
The beneficial and a,dverse effects of a
proposed plan on social factors will be
displayed, including the effects of a plan
on the real income of classes or groups
that are relevant to the evaluation of
the plan; effects of the plan on life;
health, and safety; effects of the plan
on reserve capacities and flexibilities in
water resource systems and protection
against interruption of the flow of es-
sential goods and services at times of
national disaster or, critical needs; and
effects of a plan on other relevant social
factors.

4. System of accounts. A system of
accounts- would be established that dis-
plays benedlaial and adverse effects of
each 'Alan to the multiobjectives and
beneficial and adverse effects on social
factors and provides a basis for com-
paring alternative plans. The disnlay Of
beneficial and adverse effects would be
prepared in such manrier that the dif-
ferent levels of achievement to each ob-
jective could be 'readily discerned and
compared indicating the tradeoffs among
alternative plena The system of ac-
eounts will display the beneficial and ad-
verse effects in the region under con-
sideration in relation to other parts of
the NatiOn

t. 5. The planning process. Plans will be
directed to improvements in the -quality
of Me by meeting current and projected
needs and problems as identified by the
desires of people in anch a manner that
improved contributioes are made to soci-
ety's preferences for national economic
development, environmentalnuality, and
regionfil development. Plans for water
and land resources Will focus upon the
specified cemponents of the multioblee-

tives desired for the designated region,
river basin, State, or local planning
setting.

The planning process would include
the following major steps;

(1) Specify components of the multi-
objectives relevant to the planning
setting:

(2) Evaluate resource capabilities and
expected economic and environmental
conditions without any plan;

(3) Formulate alternative plans to
achieve varying levels of contributions
to the specified components of the
multi obj ectives ;

(4) Analyze the differences among
the alternative plans which reflect dif-
ferent emphases among the specified
components of the multiobjectives;

(5) Review and reconsider if neces-
sary the specified components for the
planning setting and formulate addi-
tional alternative plans as appropriate;
and

(6) Select a recommended plan based
upon an evaluation of the tradeoffs
among the alternative plans.

weeential to this process is the for-
mulation of alternative plans to achieve
varying levels of contributions to the
multiobjectives and the active participa-
tion of all interests.

During the planning process one alter-
native plan will be formulated in which
optimum centributions are made to the
national economic development objec-
tive Additionally, during the planning
process at least one alternative plan will
be forrmilated which emphasizes the con-
tributions to the environmental quality
objective. Other alternate-e plans re-
flecting significant tradeoffs among the
national economic development and en-
vironmental quality Objectives may be
formulated. -

Other alternative plans emphasizing
contributions to specified components of
the regional development Objectives
Would be formulated only when specifi-
cally directed.

Pour tests would be applied in the
formulation of any given alternative
Plan;

-(1) The acceptability of the alterna-
tive plan to the public and compatibility
with institutional constrainte;

(2) The effectiveness of the alterna-
tive plan in meeting component needs of
the multicbjectives;

(3) The efficiency of the plan in meet-
ing component needs 'of the multiobjec-
tiveX and ademonstration that the plan
represents the least-Cost means of
achieving such cOmponent needs; and

(4) ,The completeness ot the plan in
amounting for all inveatments and other
required inputs or actions.

As alternative plans are developed
and silbjected to these tests, the basic
steps in the planning precess may be
reiterated as necessary with each itera-
tion more detailed than the last.

Each alternative plan screened for
final consideraticet should be "justified"
in the sense that in the judgment of the
planning organics tion the total beneficial
effecti to all Objectivet exCeed the total
adverse effects te all objectives.
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From its analysis of alternative plans
the planning organization will select a
recommended plan. The plan selected
will reflect the hnportance attached to
different objectives and the extent to
which different objectives can be
achieved by carrying out the plan.

The recommended plan should be for-
mulated so that beneficial and adverse
effects toward objectives reflect, to the
bast of current understanding and
knowledge, the priorities and prefer-
ences expressed by the public at all levels
to be affected by the plan.

In addition to the revommended plan
with supporting analysis, other signifi-
cant alternative plans embodying differ-
ent priorities among the desired objec-
tives would be presented in the planning
report. Included with the presentation of
alternative plans would be an analysis
of the tradeoffs among them. The trade-
offs would be set forth in explicit terms,
Including the basis for choosing the
recommended plan from among the
alternative plans.

8. Cost allocation and reimbursement.
When necessary to establish reimburse-
ment or cost-sharing policies an alloca-
tion of appropriate costs would be made
among the objectives and among com-
ponents of the ebjectives in such a man-
ner to insure that all objectives and
components are treated comparably and
receive their fair share of the advantages
from a multiobjective plan.

Reimbursement and cost-sharing poli-
cies would be directed generally to the
end that identifiable beneficiaries bear
an equitable share of costs commensu-
rate with benefits received in full cogni-
zance of the multiobjectives. Since exist-
ing cost-sharing policies are not entirely
consistent with the proposed multi-
objective approach to planning water
and land resources, these policies tvill be
reviewed and needed changes will be
recommend ed.

7. The discount rate. The discount rate
will be established in accordance with
the following concept: The opportunity
cost of all Federal investment activities,
including water resource projects, is rec-
ognized to be the real rate of retUrn on
non-Federal investments. The best ap-
proximation to the conceptually correct
rate is the average rate of return on
private investment in physical assets,
including all specific taxes on capital or
the earnings of capital and excluding
the rate of general inflation, weighted
by the proportion of private investment
in each major sector. The average rate
of return on non-Federal investments is
estimated at 10 percent.

Recognizing both the objective of sub-
sidizing Water resource projects and the
objective of an ecient combination
among and between Federal and none
Federal investment activities, the dis-
count rate to be established on approval
of the proposed princ'enes and standards
is 7 percent for the next 5 years.

8. National program development. The
Council will formulate a national pro-
gram for Federal and federally assisted
Water and land resource activities, ine
eluding a long-range schedule of priori-
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ties among plans for projects. States,
regions, and river basins.

9. Water and land planning activities
covered. The principles and standerds
would apply to Federal participation
with river basin commissions. States, and
others in the preparation, formulation.
evaluation, review, revision, and trans-
mission to the Congress of plans for
States, regions, and river basins: and for
planning of Federal and certain feder-
ally assisted water and land resource
programs and projects as listed In the
standards by the Water Resources
Council.

II. EVALUATION
Environmental Iinpact, Unavoidable

Adverse Environmental Effects, and Ir-
reversible and Irretrievable Commit-
ments of Resources)

The evaluation system and system of
accounts provide for the full and sys-
tematic display of effects, including
those which are' generally regarded as
favorable or beneficial, those which are
generally regarded as unfavorable or
adverse, and those for which prefer-
ences differ and may be considered
either beneficial or adverse depending
upon the value judgments of those ex-
pressing the preference. The effects of
an alternative plan on the environ-
mental characteristics of an area under
study or elsewhere in the Nation would
be evaluated for each alternative plan
formulated. Thus, environmental ef-
fects would be displayed for each alter-
native plan whether formulated to
achieve optimum contributions to the
national economic development objec-
tive, or formulated to ernphasize contri-
butions to the environmental quality ob-
jective, or, when specifically directed,
formulated to emphasize contributions to
specified components of the regional de-
velopment objective. Environmental ef-
fects would also be displayed for alterna-
tive plans formulated to reflect various
levels of contributions to the national
economic development, environmental
quality, or regional objectives. The dis-
play of environmental effects and the
effects on th other multiobjectives for
all alternative plans formulated would
provide information which should facili-
tate Planning decisions and reduce con-
flict over such decisions.

The proposed principles and standards
conform fully with the intent and the
spirit of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1989 by providing for full
and systematic evaluation and display of
enVironmental effects for all alternative
plans.

M. Fenian-re/ken:0r
(Alternatives and the Relationship Be-
tween Short-Term Uses of the Environ-
ment and Enhancement of Long-Term
Productivity)

The explieit consideration of the en-
vironmental quality objective in formu-
lating plans for the use of the Nation's
water and land resources provides op-
portunity for consideration of significant
enhancement of the quality of the en-
vironment. Rather than simply display-

ing environmental impacts the planning
process proposed in the Principles and
Standards would require that plans be
directed to meeting current and pro-
jected needs and problems as identified
by the desires of people in such a man-
ner that improved contributions are
made to society's preferences for national
economic development, envir onmental
quality, and regional development. Social
impacts are also considered. At the out-
set and throughout the planning process
responsible planning organizations would
consult appropriate Federal, regional,
State, and local groups to ascertain the
components of the multiobjectives that
are significantly related to the use and
management of the water and land re-
sources in the planning setting. The
identification of the specific components
of objectives to be considered explicitly
in plan formulation will necessarily in-
volve an appraisal of future economic,
environmental, and social conditions ex-
pected without the plan as compared
with those desired by people for the
planning area.

The proposed principles and standards
would be applied at all levels of plan-
ning es defined by the Water Resources
Council. At the broadest level of plan-
ning, that is, framework studies and
assessments, s.; acification of the com-
ponents of the environmental quality ob-
jective would be directed toward the
alternative choices that should be con-
sidered and evaluated in the study re-
sponsive to the needs and aspirations of
the people. These alternative choices re-
late to various views of the desires of
people in the mix of objectives to be
served in planning for the use of the
Nation's water and len,. resources and
reflect the alternative parameters and
assumptions upon which the planning is
based, including but not necessarily lim-
ited to alternative assumptions regard-
ing the levels of future economic and
Population growth and erndronmental
quality.

At the next more detailed level of
planning defined by the Water Resources
Council, that is, regional or river basin
planning, specifleations of the compo-
nents of the environmental quality objec-
tive would generally be concerned with
alternative courses of action that should
be considered and evaluated in planning
for the use of water and land resources
of an entire region or river basin as this
is the level a consideration of alternative
at which the- environmental issues and
tradeoffs are most likely to be relevant
to decisioninaking.

At the most detailed level of planning
defined by the Water Resouces Council,
that is, implementation studies, specill-
cation of the components of the environ-
mental quality objective will generally
be concerned with groups of interrelated
or individual plan elements where envi-
ronmental issues and tradeoffs are likely
to be significant in the decisionmaking
process.

The success of multiobjective planrdng
will depend on meaningful participation
of intereste concerned With each objets-
tiVe at each 'step in the planing process.
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Under the proposed prhirlples and stand-
arda when the objective :. of a framework
study or assessment or regional Or river
basin study have been identified the study
leader responsible for the management
of the study will prepare a statement of
the specified components of the multi-
objectives and the probable effects of the
plan on such objectives. A copy of this

NOTICES

statement will be sent to the Watc: Re-
sources Council and to the Council on
Environmental Quality as a preliminary
report under section 102(2) (C) of the
National Environmental Policy Act of
1969. The study manager will submit
completed reports of framework studies
and assessments and regional or riyor
basin planning studies to-the Water: Re-

sources Council for review. Copies of
such reports shall be furnished to the
Council on Environmental Quality.

It is concluded that promulgation of
the proposed Principles and Standards
for Planning Water and Land Resources
will further the purposes of the National
Environmental Polley Act of 1969.
[FR rhx.71-18628 piled 12 -2O-71;ENAD nalal
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